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TO LEI.
To Let.

PORTLAND PrBLNHIITQ CO.,

PLEASANT tenomwit well supplied with SeL bago water, at
ηονίβ .1 w*
34 PARIS STREET.

Exchange St, Portland.
Ei^ht Dollars a Year in advauce.

At 109

Terms:

WANTS, LOST, FOUND.

day (Sundays excepted) by the

every

THE MAINE STATE PRESS
Is published every Thwimtay Morning at $2 M
year; if pall iu advauce, at $2 00 a year.

ft

To Let.
PLEASANT rent of 7 rooms, on Wilmot near
Congress Street. For particulars call on
nol6tf
L. TAYLOR.

Gold Bracelet Lost.
FRIDAY Evening Nov. 15th, on High, Congress, Elm or Cumberland Streets or at entrance
to City Building and Public Libraav Rooms.
Finder will please return to this office.
iiovl8
St·

A

Board.

Ad.<ress JACOB RAND,
street, Boston.

Dancing Schools, Parties, Balls, Ac.,

IF

MATTOCKS & FOX,
88 Middle street.

BILL BOOK, containing bills amounting to
from $600 to $800 for collection. The finder
will be suitable rewarded by leaving the same at the
PRESS office, or at

half

Sebago

riage.

ME.

Office mrartt—θ to 11 Α. M., 1 tu 3 and 7 to 9 P. M.
uuvb
daw

Wanted·
T>Y a youug man of considerable experience and
_D unexceptionable references, a situation aa Bookkoepef·, or auy situation requiring care and attention
and good haudwriting. Apply to "M," Press office.

To Let,
140 Oxford Staeet, near Elm, with all tho
modern improvements ; Gas and Sebago WaEnquire on the premises.
oct30tt

HOUSE
ter.

MERRILL,

nol5

STORE TO LET.

LAW,

No. 30 Exchange St., Portland.
Formerly of the U. S. Treasury Department and
Attorney in all the courts in the District of ('olumbia,

brick store in the Racklcff Block,
Λ largeMiddle
and Ceurch streets—basement
nrst

C. R. R.

and

floor, eleganth finished and adapted to jobbing
dry goods or other similar trade.
ALLEN HAINES.
APPly to

will attend to the prosecution of laims before the
Court of Claims and the various departments at
<

ΛηΗΐ-,<

ROSS &

STITRPIYANT,
COAL

1Ό

Sole agents in Maine for the sale and shipment of
the Celebrated Coal mined by Messrs. Hammett Neill & Co., of Philadelphia,
We have aleo tor sale at lowest market
price,

Wilkesbarre, Scranton, Lackawanna,

C1IAS. A.

One

AJTO

IN

more

THE

THOMPSON

DELAWARE AVENl'E,
PHILADELPHIA.
Jai<31

TO

Boarders Wanted.

BLOCK,

FEW

BOARDERS
be accommodated,
A
table boarders at No. 11 Myrtle Street.
octlS

LB3T.

SOMETHING

Lowell, Mass.,
SHEPARD & COMPANY, name block,
Or,
J. C. PROCTER,
JeSdtf
93 Exchange et.

SHIP BROKERS,

Philadelphia.
J. B. Hamel, Jr.

Eaton

148 EXCHANGE SX.
^
EDUAB S. BROWN,

Counsellor and Attorney
No. 80

ai

Lnw !

Wanted.
and Machine Girl, at
COAT si»26tfPant makers
CHESLEY'S. 167 Middle st.

evening. Address
sep26

OF

LAfflSO^r

LIscokpoiAted

ik

J. H. Chadwick &

ENGINES.

GEMS OF STRAUSS : W. F.
Continue in
demand.

Phillips

one

B'd»;

46 & 48
au

Ranks, and will rank among the very beet Church
Musie Books, Price,# 1.50,
Specimen sent, atPreeent, f.»r $1.25*

of in-

course

Prie#,#2.3Ο.

EASY

CANTATAS.

I

For Musical Societies and Clubs, Choirs, Seminaries and Classe?, that fear to attack the oratories and
classical cantatas.
Belshaizar's Feast,
5Θ Flower Queen,
TS
50 Indian Summer,
Pilgrim Fathers,
30
1.00 Winter Eve'g
Burning Ship,
35
1.00
Quarrel of Flowers,
Entertaiment,
Festival of Rose,
30 Book of Cantata··,
1,50
Chtldn of Jerusalem, 30 Esther,
50
SO Picnic,
1.00
Fairy Bridal,
50
Daniel,
l.eo
Culprit Fav,
1.00 Flower Festival,
4S
Haymakers,
torm King,
38 Twin Sisters,
50

Mailed post-paid,

on

&

Co.,

c onvinced
fully
Furet Prize.

ica, and am
entitled to the

Chickering

11

Piano, for which they are a good substitute.
Every Piano warranted for five years.

Every

Chickering

Principal

Coupons

provided

CHARLES 91. HAWKE8,
'<18 Exchange at·· Portland

Co.,

Temple Place.

THE BEST SAVINGS BANK.

JET

ALBERT CHASE,

GOODS!

Manufacturer of all kinds of

Largest Stock,
Best Assortment,
Latest Styles.
In

Boston,

First Class

LARGE

LIKE

BONDS.

Λ 7 per cent, mortgage bond for sale on one
of the great roads
running from New York City—on
the third largest road in New York State. The most
desirable bond ·( all the Midland issues, avoiding the
largest income and promising the greatest profit.
Price, 85 and interest
We relieve them one of the safest and most profitble investments offered in this market for
years.

ALLEN, STEPHENS & Co
bankers,
SOLE AGENTS FOR TfflS
LOAA,

** PIWB ST,
New York.

buy nothing but the best of stock, I believe lean
build work second to none in style, lightness, strength
and durability combined. Particular attention
given
to all kinds of repairing. All those who wish t» have
their carriages stored and insured during the winter
and put in repair for spring can do bo at low rates.
A speciality of repairing all kinds of springs. All
orders in this line by express will be promptly attended to. By strict attention to business I hope to
receive a liberal share of patronage.
Iteferences—Charles Sager, C. J. Walker, G. & L.
P. Warren, P. G. Blanchard, J. F. Libby, Hanson
C ay, Leander Valentine, C. F. Sargent, Elias Thomas & Co., J. M. Brown, J. P. Libby, S Baker.
oc22
TT&Stf
and

undersigned commissioners appointed by the
Judge of Probate for Cumberland County
to

THE
meet and examine the

claim of the creditors
against
the estate of Veranus C. Hanson, late of
Portland,
deceased, represented insolvent, give notice that six
months from the seventh day of
1872,are allowed for said creditors to be present and prove their
claims, and that said commissioners will be in sessioa
for the purpose of receiving said claims and proof at
the office of A. A. Strout in Portland,County of Cumberland and State of Maine, on the third Saturday ol
June, August, and October, and the seventh day ol
November A. D. 1872, at ten of the olock In the foren00n'
JAMES G. TCTKEV.

circulation

Si Co.'s Ice House, Portland, Me.

je4dtf

JO
*Ό

SMALL

to removal of 850 barrel* of One Rto
OWING
Bourbon Whiskies of 1870,1869,1868 and
of

owner

wants to go

BOXES FINEST OOLONG ex "Ch
at a very low price to

oasignment.

EMERY & FURBISH,
UNION WHARF

i

and
sonic

106 autl 108 Broad
Street,
JOHN F. Β ANCHOR & CO,
COMMISSION MERCHANTS IN

BOURBON
ηονίβ

Furniture and

(The Best Tiling Yet.)

Best qualities, desirable shades, in all
at 25 per cent less than our former

Done in tbe heat possible manner by S.
YOUNG & CO., No. 10<> Fore St.
t Jan 2173

Jewelry

and Fine Watches.
ABNEK LOWELL·,»»! Congress Street.
Λ^eats for Howard Wateli Company·
of Trunks, Valises and

(.Patented by Hugh Smith·Oct. 3, 1871.)
This sleigh was awarded the SILVER MEDAL at
tho New Englrv«vl Ifair. held in T-nwell, Mass., also
the highest Prem uni at the State Fair Loi^n in
Bangor. It has been çjUensively usod before a criticising public for the last four years, and is rapidly
gaming favor for the following reasons:
1st—-it is vastly more durable, being constructed
without tenon or mortise, secured by bolts only.
2d—The post with a bracc i3 of best quality malleable iron.
3d—Its elegant ond light appearance,
4th—The ease with which it can be repaired.
Parties intonding to purchase are respectiully invited to call and examine our varied assoi tment of
both single and double slei<*h«.

I

SOUTH GRAY.
eodtf

GRATEFUL !

DRY

to.

Cor. Cumberland and Frank-

lieal Estate Agents.
ΙΟΠΝ C. PUOCTER, No. 9:5 Exchange
I
Street.
«KO. |5. OAVÏH A Co., No. 301 1-3 Congrew· Street.
SI. PEARSON, No. 23 Temple SI., nen)
Congress. All kinds of Silver and Plated
Ware Repaired.

Silver and Plated Ware.
ABMBR I,OWEt.Ii,:tOI Congre»· Mirffl.

—AT

Stair Builder.
LIBBV, Î7 l-t9 Union Street,

map

stairs.
HOOPER & CO., Successors to
l^ittlcfieid & Wilson, Cor. York & Ula-

G. L.

A travelling mountebank gold, from » dry
box on one of the streets of Pekin, Illigoods
destroyed, we
sell as
uou, one night last week, forty dollars' worth
of what he represented to be a salve possessLOW AS EVER
ing wonderful curative properties, which
a* long as they last.
proved on examination and investigation to
be lard, which he had purchased but a few
i hours previously from a grocery store near
10,000,000 pounds ol" Wool de- ! by.
I
stroyed
Mr. Saunders of Detroit disappeared the
; other day and his wife, hearing that he was
ADVANCE IN WOOLEN GOODS IS PER
! dead, put on mourning, and received the conCENT.

Departments in

solations of

Dr?o· Goods

All Oar

3t

Not only the tinkling, sweet-toned little Music
Boxes, but larger and larger ones, up to immense instruments that produce sonnds as powerful as those
of a Pianoforte, and fill a house with melody. Call
soon at 33 COURT STREET and select one from 'fce
large stock, so that it may

Chime Christmas,
ring the New Year, in the ears of your delighted
family!
VIOLINS, GUITARS,FLUTES, BAND INSTRUMENTS, and a falJ assortment of other instruments.
MUSIC and MUSICAL .MERCHANDISE, also for
sile at the

Γ\

—

Λ-ND

TJ

—

CONGRATULATE US.

ç Thinking goods
C beheavy
c

were

BARGAINS IN" FLANNELS.

Congress Cor.

Sebago I>yc Works,
NO. 17 PLUIfl STREET.
Wo have bought out the above
establishment, with
all the machinery and good will of
the same, with all
the admirable facilities, conducted by a
practical
chemist and dyei s : fully confident of
turning out
work that cannot fail of giving satisfaction.
Ladies' dresses colored and finished in a superior
style. Gent's garments cleansed and colored without
being ripped,and warranted not to smut,and pressed
in a superior stylo. Piano and table
covers, Marseilles covers bleached and framed ; blankets
scoured
nd the wool raised. JOHN S. MILLER &
CO.,
sep2fi
Proprietors.

FISHERME N.
TWINES AND NETTING,
BY

WW. Ε. HOOPER Λ SONS,
Send for price-list.
Baltimore, Md.
jun!5-0m

IMPROVED HOWE
and all other First Class

Sewing Machines

St

It. Warburton. 165 Middle Street.

To load Lumber at Portland,
'Macliias. Calais, Montreal, andBangor,
Southern Ports, for the River I* la Etc.
Also, To load Coal, at Pictou, Lingan, and Port
Caledonia for New York, Boston, tlieSjuond ports,
and St John, Ν. B.
BIRD, PERKINS & JOB.
103 State St.. Boston. 27 South St, New York.

other

CLOAKIJVGS !

M

ill open to-morrow

our

Consisting of

JJ

Railroad Cars, Bridges, Factories, and
IjlOR Ships.
building purposes, furnished by the cargo

other
at short notice.

eign.

RYAN <fc KELSEY,
161 Commercial Street,

Me.

—

THE

very extra

some

for

at

\J

-Π

]'

ΧΙ

—

CWOOLENS H
0 FOK MEN AND BOY» WEAR, H
T.EftS

THAN

FACTORY

run is.

(lateoi the firm of Buxton &Fitz.)

GROWS' LOmEAil
—

AND

—

Portland, Not. 13. IF72
nothing be
Powders fc

prevailing "Epizootic" disease, consider
duty to inform the public that it· lias proved

it
a

ou
sue

in every case, leaving the animal in as
good
coudition as before the attack.
Chas. If. Furlong,
Samuel Rounds & Son,
S. J. Hezelton,
B. F. Noble,
Daniel Maybury.
Daniel W. Win slow,
Alexander Bowey,
William Weld,
Edmund B. Iinapp,
S. Winslow,
E. C. Hall, Windham.
A. Leijzhton,
R.F.Green,
M. Joselyn,
Hunt & Jewett.
novl8dlw*
cess

OYSTERS.
Μ(ΊΙ. II. PRESCOTT
has arrived from Norfolk with Oysters fc

α τ w ο ο d

,

43, 47 Λ 49 CENTRE STREET.
Fat, fresh and delirious.
novl4d2\»i·

MAKE THE HEDGE.

ERLY.

The destruction of our forests has rendered shelter more needful for our orchards now
than formerly.
In the early settlement of
the country when orchard trees throve with
so much vigor, the deal ings were small and
entirely surrounded by forest, affording the
best of shelter. Of late years, the continued
destruction of our forests has removed this
shelter and given the drying winds of winter
and the severe droughts of' summer almost
unresisted access to our trees.
We must
now
restore this
shelter by planting of

architect, blaming himself
having made such blunders. It

of these latter, nor whether the King
took fire at it when it was shown to him.

one

doesn't

dim

pistol
promising Newfoundland pup, he

care

which.

He went

home

the

hedges.

night and set his cane, heavily charged,
behind the door, and started in for a little
romp with three bright little ones and the
sportive pup. They got along well enough
until pup spied the cane, and going for it
started on a promiscuous run around chairs
and table legs with it between bis teeth. The
doting father remembered the fatal effect of a
slight pressure on a spring, and with rare
presence of mind succeeded in throwing the
children down the cellar stairs and placing

ÎKS
;

Not

Burned

At the Old

j

Out,

! himself on top of the sideboard before the
thing went off. The ball only broke a huu; dred-dollar mirror, and the pup got a few
!
slight scratches in jumping through a plateI glass window.
Th· doctor says the children

Stand,

to

recover.

No insurance.

Supply Order·.
Mr. Lincoln Decides

Fairbanks,

Brown & CO.,

I
:

BOSTON".

noli!

j
d6w

:

j

NOTIO'L·

|
!

All who desire

a

I

Perfect Fitting Boot

Made to fit the FOOT, though it bo
DIFFICULT
can

obtain the sanje, and at

TO

•

[!

FIT,

short notice by coming U
i

on

Emancipation.

Before reading the proclamation the President again said lie felt the great responsibility
of the step he was taking, both to himself anil
the country. It had oppressed him, and not
till all other measures and expedients failed
to
the conclusion that
had
he
come
was
this
which
element,
arbitrarily
used against us, must be brought into the
Union cause. Having reached that conclu«ion, his decision was fixed and una terable.
The act and all its responsibilities were his
alone. He had prepared the paper which he
was again about to read without :.dvice or
assistance—had pondered over it for weeks,
and been more confirmed in the rectitude et
the measure as time passed on. There had
been moments when he felt awed and overwlielm.c<l by the gravity and magnitude of the
subject and of what might follow, but his
way was now clear—he knew lie was right.

! Among

ΒΓ8ΙΝΚΜ9

NOTICE».

From increased Physical and Menial
Strength of persons who use Fellows' Compound Syrup of Hypophosphites, their nrgmented faculty of endurance, the regular and
healthy action of the Heart, Luugs. Stomach
and Bowels, and their improved appearance,
demonstrated in thousands of cases within our
knowledge, its power of restoring the great
sympathetic and muscular system 011 which
full and healthy development depends, is certain.
novl6-dlw&wl»

1

Chapped Hands, face, rough skin, pimples
ringworm, salt-rheum and other cutaneous affactions cured, and the skin made soft and
smooth, by using the Jumper Tar Soap,made
Be
by Caswell, Hazard Λ Co., New York.
sure to get the Juniper Tor Soap, as there are
many worthless imitations made with common
novl4-12w

tar.

The Pvrest and Sweetest Cod-Liver Oil
is Hazard's and Caswell's, made on the seashore, from fresh selected livers, by Caswell,
Hazard & Co., New York.
It is absolutely
pure and «cet (. Patients who have onee takea
it prefer it to all others. Physicians have decided it superior to any of the other oils in
tovl4-12w
market.
Advertisers naturally seek the meaus of
reaching the largest number of readers, and
those of the best quality. The Daily 1'rbm
tills the bill in both particulars better than any
other daily journal in Maine.

other thing, he said in a subdued
tone, he had looked to a Higher Power for :
What Unspeakable Relief is afforded to
101 middle Street,
and direction. He had made a vow that
f: aid
! the burning and throbbing flesh by a single apin the impending
if
God
us
the
victory
gave
and leaving their measure.
The best work is dom
!
of that un equaled balsam for human
here. Those who have work done here can IESTIF1
j battle he would receive it as an indication of plication
to its qualities. The Custom Department is unde
the Divine Will that it was his duty to go or brute suffering, Mexican Mpsta.vo Lini;
]
the management of Mr. J. W. Farrell, one ofl'Hl
i forward in the work of emancipation. In a ! ment.
The tormenting au 1 sleep destroving
BEST workmen in New England.
Αωο one of tb ί
this might !
best stocks of First Class Sale Goods for retaii, con ; ! manner half apologetic, he said
pains of rheumatism gout and neuralgia are
were
occasions
there
but
seem strange,
stantly on hand. All styles, sizes and widths, fo
when, completely banished by its use; stiffness of the
Ladies and Gents. Call and cqamlne for yourselvei
uncertain how to proceed—when it was not
Portland Sept. 11th, 187'^
joints and painful swel.ings, quickly yield to
eepl2-eodfc<
to his mind what he should do—he had
its emollient influence; it heals bruises, cuts,
in this way submitted the disposal of a subHAY &
tor
t ject to a Higher Power, and abided by what
scalds, etc., with astonishing rapidity.
seemed the Supreme Will. Events at Sharpsstrains, spring halt, scratches, saddle, collar
burg had confirmed and strengthened his
and harness galls, as well as the most serious
original purpose in regard to emancipation, external maladies of the horse, it is a swift
and he had no hesitation in issuing this prei.ovlS-eodlwAwlt
liminary order; the States interested would and thorough remedy.
decide for themselves as to its consuinma·
14, 16, 18 & 20 Oliver Street 1 tion.
.Jon Printing.—Every description of Jeb
*
l''e oub' occasion when h< i Printing executed promptly, and at the lowest
! manifested
'îj.9 wa? n,ot
Press Printing House, 109
the peculiar faith or trait lien
prices, at the I>aily
BOSTON.
Wm. M. Marks.
exhibited. It was doubtless to be attributed I Exchange St.
in a great measure to
Wc berebv give notice that our store
the absence of early
No reasonable doubt can uow exist of the
religious culture—a want of educational adWAS NOT DESTROYED
vantages in his youthful, frontier life. In the great efficacy of Smolander's Blchu for the
wilderness of Indiana fifty years ago there removal or counteracting of kiduej, bladder,
were few
by the recent Fire, and wc are prepare! to till all or
chutches, and only an occasional and glandular diseases, mental and physical
dfrrs with oer usual promptness.
novl5dlw
wandering preacher furnished the sparse popfemalo complaints generally, and all
ulation with rude religious Instruction. Al- debility,
Piano Tor Sale.
maladies of the urino-gonital organs, for family
for religious
his
though
early
opportunities
fir.lt class, 7 octave Piano for Sale on eat
be the standterms.
improvement had been ten", there was deep- physicians of note consider it to
novliMjodlw
I
M. G. PALMER.
seat.d within him a feeliug of dependence and ard remedy.
eepM-tf

C. F.

JELLERSON'S,

■

POWDERS.

the undersigned, having used
WE.
Grows' Liniment and Condition
the

is not stated whether the famous roof was

;

Conntr;

JOHN 8. FITZ,

CONDITION

j

Β C A L· Ε S,

Stylish and

Having had an experience of thirtec
city, he hopes to merit a share of th
public patronage.
Highcat Price paid for all kinds of Coiiu
Iry Products. Butler, Eggn, Ac.
oc23dtf

the while for

j

of all kinds.
years in this

HOW TO

A Detroit man wants to sell a p*tent

STANDARD

Groceries )

Heats and
Produce

OI

The shelter ot the orchard is best obtained
For this
by planting an evergreen hedge.

cane or a

lis MILK STREET,

large stock of

({uaniy

tion from diseases and Insects.

on

width, made expressly

F A I R Β A

The subscriber having taken the Tea Store

! Provisions,

and

PORTLAND.

NOTICE.

a

the quickest trips

made a first-class

^

Corner of India and Congress Streets,
fcrmorlr occupied by J". Deeming,
will keep hi addition to a choice stock of

of

I

S will all

C1Î9

iiiiur

age and increase the numbers of these feathered tribes who are ever active in this

other

jQ

jfllildlc and φ Temple Street··
tj
Λ* t
novl5

and

YELYETS,

quality,

Heady

Cogia Hassan,

! Tea

—

_

—

one

!

62 & 61 MIDDLE STREET,

our

OF

^

Last week she

in Cleveland with

upon Mansard, would declare that if His
Majesty had not been a King he would have

;

LADIES CLOAKINGS.

11

C Entire
Season Η
sell
H
previous
Çj
C LOW" PRICES. H
C RFMMANTS
to

ALSO

LYONS

ηοβ

—

LUC

■

AND

Ο V G H

nail

Mausard, whose roofs are the subject of so purpose spruce, fir or white cedar may be
used. Small
about a foot high, should
obloquy at present, was superintendent lie used for trees,
transplanting. Larger trees are
of public buildings in the reign of Louis XIV.
more apt to die from the effects of removal.
j It is told of him that he possessed to a re- Three rows of these trees should be set
markable amount the power of subtle flattery, ! around the orchard. The rows about six fee
apart and trees, >ix feet in the rows. The
I which he used to practice with great ingenulimbs should be allowed to branch near the
He
would
the
sometimes
ity upon
King.
ground. Thus an almost impenetrable hedge
will be formed in a few years. If the hedge
submit plans, portions of which were puris set at the same time the trees arc, it will
posely made so impracticable, not to say ab- afford a
good shelter by the time the trees
surd, that the King could not help detecting commence
bearing.
; and
pointing out the inconsistencies, where- SHELTER MOI1E NEEDFUL NOW THAN FORM-

so

consequent

tu^riiici

much

full line of

MOSCOW,

shall continue

Til Κ

•

SOUTHERN PINE LUMBER !

Portland,

a

nuiv.u

hedge, a home is mad» for the birds where
the untiriug and faithful friends of the birds
who arc the untiring and faithful friends of
fruit culturist.
Τ lie mission of the birds
has been too generally misunderstood and
their extermination lias b 'en sought by those
whoshould.on account of their own interests,
have been foremost in their protection and
preservation. The ravages coin m i ted in our
orchard» by insect enemies ire well known to
every orchardist. Almost every remedial
means except the natuial one of the birds
themselves, have been tried in vain. Methods
of entrapping and killing those va.ied insects
have been practiced, but ever must be exceedingly inefficient. All means for the artificial destruction of insects must prove to be
incomplete and inefficient. Nature has wisely provided the birds of the air, tor the natural enemies of the insect world to hold them
in check. But presumptuous and heedless
man has aimed at the destruction of these
and lo ! the insects unchecked have swarmed
through his fields and orchards devouring
whatever may fall in their way. Now if we
would remedy all tills, let us protect, encour-

record.

CHADBOURN L· KENDALL

limbs

considerably to the net profits.
In orchards well protected by shelter, much
less fruit is injured by being blown from the
tree in high winds. Another advantage of
shelter is the prevention of certain diseases,
such as blighu.cracking and scabbing of fruit
to which reference has already been made.
By
protection, we shall also lie enabled to cultivate successfully less hardy varieties than
now succeed in open and exposed situations.
By surrounding an orchard by a dense

The vessel went down—down to To-

cover.

;

! ledo, making

jj J

of goods destroyed by the

we

d3m

oct9t

j

jj LADIES'

lower than they wonld__
purchased a very U
-IX

C BOSTON FIRE H

GOOD MACHINE THREAD ί spools for 5c.

VESSIEI,* WANTED.—Coastwise and For-

WHISKEY,

St.,
MW&Ftf

FLANNELS, h CLOAKINGS!

J. C. HAYNES& CO., 33 Court St.,
[Opposite ihe Conrt H^nse.)
dec"-d&wtc

novH

Brown

pro-

purrespectable churches, and others again suit of insect foes aud who make "iir mornhave died, and are now angels in heaven, but
ings glad with their joyous melody. If we
i would ensure their presence about our orchthey owe us just the same.
I ards, we must provide a shelter of trees for
them near by. Thus the (hick hedge so necesAn item is going the rounds stating that a
sary to the thrift of the oiehard, is the best
of
homes for the birds.
Detroit sailor refused to ship on board a vesBriefly then we may state, some of the adsel after seeing a rat swim ashore from her,
vantages derived from shelter tor orchards, to
and that the vessel weut down the very next
be: prevention of injurious evapoiatiou In
trip. Th« real facts of the case are that the the drought of summers and the severe col l
of winters, which often destroys many trees;
sailor saw a hundred rats, as well as a pile of
greater quantity and finer quality of fruit;
snakes, and was taken to the hospital to re- less fruit injured by high winds,
and protec-

COYELL & CO.,
note

Hedges

of the

the fruit, adds

most

we

LiDIKR' A»D CEXTt'

AT

eu

The Danbury Neios says, looking over an
old ledger we see a long array of name· of
former subscribers who are indebted to us.
Some of them have moved away, and are lost
to sight, although to memory dear. Others
are carrying the contribution boxes in our

1

BLANKETS,
g
% SHEETINGS, S
Y WOOLENS,
S

0

living
hung

severity

and
bark
while
exposed
drying winds of winter.
Siiaces of ground enclosed by hedges ate
frozen less deeply than those not thus enclosed
The drying winds of wiuter are also
intercepted. Thus there is much less
danger of injurious evaporation rrom the trees when enclosed by hedges. The retardation of rapid
evaporation from the orchard in summers is
also an object desirable to be obtained. By
preserving the ground and atmosphere in a
moist state, the growth and perfection of the
apple is promoted. The fruit attains to greater size and acquires a richer, finer flavor. The
productiveness of the orchard is also inereas-

Brer.

BARGAINS IN SHAWLS.

S COME ι

\j

MUSIC BOXES ! MUSIC BOXES.

MANUFACTUREE

as

BARGAINS IN EVERY DEPARTMENT.

JPj|
in
Advance
C
price, H

BOSTON-

U0Vl8

Low

a·

to bo due to this course.

winters.
Fewer trees would be. winter killed if protected. The most usual cause of tree*, being winter killed is due to the ground's freezing to a
great depth.'so th*t the Mets uf the tree do
not supply sufficient sap to the tree to compensate for the loss of moisture from

Advance in Cotton Groods
up her mourning,
j another wife. She
IO Per Cent.
i sharpened the bread knife and took the next
I train for the second city in Ohio.

TK'lH FI'KH.Cor. 3Ii4dl<

and the

Streets,

her friends.

heard that ho was

Bargains in Ladies' Underwear.

Watches, Jewelry, Ac.

J. W. & H. U.
& Unto., lit*.

JORDAN, MARSH & CO.,
& Aveu

will

Streets.

worth

Working order.

Washington

FIRE,

were

C MILLINERY, H
ESKIMO,
the
articles in
that 11
line,
notwithstanding
Cand
J]
C Million of DollarsH CASTOR BEAVERS.

OPEN
their

THE—

whereby millions of yards

posed

Street.

UNDERWEAR,
Jordan, Marsh & Co., q

With all

Immeiiîx-^Destriictlon of

BOSTON

Plumbers.
JA71ES IULLER,?lo.»l Federal Street.
Every description of Water Fixinres arranged and Met up ia She best manner.

pie

A young gentleinau who had be«n amusing
himself by making small wagers of gloves,
flowers, and the like ou the result of the election, found that a check for five hundred was
necessary to balance his book. He isn't going to bet anything but money hereafter. He
says then he knows where he stand·.

GOODS

Λ. ». DAVIS A- CO., No. MO Middle Slreet.
J.M.I.AJISOX, 15·.! Middle Hi.,cor. Criw.

bit of gen-

yeri*

Me.

FIRE!!
the

following

Irate parent to ilanily son—"01 yer don't
want to go into business, don't
O! yer
want to be a clerk in the post-hofiice, do yer ?
Post-hoffice, indeed ! Why, all you're fit for
is to stand outside with your
tongue ho tit,
for people to wet their stamps against!"

Si.

Photographers.

Jobbing promptly attcuded

Punch furnishes the
tle paternal satire :

dim

Notwithstanding

do?

honey."

—Christian liossetie.

urajstch,

FIRE!

what does Mother do?

Lay out the money ;
And what does the biby
Eat up the

money at

liovl

IjOTIIHOP.DEVENS tY CO. ,61 fi£xhau(gc
Srcet and 48 Market St.

later in the season,
stock of

COBB,

york

MIELTKB FOH ORCH A RDM.

Shelter for orchards has receiv d but littlo
attention in this country. In England with a
climate much milder than our*, the practice
of providing shelter fi>r their fruit gardens is
almost universal. The fruit garden» are surrounded by hedges. These hedge* break the
force of the wind and render the air within
the enclosure much warmer. Ίhe air is alio
more moist and the earth become* dry lew
quickly in such enclosure*. It is well-knotfn
that the ground dries rapidly,In proportion to
the velocity of the wind. In fruit raising a
moist state of the air is one of the most desirable conditions to be maintained.
Rapid
evaporation from the ground and tree is one
fruitful source of disease in fruit raising.
The scabs and cracks upon apples, is sup·

to the

And what does Fathur do?
Brine home inonev;

And

Congress Street, Portland,

885

Pa)»er Hangings, Window Shades, and
Carpetliigs.

If. F.

oc22

nkw

Et. 1>CRAN & CO., 171 Middle and
110 Federal Wired*.

Smith's Patent Metallic

save

I By Iknry Reynolds, M.
D.]

the

"What does the bee do?
Bring home boner ;

lin uni lot

L Α Τ I Κ R'S

Carpet-Bass.

Ν. E.

in some cum» with words.

LADIES, TAKE ADVANTAGE
buy bargains and

Vrnit Raising in Mnine.—So. III.

tect trees from the

bearing these

marked down at almost cost pricee.

Ilorse and Ox Shoeing

into

Gentlewill stand behind pianos
to be sung and played from.
men

Η Ο β Κ Ε Β If

Vou;rrs* Street, opposite Old City Hall.

Masons and Builders.
îtHin.ON. 433 1-9 r«n(rr>«

H,

upon

CORSETS!
Kid

introduced

A novelty in gentleman's dress shirts is
about to be introduced. The bosom of the
shirt is to hare a few bars of music printed

sizes, selling

REAL MALTA LACES !

GIMPS I

first

was

ean-can.

go at Venice.

Newest patterns, best qualties, hand made. We
will rush oil 200 pieces at almost half their real va'ne.

ISuckntkin anil
Ο love·!

attire and dauced the

England, by Peele, in 156». It was derived
trom a system of algebra, published
by Bur-

prces,

FRINGES!

m^Je

Book-keeping

GLOVES!

GERMAN AND FRENCH KIDS !

Hair Goods and Toilet Articles.
S1IEBBY, No. Ο Clapp's Bloeh

ι.γργν

great naortAce mi

»

Jnet received 300 doz. pairs of

LndicH'

Schools.

SLEIGH,

ICI Γ>

F.

Congress

&

i

Upholstering'.

ENGLISH and FRENCH SCHOOL, 43Q

STUDDED

b« offered at

modesty of a young
to feign her
ignor-

Some. high-torn English lassies were recently expelled from a hotel in Boulogue because they went to a
dancing establishment

in

DAVID W. ΒΕΛΚΕ, No. SO Federal St.
All kind, of l.'pbols <-ringand Repairing

J.

SILKS

LATNER'S.

BÎËNJ. AOAIUH, cor. Exchnuge nud Federal Streets·
UOOFUli & EATON, Old PoM Office,
ISxckange Slreei.
L. F. I20VT, No. 11 Preble Unreel. UpΙιοI*lerluy done to order.

Silver Smith and Gold and Silver Plater.

West.

SAMUEL D. TEBBETS.

Vessels Wanted.

1867, by order of consigners and owners as a result
of the late disastrous
wo offer them at very much
less than coet price fire,
for cash or good note· to the
wholesale trade, drug trade and grocers. Thig sale
will continue for one week from
after that subject to further orders from the date,
shippers. Samples
and stock at present at

TEAS.

Too.', for sale

βί2Μ"

the

Sleighs! Sleighs! Sleighs!

BOSTON FIRE.

FRANKLIN SAWYER.
Commissioner».

CHOICE

HOUSE,

septO'72

May.A,D.

Sanford's Improved Refrigerators.
The three points oi excellence which I
claim, are:
1st; constant and thorough
of pure
ïnd ; dryness, no dampuess monlrt nor taint ; 3rd air;
; no
of
and
Inter ulngling
odors; purity
active air, the
elements of its success. Call, or send for circulars.
Manufactured and for sale hy J. F. MERRILL between Cross and Cotton sts., near Lcavitt, Burnham

4w

Commissioners' Notice

tl

Sleighs

PREBLE
STREET.
Having secured first class workmen in all branch©

(Cor. Music HaM entrance.)
SEND FOR PRICE LIST.

Way 23, 1872.

and

22

OF

MILLINERY AND HAIR ORNAMENTS;

no6

Carriages

At Factory of Κ. K. Lvmont,

Lowest Prices,
Wholesale anjl Retail.

A

As

and Retail.
CO., Arcade, No.

IS Free Street.
«KOBGB A. WHITNEY, No. .1» exchange St. Upholstering of nil bind·
doae to order.

P. FKKNY,
lin Sis.

WILL BE SOLD CHEAP!
Jan3l

will

Furniture—Wholesale
A;

I anc«."

OSTBICB TIPPS & FEAfHEBS

Plasterer, Stucco Worker, &c.

store of

HAVING

15 Winter Street,

MIDLAND

Sons,

leased my Carriage Factory (recently
occupied by Lockhart & Sloan) to ALBERT
CHASE, to continue the manufacturing of Carriages
and Sleighs, and knowing him to be a hrst class mechanic, and one thoroughly acquainted with all
branches of the. business, X would choerfully recommend him to my former customers.
Ε. K. LEMONT.

ocl0eoel2w

WATERMAN~& CO.'S,

CONVERTIBLE

&

HE. 14th 81., JVrtr York,
334 Washington St., Bomoh.
nov7
2md&w

i'Not Injured by the Great Fire."

for by State taxation, and paid by the
State Treasurer in New York. There is no expense
for collecting and no tax deduction. Present indebtedness is small and therefore easily paid and must remain so under the registration laws of the State.
Bonds recommended tor safety as well as profitableness, bearing ten per ceut interest, and selling at
rates that give prospect of a profitable advance in
opportunity to convert Govprices. This is a good
ernment Bonds into those more remunerative. Orders and inquiries promptly attended to.

PIANOS,

Grand

un-

dor the laws passed at last session of the LegisMISSOURI
and
latuer. Serai-annual Interest

TEBBETS

Velrel Clonbi

must assume all the

girl, without being able

VELVETEENS,
TVRQITOEISE

FOSIEK'S Dye House, 44 Union Street.'

sale:

justly

& Sons' Mammoth Manufac'y

UPRIGHT

address

BOSTON.

BONDS.

were

SPECIAL. NOTICE.

Municipal

City and County Bonds registered

they

which arc, in every particular, the finest instruments
of their class manufactured, and second
only to the

chine.

Ν. H. WHITE &

that

F. SÏMO.KBS, India St.
dyed and finished.

one

WEB TELTET8,

Dye-IIoiise.

WALTfiB fOKEV

We once heard a woman of the world
say,
"The state of widowhood is inconvenient, for

ΒΙΒΒΟΛβ,
1». liny'»,

H.

οrer

the

We call especial attention toour

JVtachinen Sent into the Country.

noy9-d&wtf w48

Registered

"for

—

recently bought in New York, consisting of

op·

Dentists.
Οn.\v. K. JOHNSOK.

all

-A. CARD.

Twenty to Thirty Dollars per month,
than enough to pay their instalment on ma-

call en. or

dsy.

Firm

is more than one-third larger than
Pianoany other
Forte Manufactory in the world, and
is, in every respect, the mest complete as regards machinery and
the facilities tor doing the very best class of work.
Messrs. C. & Sons have, since the establishment ot
their business i« 1823, made and sold 41,000 Pianos,
and these Standard Instruments are now offered at
Reduoed Rates upon the 4*Onk-Price System," tree
from all discounts and commissions: and they are,
beyond all refutation, the very best and very
Cheapest First-Class Pianos now offered.

more

particulars

our

The Standard Instruments of the World,

OF

in

been awarded to

and are so pronounced by all the great artists.
Dr. Franz Liszt says: "I consider the Chickening Piano
superior to any made in Europe or Amer-

from

For

Is a very healthy location, every room having the
Terms easy.
shinning in some part of tho
For further information apply to G. G. LARK lis,
311 Congress Street or HÉNKY A. JONES, Gait
Block, Commercial Street.
oct9-tf
sun

OYER ALL COMPETITORS.
These Pianos are still regarded and universally
conceded to be

receipt of price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
CIÎAS. H. DITSON & CO New York.

n»ch22 dtf

Have

TT4S

Grood Agents "Wanted
Town.

Fortes

Eiglity-onc First Premiums

SKWINO
nACHINS sold en Small
Monthly C fifth Vnnfnlment*. or work furnished
alter the first payment of TEN DOLLARS which we
require in cash, the balance to be paid for in work,
which we furnish at good prices. This is an extra
chance to get a good Sewing Machine on easy payment. We will pay cash for all work done over ten
dollars per month. Ladies on our work can easily
earn

3

OP

—

Stock

MILLINERY GOODS

and Builders,
JIliASN, Pearl Street,

&

|>o«ite Parb.

HOPEFUL! C

Have been made and sold since 1823, and

MIDDLE ST.

6d6m eod

ALL KINDS

on State Street, for Sale.
STORY Brick house on New State street, next
to Congress street, has ten rooms and furnished
with Gas, Sebago water hot and cold, bath room, two
water closets, furnace, dumb waiter, wash room, two
cellars &c.

THESE

•Standard Piano

Sewing Machines!

Clarke's New Method for Reed Organ.

House

Insurance of ships was first practiced in
the reign of Cesar, in the year 45. It was a
general custom in Europe in 1494. Insurance offices were first established in London
in 1057.

importers

Bankrupt

Carpenters

miimt

J.

Μ

It Li on· of Rubiustein's eccentricities tliat
he Trill not play at a concert where Strain»'
waltzes are ou the programme.

Nltfft.

Said house is ono of tlie best locations on
tlie street ; line neighborhood. Consists ot
two story framed House and ell, containing ten
highly finished rooms; painted walls throughout;
gas ; good cellar and heated by furnaco ; large brick cisOne of the most desitern, filtered; well drained.
rable and convenient house? in the city ; close to
Snring street line of cars; can be seen from 3 to 5 P.
M. Terras easy. Enquire oh the premises.
June 19.
dtî
on

Gossip «ad tileaninsr*.

—

_YORK !

An

Book Binders.
«ΊΙ. A. (|i ni'V, Boon
11, Printer».
Exchange, No. Ill Enliniijjf St.
HtllLt, A- mIACKI'ORD, No. 35 PI··

Maimf.·.,!

41,0 Ο Ο
OF

Nlrccl.

House Mo. 24 Emery St., head ol
Cushmaii Street.

One-Price System

AGENTS FOR THF. CO.,

THE STANDARD Î

OAJ-lJli i

Are now offered at Bedueed Bales at

Our Pare White Lead, both dry and ground in oil,
we warrant to be atrictly pure? and guarantee
that for fineness, body and durability, it is not surpassed liy any Lead in the market, either foreign or
American.
£3T"In order to protect ourselves, we have adopted
as our trade-mark an eight-pointed red star, with
corporate eeal in the centre. This is on every package of our Pure Lead. None genuine without it.

DITSON & CO'S

To Lcî,

SAVED !

These Standard Instruments

Dry and Orounri in Oil,
DRY AND GROUND ZINC, LITHARGE, RED
LEAD, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD, TIN
PIPE, TIN-LINED PIPE, IRON PIPE
& FITTINGS, PUMPS, &C.t &C.

Steam Boilers, Bleach Boilers & Rag Dusters. Shafting, Mill Gearing and General Machinery. Castings
of every description made to order.
Repahing
promptly attended to.
gy-New and Second-hind Engines fcr sale.
Highest cash prices paid for old Iron.
215 Commercial Street,
W. H. FESSENDEN.
se ->13 6m
Portland, Me.

JC un

SMITH

FRANCE.

Co., Ag'ts,

Pure White Lead !

Pleases everybody by its thorough
struction and most pleasing music.

is

MANUFACTURERS OF

(EORMERLY C. STAPLE* & SOS,)
31arin;, Stationary and IMrtable

or

Rooms Gas and Sebago water.
Apply to Ε. H. GILLESPIE,
No. 34 Plum St.
sep!3-tf

AND

MACHINE WORKS

&2.SO

Orer all Competition

BOSTON.

moderate

Remember to buy

Have Taken the First Premium

Office 32, 94 & 28 Oliver Str*«t,

may 20

Pricc,

PIANOS

1829.]

BOSTON

great
Holiday Present.
<f3.00 Cloth.

Sons

PAKIS,

"PORTLAND^

a

&

BOSTON LEAD CO.,

PORTLAND, ME.
Copying and enlarging done to order.
All the new styles, Berlins, Rembrants, Medallion,
the Porcelain, or Mezzotint card, and the retouched
card, by which new process we get rid of freckles
moles.wriniiles and all imperfections of the skin. Call
and judge for yourselves.

for

ROSS & STURDIVANT,
179 Commercial st.

AMERICA,

No. 152 Middle Street.

St. Lawrence House.

Wanted.

freight Coal from New York and
Philadelphia te Portland and other

Chickering

Morazain,

ΡΒΙΤΛΤΕ LESSONS—Office Hours, from
1 P. M. till » P. M.
Apply at 2 Appleton JBlock, Portland.
References: Gen. J. M. Brown, J. W. Symonde,
au23tf
Esq., The Hon. Thomas B. Reed.

PHOTOGRAPHER,

STEAM

points east.

Instructor in French at the Portland High School.

Ν. B. Order Slate at F. F. Hale's, Coiner of Free
tind Cross Street**.
de20 tf

Γ11 HE house 011 State Street, occupied by the unJL dersigned. This house is thoroughly built of
brick and stone and has all modern conveniences.
ALLEN HAINES.
sep!9-tf
^Portland, Sep. 18th, 1872.

IK

trust in that Supreme Intelligence which
rules and governs all.
Some general conversation followed the
reading ot the document, when the President
handed it to the Secretary of State, with
direction* to publish it forthwith.—"7Ά«
History of Emancipation," by the Hon.
Oideon Welles, in December Galaxy.

WEDNESDAY MORNINW, NOT 20 '72.

HEAVY FAILURES.

done lo ortler.

For Sale.

E., Press Office.

LANGUAGE.

Jules Ch. L.

B. CHANDLER, Prop'r.

To

raar26thdtf

FRENCH

W.

Vessels

novld4w

RESIDENCE, 0 BRADFORD STREET.

at

Me.

Send for Circulars to
IIAMIjIN F. BATON, Principal.

GËOKGE D. JOST,
FRESCO PAINTER

d3T"JJIotto—Good work
Price·. Aim to Plea«e%

AN

weeks.

(^"Particular attention paid to collecting.
jan24-ly

J. If.

Wanted.
experienced bookkeeper and accountant,
wants an opportunity to keep a small set of
books or accounts, or to do oopying, or other work, in
the

Fall Term will commence Dec. 9th and continue 13

MIDDLE STREET.

F.

SPRINGVALE.

and

Family School,

Norridgewock,

Jan22t.f

oclGdtf

NEW

\o. la Poarl St.

Booksellers and Stationers.
ΙΙΟΥ'Γ, l'OOG & KRKKD.Xo.9i iliddli

THE -PRESS.

PANIC

—

Furniture and ilonso Furnishing Goods.

IIHIS

gentlemen. Board reasonable at à ο 4 Locust St.
Oct 2ec-dtf

EDUCATIONAL.

CliOlJIÎJflAW,

to do

TWO

PORTRAIT PAINTER.

J.

dtf

Boarders Wanted.
good rooms with board for a gentleman and
wife ; also good accommodations tor two or three

STORE

MERCHANTS !

_SALE.

House will accommodate 75 guests. Always
tilled with summer tourists during tho season,
with a good show of business travel during the year.
The best location in Bethel, situated at the head of
the Park. It has 50 large well ventilated rooms in
good repair, with stable and ice house. Will be sold
with or, without the Furniture on the "most favorable
terms if applied for at once, as the subscriber is going West. Apply to

oct!2-tf

To Let.
No. 92 Middle street, recently occupied by
Hoyt, Fogg & Breed.
Je3-if
MATTOCKS & FOX, 88 Middle st.

ΛΛΡ

also

can

Wanted
by a young man who is willing
to work. Address A. W. L., Press Office.

Inqnire

Successors to Warren & Gregg.

10* Walnut St.,
J. L. Gbeqo,
jan23-ly

PLEASANT Parlor tc let with board in a private family ; also rooms with board for single
gentlemen. Within five minutes walkjot the City
Building. Address E. O., Box 1903, Portland P. O.
ηονβ
tf

A

54Γ* If applied for Immediately will be let low
of 31BS II. K. THOJIPItOIT,

H. L. GREGG & Co.,

2w·

Boarders Wanted.

tlioee large and commorttoan «tores

ot

HOVTII

COMMISSION

GENTLEMEN
nov9

No. 47-49 Middle St.

BROKER,

commission merchant,
(44

Boarders Wanted.
can have good Board and nice
Rooms at 27$ Danforth Street.

Store and Basement

(Formerly Warren & Gregg.)

SHIP

ocl7d&wtf

TOJ-ËÏ\

WARREX,

FOR

I^ROM

SELL, West Cumberland, or ANDREW LEIGHTON, corner of Milk and Market stroeti, Portland,

HOUSE,

BETHEL HILL, ME.,

to

the pasture of Silas Russell, a Bay Colt,
four years old, with white hind feet and star in
the foce. Any person
finding the same will bo suitably rewarded by returning the same to SILAS RUS-

WITH

Pittston
Coals, shipped from the vicinity of New York. Vessels procured for the tranportation of coals from
port of shipments any point desired.
tfapr27

CHANDLER

GREAT

machine. for sale and lo let

W'^c. COB B,

nnd

For Sale

STRAYED OR STOLEN.

Furnished Rooms to Let,
or without board, in the immediate vicinity of the City Building.
Apply at Press Office.
aul9dtf

and

<

SALE.

SECOND liand KuRgles Printing Press, card
circular, for sale cheap. Call or address.
HARRIS BEOS.,
135 Spring St., Portland. Me.
nct30dtf

A

LCI«

BRICK

179 Commercial St., Portland·

the

at

'office.

PRESS

house No. 80 Clark sreet,
containing 13
rooms, with modern improvements.
Enquire of
MARK WIGGIN,
on the premises.
Portland, Sept. 4th, 18T2.

DEALERS'

novlSdlw*

Partner Wanted.
ΓΙΤΜ &700 Capital. Enquire

septlldtf

WHOLESALE

dlw*

Wanted—To Hire a House,
Western part of city ; 7 to 8 rooms. Good locaINtion, water and gas. Address TICKET OFFICE,
M.

corner

-r—-

JAMES MIDLER'S,
91 Federal street.

novlStf

Stable room for one horse and carnov2tf

water.

WM. H. JERRIS,
Real Estate Agent.

FOR

A

double House No. 47 Pleasant street,
ONEin goodoforder,
eleven rooms, furnace, gas and

Cor. Pine and Emery Streets.

cellar, wash-room with boilers set, separate from
kitchen; is heated by steam; lias gas throughout,
plenty of water and good drainage. Garden attached
with choice fruit trees. Enquire of

Lost.

To Let.

physician and surgeon,

ËFOh

TO

once.

novSdtf

Wareham
noviedlw

Wanted.
learn Boot or Vest making. Will give time
while learning, Address "Α. B.," Press office
novl4
Exchange street, Portland.

A Few Good Bents

N. A. HERS OUI, M. D.,

A Good Brick House
SALE, if applied for at oncc, in a desirable location, near City Hall, a thoroughly
built and well arranged two-story brick House
leven room* exclusive of attic; largo, cement-

17

TERMS $8.00 PEE ANNUM IN ADVANCE.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Bakers.

are prepared to loan méney in sums
9100 to any amount desired, on first
class mortage* in Portland Cape Kliznbrth, Wcntbrook, or Deering. Parties de«irons of building can also be accommoda
led with loans.
GEO. ψ DAVIS A CO,,
Real Kstatc and mortgage Krokcrs·
tl'
sep2l

nov!8dlw*

1872.

Repairing.

Wc

>r

bueiuess.

!

bind» of

fro in

an

20,

Agency for Sewing Machines.
8. DVEB, No. Λ7Λ middle Ml. AI

to Loan ! ! !

$20,000

ed

old established

with latest improved Machinery for all kinds of joband woodwork. The death of
bing in

On the 15th of this month, and will be let on
very
reasonable terms.
Apply to J. COLE, 16 Brown
fctreet, or at the Hall.
novSdtf

applied for at

an

carpentering
and reeent disastrous fire leaves
HALL Rartner,
opening
investment of capital never offered in this line of

Will be in splendid order for

dtf

Washington.

in

Planing and Moulding Ή ill

LET.

LANCASTER

Law,

AT

PARTNER WAITED

PARTIES

18 Exchange Street.

COUNSELOR

OV

in search of rooms and board can be aero omadated by applying at 2U Free Stree.
nol2tf
MRS. M. D. WOODARD.

has removed to

HENRY F. T.

Boston, Mars.

For Rem.

«EORCE E. BIRD,

PORTLAND,

ηοτίβ

FIRST CLASS residence, centrally located, containing 13 rooms, bath room, &c., stable on
premises. Particularly suited for a physician.
nov!3tf
Apply to GEO. R. DAVIS & CO.

TO

11013

BULLETIN.

count. and must sell rapidly.
Β. B. RUSSELL, Publisher,

A

BUSINESS CARDS.

at

Geo. R. Davis & Co.'s

MEN wanted to work tin laying pljte In city.
t f / Apply at shop 11 Plum Street.
H EN It If G. BEATLEY.
novl9dlt

WANTF.I»—AGENTS

nov!8dlw*

NOVEMBER

business directory

ΜΕΛΓ WANTED.

everywhere to canvMS for
the lliMary of the Great fii* in Boston, by Cbl. Ruttell II. Conviell, the graphic writer
and celebrated orator. The writer was an eye-witness.
Tliit will be the only correct and complete ac-

unfurnished;

or

with board at 26 Free Ktreet.

Bates of Advertising : One inch oi
space, In
length of column, constitutes a "square."
$150 per square daily lirst week; 75 cents
per
week after; tlirey insertions, or
less, §1 00; continuing every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Half square, three insertions or lese, 75
cents; one
week. $1 00; 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, oue third additional.
Under koad of "Amusmements," $2 00
per square
per week ; three insertions or leas SI 50.
Advertisements inserted in the ''Maine State
Press" (which has a large circulation in
every çart
of the State) for SI 00
j»er aquarc for first insertion,
and 50 cents per square for each
subsequent insertion.
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

Attorney

(furnished

rooms
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CO.,

Hardware & Metals

NEW,
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Τη> enterpriilng publliher· of the Kennebec Journal have already sent ont their polite
notes to the members elect of the next Legislature, requesting the favor of their respective

prepared the way for the final down&U to
which It was hastening, Tweed and Sweeny
la turn surrendered their offices, end sought
WEDNESDAY MOKXIÏG, XOY. 20,' 72.
to make terms with their pursuers by offering
autobiographies for publication in their ex- a partial restoration of their wrongful gains,
We do uot rea 1 anonymous letters and communicellent paper the morning of the first day of on condition of being exempted from civil
cations. The name and address of tlie writer are in
the session, so that each member may have
and criminal prosecution. This proposition
all cases indispensable, not necessarily for publication
his fiune sounded before him as he enters the
was
instantly rejected, and both those
but as a guaranty ofgootl faith.
halls of legislation. It is mournful to reflect
worthies still remain within "the due and
We cannot undertake to return or preserve comthat in the Legislatures of the
uianicanons that are not use J.
forfeit of the law." Hall, holdiug an elective
past,
"Fall many a gem of purest
office, has been permitted to retain it, on
ray serene
The dark unfatbomed caves of ocean boar;
sufferance, his fatal propensity for signing
lallation ôt the Currency.
Full many a flower is born to blu»li unsern
warrants being rendered harmless
by the veto
And
waste ill sweetness on tbe desert air,"—
There is one subject, directly concerning
of the new Comptroller.
power
And it may
uoo-i which evthe
of
citizen
republic,
every
just because no thoughtful journalist rescued be mentioned in palliation of his offenccs that
in the expression
them from oblivion by publishing in advance, in his late official
ery newspaper ought to aid
acts he has exhibited a
sentiot the almost (if not quite) unauiruous
their private worth and their public services.
decent respect for public opinion.
When
ment of the people. That is relative to any
Now one hundred and eighty-tivo autovacated his office, he commissioned
Connolly
our
inflation of
paper currency upon any prebiographies published annually will not only Mr. Green as his successor. He also aptext whatever. If there b_- anything which
develope the vastness of our wealth of great pointed Mr. Bobbins as President of the
we ought to learn from our own recent exmen but will inspire the seventy odd thousand
Parks in place of Mr. Sweeney.
perience,—any conviction which ought to o! Maine school boys with the great thought,
The election of 1871 resulted in a partial
be deepened and strengthened by all the

THE

that

history;—it is that an irredeemable paper currency is an evil, and nothing but
an evil, and that continually.
We have it
now, not because it is a good, in and of itself,
but because its adoption seeined necessary to
avert the greatïst and last evil which could
befall our country. In this respect it was
like the wat itself; and awful affliction, but
to be borne ts save the nation. In theory almost everybody in the United States admits
this; those who, having upon them the business and responsibility of the administration
of the government during its tcrible crisi»,
felt compelled to resort to this measure of relief, as well as those who originally opposed
the issue of greenbacks,

but, practically many
of those who are professedly representatives
of the people, in Congress and the Cabinet,
do not act up to this theory, wheuever there
be any pretext offered
departure from it.
can
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sense, which belongs to the whole

common

nation, and is

not

possession
those only

the exclusive

of

in
learned and able men, or *f
high positiou—that it is very desirable to
have a resumption of specie payments at the

practicable day. Among parties,

earliest

and

between men, ideas naturally differ as to
hoiο we can soonest reach the desired result ;
but there is really no dispute as to the desirableness of the end, by whatsoever means it

accomplished. That end is attained
gold in the uational vaults bears
euch a reasonable proportion to the outstanding paper promises of the government, (called "greenbacks" ) as to make it morally certain that every such promise, of which performance is actually demanded, can be
promptly fulfilled by payment of the coin
which on its face it professes to represent.
Then we postpone that day just the same
whenever we issue anew our paper promises
to pay, as we do when we diminish the gold
in the treasury ; for the one course changes
the proportion between coin and greenbacks
It is only when
just as much as the other.
the funds accumulated by our revenues are
applied to the redemption of greenbacks and
the permanent retirement of them from circulation that we are really approaching the
goal of our hopes. We are led to these remarks because we see that, acting upon his
own construction of the doubtful meaning of
a statute, the Secretary of the treasury has
recently set afloit again, at one time, five
millions of greenbacks that had been paid and
retired; thus there are so many more holders
of the paper promises of the government to
be satisfied whenever (or before) we undertake resumption. These same greenbacks
have to be bought up again by the officer
is to be

whenever the

The fluctuations caused

who issued them.

legitimate business. The judgment a"d opinions
of one man, happily at present a man generally discreet, enter as a lactor into all commercial transactions modifying and disturbFor it is too plain for argument,
ing them.
—and none can be needed by us who have
eeen the practical workings of the measure
during the war—that as the number of paper
promises is increased their purchasing power
is proportionally diminished—that is to say,
merchandize nominally rises in the market
with every fresh issue of greenbacks.
It
ought, in this connection, to be noted that
while a gold dollar actually represents an
equivalent in labor, the greenback dollar does
not. Indeed the muscular power expcr.ded
iu digging a gold dollar from th* bowels of
by

operations

these

are

ruinous to all

the earth and in the various

processes that

will, generally speaking,
produce moie cloth or wheat than that gold
dollar will buy ;—hence the coin represents
an intrinsic value at least equal to its face.
This is not true of the greenback ; that represents only the trifling labor required to produce the paper and print it—which is the
convert it into coin

same

for

a

thousand dollar note as for a dollar.

greenbacks issued, men have exchanged the product» of labor—food, clothing
and all the equipments and munitions of war
—is true; but what they received for these

That for the

articles did not, in and of itself, represent any
labor (scarcely) required in its production,
but only a promise, at soine time, in the undefined and indefinite

supplies
senting c»in.
these

erι

future—to

pay for

equivalent In labor,

an

repreWhile in the bands of the hold-

tlicee notes represent the

equivalents giv-

for them ; in the hands of the government
at their first issue from the prese, they repre-

en

insignificant expenditure required to
print them. The difference which the original issue makes in the price of every article
of cousumption is a forced loan from the
pockets of the people.
sent the

Take

an

instance.

The York Mill sends to

its Boston agents goods which it cost ten
thousand dollars to make; this consignment
is sold to a New York merchant at a given

price and

his note

therefor,

on

four

months,

success

"Lives of

of

teachings

We

can

gri^at m«n all remind us,
make our lives sublime."

If the Journal could induce these writers
of personal biography to add thereto tbeii
many little schemes that it would gratify
them to have adopted, it would increase their
sales to double the number that
any metropolian paper ever issued.
It would be convenient to the
lobbyists of
some Legislatures which have been for
years
brokers' shops, it these members would in a
supplemental way, add the price that they estimate their vote worth on various measures.
Happily for Maine this era of legislation has not yet arrived.
The Boston Advertiser suggests that the
recent fire having pretty thoroughly tested
the merits ot the various safes now in the
market, it is for the general interest to have
an exact examination made into the matter
to ascertain which kind under all conditions
has stood the best and is best entitled to confidence. It therefore recommends that the
b>ard of trade appoint a committee to ascertain all the facts

by careful inquiry

and

rigid

examination and report for the benefit of the

business public.
X
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The statement of the Augusta agent of the
Associated Press that the late Presidential
vote was smaller in the aggregate than that
of any similar election since 1820 is a
strange
error.
The fact is, it is greater than any vote

previous to 1856.
For modesty, commend us to the organ of
Senator Harlan in Washington, which
copies
an item from a
country exchange, urging his
qualifications for the Presidency in 1876.
The New York Evening Post in
noticing
the probable transfer of Secretary Boutwell
to the Senate,
warmly recommends as bis
successor ex-Gov.
Morgan of New York.
The Boston Advertiser advises
Secretary
Boutwell to retain his position at the head of
the Treasury Department, as bis .contest for
tin; Massachusetts Senatorship against Mr.
Dawes will be

so

close

as

to be doubtful

of

success.

Oar Xew York Letter.
New York, Nov. 16,1812,
What the city of New York has gained by
the reformatory crusade of the
past sixteen
months can

only

be measured

by

a

compan-

of the condition of its affairs then and
now.
In July 1871 this metropolis was union

der the aosolute control of the four men who
have given infamous notoriety to the term
"Ring." Tweed was the executive head of
this quartette,holding the office of Commission
er

of Public works with unlimited

and

army of

patronage,

obsequious follower» Sweeney was President of the Parks and popularly
believed to furnish the brains which conceived the multifarious projects by which the
power of the Ring was sustained. Connolly
in his capacity of Controller held the
keys of
tàe exehequer, and possessed unlimited and
unchecked authority to borrow
money by the
issue of bunds. Hall was Mayor, and although no money could be drawn from the
Treasury without his signature to the warrant, not an instance has even been cited by
his defenders in which he hesitated to affix
the fated autograph, where'jy enormous sums
an

squandered in the payment of forged and
fictitious claims against the city.
Under t.iis iron rule of profligacy and

were

crime,

not

only

were

the

twenty-two

millions

of annual taxes swept away, but the funded
debt was swollen to such an incredible mag-

nitude that when the explosion came, it was
found to exceed one hundred millions of dollars.
Thoughtful men had long been grieved but
helpless witnesses of the utter prostration of
the community beneath this galling despotism. It seemed impossible to arouse the
masses of the people to a sense oi the
dangers
and degradation, which were despoiling their
property and bringing reproach to the very
name of New Yorker.
A single newspaper
wagedwas against the banditti. Its contemporaries received its strictures in some cases with
the silence of

indifference,

in others with the

of abuse.

Most of them were recipients of the stolen money in the shape of liberal compensation for unnecessary advertising. This mode of silencing criticism was a
favorite of the "Ring" and proved efficacious
rancor

in all cases save in that of the

nobly spurned
It

was

Timet which

the bribe.

the 29th of July

1871,
astounding revelations derived from an abstract of the Controller's books burstupon the
astonished ears of our citizens, demonstrating
witu mathematical precision that they had
on

that the

been for years the prey of a horde of robbers
whose rapacity and daring exceeded anything

.u
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gave way to one of those grand surges of popular wrath which for the moment threatened

is taken ; the price is fixed with reference, of
course, to the currency of the country ; but

sudden retribution to the offenders.
Vigilance Committee» were talked about and a

within these four months Mr.

little

Boutwell,

upon
some real or fancied emergency, financial or
political, issues five millions more of greenbacks ;

supply,
though

naturally

this

oversupply, or

increased

diminishes their value and

they fall,

the more usual

expression

is

that

merchandize rises; then, when the note matures, the merchant pays the numerical

"healthy hanging"

tax payers that several of this class refused
their signatures to the call, with timid excuses, and in palpab'e dread of their tyrants.
A list of the names of parties thu»
declining
to join in the call, has been
preserved, and
the very words in which they couched their

for the

of the consaraer.

and there

It is these and similar considerations
induce the Boston

merchants,

even

in

that
the

extremity of their disaster, to vote unanimously against any attempt to relieve them
by another batch of greenbacks. If this
emergency does not justify a resort to such a
measure

we

do not believe that any has arisen
past three months

in New York within the

which affords a sufficient reason for its adoption. The unanimity with which the business men of other cities, as well as Boston,
have deprecated this course shows it to be no
mere party question but one of vital importance to every community and individual and
on which they have a
right to express their
opinion emphatically and plainly and to demand that the popular
judgment shall be

respected.
Ix ie said that a plan is
maturing for the
collection of the internal revenue which will
dispense entirely with assessors and substitute therefor stamps which will be entrusted
for sale to collectors and
to a

ultimately
small
number of officers specially appointed for this
Commissioner Douglass favors this
duly.
system aud will bring it to the early attention
of

Congress.

Tire New Tork Tlerald fears that the extensive destruction of forests in this country
will soon make the beautifnl lurid a desert by
disturbing the rain supply. It recommends
that Congress take suitable action to encourage the planting of forest trees.
We learn that several
prominent members
of the Legislatare are
greatly annoyed to find
that well known
lobbyists have engaged several of the most desirable rooms at
the Augusta House from which to direct their
operations during the session.

contemplated

by a few of the more earnest reformers as especially appropriate to the emergency.
But peaceful couusels prevailed and a call
for a great public meeting was put in circulation. Even then, such wai the terror with
which the Ring has inspired many
wealthy

agreed upon but in a currency
which the option of one man has in the
meantime depreciated and the* York Mill is
really cheated out of this difference : and in
the future it must provide against a repetition of this procedure by demanding an enhanced price tor its productions; and this
increase necessarily comes out ot the pockets
amount he has

was

objections

to

participation

in the movement

have been written down. One man'* chances

mayoralty

were

spoiled by

this

record,

others whose ambition may be
thwarted in the future by that uufortunate
are

of

timidity and weakness in a moment of extreme public peril.
Nevertheless the call was numerously
signed and the meeting which was held on
the 4th of September was one of the most impressive and eventful ever convened in New
York. With it originated the "Committee
of Seventy" whose subsequent labors, greater than were ever performed by
any legislative body during the same space of time
have wrought so healthful a change in our
municipal condition.
The Committee was organized on the following day by the selection of Henry G. Slebtestimony

bins

Chairman.
Almost immediately,
Connolly, the purse-hearer ot the "Ring"
asked an interview with Mr. Havemeyer, a
member of the Committee, and on its being
accorded, made a proposition for an unconditional surrender of his functions to any one
as

might designate. Anselected, and forthwith

whom the Reformers
drew H. Green was

of reform.

The local officers elected

improvement in all respects, but the
Legislature to which all looked for relief from
Tweed's charter proved a broken reed. It
was two-thirds Republican in both branches,
but nearly half the Republicans chosen to it
were of the Fenlou strijie, and this class of
politicians have always been faithful and unquestioning servitors of the Tweed gang.
Allying themselves on all matters pertaining
to our municipality, with the Democrats,
they succeeded in baffling all efforts to pass
a new charter, after they had given the Tammany Governor a chance to signify his attachment to his old allies of the Ring, by vetoing
the charter submitted to the Legislature under the auspices of the Committee of Seventy. The Legislative session of last winter
arid spring having failed to make any improvement in our organic law nothing remained for the Committee of Seventy but a
renewed struggle for the redemption of the
city. Happily, the "Cincinnati movement"
detached from the Republican party nearly
all the Tammany men in it, so that there
was reason to hope that the
Ring would no
longer find aid and comfort within the ranks
of that party. The genuine Republicans ol
the late Legislature had shown an earnest
and sincere purpose to promote the reformawere an

invesred with the control of the Treasury,
taking the office of Deputy to conform with
the charter, but with the understanding that
Connolly's abdication was complete. The
"Ring" made a feeble resistance to this
scheme, and Hall issued from the Mayor's
office a ukase instructing the Department
not to recognize Mr. Green.
The Ν. 1'.
World, denounced Havemeyer, Tilden and
Green for the
bargain it alleged they had
made, and defended the Mayor for refusing
to consent to it. But public
opinion proved
too strong for them, and Mr. Green not
only
took possession of the finances, but in a few
to
the
Hall
yielded
pressure and withdays,
drew his futile opposition.
This was the
first great triumph of the Reform movement,
and by taking the money power out of the
hands" of the "Ring" utterly paralyzed it, and

5«wi and Other Item».
There are «eren huudrid Japanese itudtnu
In the school* and colleges of Amerioa.
The marketable value of rough diamonds bas
fallen within the past twelve monihs nearly fifty per cent
To relieve the
dryness of debate in the
French assembly a large majority chose Grevy

who

are

to

ocrat.

It is

published on Sunday at Louisand is brimful of pure Democratic

ville, Ky.,
Gospel.

The seven female students in the

University
Vermont, at Burlington, are reported as
holding their own very well, and fully equal in
scholarship to most of their classmates of the

of

other sex.
The heirs of an Illinoisan, who fatally fractured his skull by falling out of his wagou
while iutoxicated, have recovered $1600 dam-

clique
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justified the expectation that
Republican Governor and a Republican Legislature the vital needs of the metropolis would be cared for.
UndoubLedly these considerations had a
good deal to do with the apparent fraternization which resulted in a county ticket
supported by the Republicans and the Committee of Seventy, every candidate on which was
elected, and in the endorsement of candidates
for Assembly whereby eight staunch Republicans, every one of whom can be counted
upon to vote right on our city affairs, have
been chosen to the lower house.
Of course, the Committee of Seventj
have been accused of playing into the hands
of the Republicans. That was to be expected. The reverse is the fact. The Republican leaders in the city of New York have
shown a commendable deference to the will
of the people in reference to the purification
of our local abuses and,
recogniziug the Committee of Seventy as the organ of
populai
sentiment on the subject of reform, began
the overtures which happily led to a united
county ticket in all respects worthy of the
success it achieved at the
polls. Now, to sum
up the gains which have been made by the
friends of good government in the
Empire

City,

have

we

1st. Wm. F. Havermeyer for
Mayor; an
honest, sturdy old Knickerbocker, 68 years
of ag<·, but hale, vigorous and
thoroughly independent and upright.
2d. Noah Davis for Judge of the
Supreme
Court, conceded by the whole legal profession
to have no superior as a jurist.
3d. Hooper C. "Van Voorst for
Judge of
the Superior Court,
universally respected for
his fitness and integrity.
4th. Benj. K. Phelps for District
Attorney,
an office
of great responsibility, hitherto
used by the Tammany Ring as an
engine of
political puwer. Mr. Phelps it a young man
of energy, force and experience in criminal
law, a native of New England, an able lawyer and an accomplished gentleman.
5th. Josiali Sutherland for
City Judge in
place of Gunning S. Bedford. Judge Sutherland was formerly District
Attorney of
Columbia County, has held a seat in Con-

gress, lias for many years been a Justice of
the Supreme Court, and bears an
Irreproach-

able

name.

Adolph Kessler, for Coroner. Dr.
Kessler is a German physician of good re6th.

pute.
Of these, Judges Davis and Van Voorst and
District Attorney Phelps are Republicans,
Mr. Havermeyer and Dr. Kessler Grant
Democrats, and Judge Sutherland a Democrat whose Presidential preferences have not
been publicly announced.
The fifteen Aldermen elected may be class-

ed

as

follows :

Republicans, S. H. B. Vance, O. P. C.
Billings, George Koch, Jno. I. Morris, S. V.
R. Cooper, Peter Kerr, John Falconer—7.
Grant Democrats, Peter
Gilsey, Jenkins
Van Schaick—2.

Anti-Greeley Democrat,

dorfer—1.
Λμυιιυ

Oswald Otten-

uemocrat

saght—i.

All but the last four were on the
Republican ticket. There is no doubt that there
will be a working majority in the Board for
Reform, and the body is infinitely more respectable and capable than any that has been
elected to the city councils for eighteen years.
When to this summary of local benefits

accruing from the late election, a Governor,
Lieut. Governor, all the State officers and
both branches of the Legislature are added
there is enough to fill the hearts of our misguided people with transports of joy. Looking back ouce more to the gloomy aspect o(
airairs in the summer of 1871, we can re-lize
forcibly how much we have gained—what

will

get

at

work uext week.
A Hallowell merchant has been absent several days in Boston and his home friends have
a rumor thai he is locked
up.
KNOX COUNTY.

Four granite quarries in the town of Georgetown, belonging to the State, will be sold at
auction at the State Prison in Thomaston, to-

day.

The
in

Democrats,

who have usually had, a mathe island of Monhegan, failed to put
a single appearance, Tuesday, the 6th inst.

jority

on

OXFORD COUNTy.
Our Brownfield correspondent writes that
Rev. J. I'. Roberts
of Holbrook,
whose
death was noticed i η Tuesday' issue, came to
his death by the falling of a block of granite
from a derrick, which struck him on the head,
fracturiug his skull.
PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

The barn of Eben

French on Kenduskeag
Avenue, Bangor, was burned about midnight
Monday. There were twenty tous of hay ill
the barn. The Are was incendiary as the cattle was turned out of the stable before the fire
was set.
SAGADAHOC COUNTY.

The Richmond correspondent of the Keunebec Journal wants it understood that that town
is not a ttepeudeucy of Bath.
Win. MuLaughliu and Joseph McKenzie of
Bath, respectively tlilrtecn and fourteen years,
have been sentenced to the Reform School during their minority, for larceuy of goods from
the store of Charles Harvey.
YORK COUNTY.

Sheriff Warren and his deputies made an unceremonious call upon eight whiskey venders
of Biddeford, Tuesday, capturing unlawful evidences of the trafic at all the places.
The Biddeford Times savs that the stockholders of the Ne Plus Ultra Collar Co.,voted Monday to sell the eutire property at private sale or
auction.
IN

GENERAL.

For the year ending June 30, 1872, the internal revenue tax paid by Maine was divided as
follows: Spirits §77,731, tobacco $29,880, beer
$7,494, banks and bankers $59,925, gas $lfi,838,
incomes $95,737, miscellaneous $13,997, penalties $507; total $302,123, of which $1,545 was

How to IIm Mercury.
Never put mercury iuto your stomach. Tue proper place for it is tbe thermometer or the barometer.
There it will inform you of the changes of temperature, or forewom you of the coining of storms, thus
indicating the tiuie and seasons when it is necessary
to reinforce the system with Hostetter's stomach
Bitters, in order to ward off the ailments which
peculiar conditions of tho elements produce. When
the quicksilver suddenly falls several
degees o! Fahrenheit, as It often does at this scasen; fortify the system against the depressing influence of this sudden
abstraction of heat by a dose of the most genial and
wholesome of all inviïoranls. Or if the indicator of
your barometer points to stormy, brace up for those

damp, driving gales

which are sure to search to the
very marrow of an untoned organization. Fever and
ague, chronic indigestion, violent colics,
bilious intermittente, rheumatism, and a host of pulmonary complaints, come of such visitations.

dysentery,

retts, Davises

and

Van Voorsts—there is

every ground of hope that New York will
lose its bad eminence as a
"Ring" governed

commonwealth,

Dualiu

Yarmouth.

vs.

Powder.

To the Editor of the Press :
J. T. M., in your issue of Friday, calls the attention of the public to a want which has
been felt by three of ourlarge cities within the
last few years, that is, to have some one whose
it is to blow up buildings in case of large

duty

fires. Experience has taught us that after a
fire has gained certain headway it gets beyond
the control of men

with use of water and
engines, and that we have got to adopt new
methods to stop it, one of which is to level
buildings and gain open space. My object is to
call attention to the measure and use of certain
blasting material for that purpose which J. T.
M. refers to. If the chief engineer or some other person who has
charge of the same could
have a few cans of dualin, anil a battery stored
in a magazine, and in case of a large fire put
the same in some close part of the building
which was in danger of fire, and which was required to be leveled to protect other buildings,
it could be fired at any moment if needed and
gain the desired result, and if the fire was
checked by water, the dualin could be removed
with perfect safety, as the amount in bulk of
dnalin is one-tenth of what it would be in powder, and it is ten times as strong. By putting
one or two cans of ten pound s
each near the
walls in ilie cellar of a building where the
gasses could be confined fora moment, it would
level the largest building we have in our
city,
and could be fired at a distance of a thousand
feet or more, and then not until the
building
was in flames, and the fire
department well out
of the way. The whole cost of the
battery,
wires and dualin, would not exceed $2(10, and
any person could learn in a few moments the
art of using the same; the danger in
handling
dualin I consider less than in powder.
that
J.
T.
M.
will
Hoping
continue to agitate the question until there is some definite
plan adopted by our city, I remain,
M.

Consolidation.—The

stockholders of the
European & North American Railway in Maine
at their adjourned meeting Monday ratified the
terms of consolidation with the Ε. & Ν. Α.,
Western Extension, from St. John, prepared
and agreed to by the officers of both companies
some weeks since
The stockholders of the
New Brunswick Company will hold a meeting
at St. John for the purpose of considering the
articles of consolidation on Thursday next,

21st inst.

only three that have failed to preserve
their contents.

Waited, weighing not tess
nov20sntf

fully

Dr. Houard, who has become somewhat fain connection with his imprisonment by
the Cuban authorities and subsequent release

Ι. Ο. Ο. F.
Members of LIGONIA LODGE, No. 5, are rerequested· to meet at Odd Fellows, Hall This
(Wcdncudny) Afternoon, at 1 o'clock, for
the purpose of attending the tuneral of our late
Brother, David Porter Hamilton, of Cai>e Elizabeth.
Funeral services will be held at Methodist

our government, has written
President Grant expressing his thanks for
his personal interest and official interference in

General Agt.

General Eastern

Β. B. DYEB, Agent,
For IMorrie <5c Ireland.·

SHAW & HASKELL,
WHOLESALE GROCERS,

SCHENCK'S MANDRAKE PILLS,

Pulmonary

Sometimes medicines that will stop a cough will often occasion the death of the patient. It locks up the
liver, s tops the circulation of the blood, hemorrhage
follows, and, in fact, clogging the action of the very
organs that caused the cough.
Liver complaint and dyspepsia are the causes of
two-thirds of the cases of consumption. Many are
now complaining with dull pain in the
side, the bowels sometimes costive and sometimes to~· loose, tongue
coated, paiu in the shoulder blade, feeling sometimes
very restless, and at other times drowsy ; the food
that is taken lies heavily on the stomach, accompanied with acidity and belehiug of wind. These symptoms usually originate îrom a disordered condition of
the stomach or a torpid liver. Persons so affected, if
they take one or two heavy colds, and if the cough in
these cases be suddenly stopped, the lungs, liyer and
stomach clog, and remain torpid and inact ive, and
before the patient is aware of his situation, the lungs
are a mass of sores, and ulcerated, and death is the
inevitable result.
Schenck's Pulmonic Syrup is an expectorant which
does not contain any onium, nor anything calculated
to check a cough suddenly.
Schenck's Seaweed tonic dissolves the food, mixes
with the gastric juice of the stomach, digests easily,
nourishes the system, and creates a healthy circulation of the blood. When the bowels are costive, skin
shallow, and the patient is of a billious habit,
Schenck's Mandrake Pills are required.
These medicines are prepaired by
Dr. J. H.
SCHENCK & SON, Northeast corner of Sixth and

CARBOLATE
Highly recommended
HORSE
other

and

NAME

Moravian

PORT OF

Brig

Minnie

Jackson.

S

yond

LORING'S

SPECIFIC

HIRTS

the successful treatment and

care

VERY

—

AND

via

AND

—

composed of the expressed juices of
which grow in our native forests.
is not cathartic neither docs it contain any mineral or any thing that would do any harm even to an
This

PRICKS.

remedy is

Roots an<l Herbs
It

CHARLES CUSTIS & CO.,

infant.

Its action is

tonic

or

strength giving.

It

the Liver to secrete healthy bile, the lubricator of the bowels ; it tones up weak digestion,
stimulates

it»3 CONGRESS STREET.
octll

entf

To Let
commodious four storied Brick Store, No.
THE
Commercial St.—immediate i^stssinn given,

inquire

57

ELIAS THOMAS & CO
No. DO Commercial St.
W. W. THOMAS. Canal National
Bank.
sei>tl2sntf

of

Or ot

FOR FERROTYPES,

TINTYPES,

and the Chromo Ferrotypes, go to A. S. Davis & Co
No. 80 Middle St., near coi ner of Exchange.
au20 d3mo sn

PARLOR

STOVES!

in the market,
■ale at Low Price· by

Very

Br»

BUCKNAM &

nud for

Abundant testimonials from well known eitizens
in possession of the proprietor.

are

TIIOS. G. LORING, Apothecary,

No. 199 Fore St., between Exchange and
Plum Streets.
octlO-entf

S EDALIA WATER BO\DS.
Λ few of
sale by

gives strength and vigor to the stomach and bowels;
fortifies the nervous spitem; npeedilv relieve»
and ©are» CoiiMtipation, Oympepxia, Indigent iou Flntuncy, Pile*, & c., as no other
medicine ever has done. Nnrsing mothers afflicted
with constipation, not only find in this remedy, relief for themselves but transmit its curative properties to the child.
This medicine ie a blessing to the
aged. A gentleman 80 years old who for twenty
years had suffered from constipation, and found no
relief except by the use of Injections, was completly
cured by the use of one bottle of LORINCr'8
VEGETABLE SPECIFIC. As a dysqepsia dure wè challenge the world to qrodaee its evnal.

BAILEY,

tlicee popular ten per cent City Bonde for

CHARLES in. HAWKED,
28 EXCHANGE STREET.
11 )V?sn3w

novlsntf

Portland.

BANK OF PORT LAND·
On, and after this date, the un lersigncd will
on a strictly Banking business, at the
Rooms now occupied by the Second National

carry

Banking
Bank,

Portland, Maine, under the style of the "BANK
OF PORTLAND" and as such, will receive Depnsite
and make Discounts, in the regular course of the
Banking Business.
W. N. GOOLD.
Portland, June 24tli, 1872.
Jun23newlt then sn tf
in

a

give us

vpace

Congress

Company,
Brown Street.

cor.

Oct 15

MW&rSm

ALLEN L
Having decided

CO.,

wholly into the

to enter

Jobbing

Manufacture and
—

of

—

RËADY^VIADK

CLOTH I Ν G

,

dose ont their

ENTIRE
—

FINE

STOCK
OF

—

WOOLENS
AT

LESS

MUCH

PRICES

Than the Market value.

Custom

Clothing

order for

a

weeks

few

THAN PRICES HERETOFORE.

Please Call and See If this Is

ALLEN &
Middle

THE

dot So,

CO.,
Street·
tf

ηονίβ

BONDS.
Portland City
Rockland Cltj
Bath City
St. Louis City
Leeds A Farmington, (Guaranteed,)
Maine Central, Consolidated.

β' s
β'β
β\

β'»

β'·
7's
Cook County, Illinois,
7'»
7'e
Clay County, Illinois,
Iowa Central, Wold
7'»
Northern Pacific Gold, ... 7.80'»
West Wisconsin K. It., Gold,
Ta
Exchange on England, Scotland and Ire·
laud.
BT

FOU «ALlt

WE £. WOOD, Ag't,
9ept 5-JtfIn

07

Kirhnngt HI.

POST OFFICE ADDRESS
OF

THE

—

Individuals

following

desired·

Join Cbailton, late Private Co. B, 17 Me. Inf.
"
44
·'
Jordan B1 ickstone, '*
E, "
Henry T. Weleii alias Walsh late Private Co. E, 13
Me. Inf.
Private Co. B, 4th, Mass. Cav.
Joseph N. Walsh, late
41
**
"
John A. Sargent, 44
l»t, Me.
44
"
44
Thomas (îivens,
Vet.
O, 44
44
44
14
Thomas Fox,
H,
Inf.Vole
2»tb,"
44
M
44
44
44
Chas. H. Merrill. 44
.Τ2Λ, M "
Ben). M. Winch, 44"
5tb,
"
··
"
M
I>avM Given,
?
E,
44
44
41
Jon. N. Stanworth,44
E. 11th, 44
«
"
Orman Ε. H lues, ·4
A. 1st, Battlin IT
U. S. Inf.
Charles Nichols, 41 Seaman U. S. Navy,
*·

RUINS

44

W, II. CHANDLER Λ CO., Pub's
No. 91 Cornhill, Boston.
By Usual discount to the trade. Now ready 1
nov

20

4w

ΙΟ,ΟΟΟίο 940,000.—To Capitalist»,
wishing a safe and profitable investment in a
Crockery and Paper hauging business, thoroughly
established aud doin; first class business, can be in
creased, and worthy of investigation.
no20d3t TAYLOR & CO., 3 State Street Boston.
and Ledging House
full of good paying boarders
BOARDING
Sale,
best location in
now

ludgeri ;

for
and

Boston, house is large, convient; very low rent aud can be nought at a bargain.
Other business reason for selliug.
no203t
TAYLOR & CO., 3 State Street.

Shop
established many years, regular
WHEELWRIGHTS'
and

for Sale.

run of good
paying business,
always paid, can be bought ar
a bargain as the owner has other business.
Moderate capital
TAYLOR & OO., 3 State St.,

no293t

TO

Boston, Mass.

INVENTORS.

Canadian Patents.
the recent action of the Dominion Parliament
parties resident in the United States can obtain Letters Patent for Canada.
Inventors now holding Letters Patent of the U. S.
(«111 obtain Canadian Letters Patent, if the American
Patent is not more than one year old. This i· of the
highest importance, ae without this protection,
articles patented in the United States can be manufactured in the Dominion. Having an agency οi
Messrs. C. Legge & Co., the leading Patent firm ol
Canada, we are prepared to make such applications,
and forward tbem without any delay. The cost of obtaining Canadian Patents is very nearly the same a.«
American. In ordinary cases $60 to #66 currency
will cover the whole cost.
Inventors favoring us with their business may
rest assure*! that all possible despatch will be made,
consistent with the careful preparation of their cases.
Call ou, or address, for further information,

BY

advance be-

reasonable figure.

SCRIBNER & JORDAN,
PATENT

Havaua.
In port 11th, brigs Long Reach, Blair, ldg; Juliet
C Clark, Moore; Nellie Antrim, Loud; Valencia,
Small, and Nellie Husted, White, ldg.
JACKSONVILLE—Ar 12th, sch Lucy Hammond,
Bagley, New York.
CM 12th, sch Beta, Brown, Boston.
DARIEN—Cld 8th, brig Hiram Abitf, Tibbetts,
Baltimore.
SAVANNAH—Ar 14th, sch Ireue Ε Meservey,

Wall, Northern port.
Sid 14th, ship John Watt, Morse, Havre.
CHARLESTON—Ar 14th, sch Old Chad, McClintock, Baracoa.
Ar 15th, sch L S Davis, Bishop, New York.
Sid 14th, sch Frank & Emily, McCobb, Hock port.
Sid 17th, barque Freeman Dennis, Fletcher, for
Amsterdam.
BALTIMORE—Ar 16th, schs Bowdoin, Randall,
and Isaac Obcrton, Achorn, Washington.
Cld 16th, barque Jona Chase. Chase, Havre.
Ar 18th, brig Perl, Perkins. Navassa.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 16th, brig Mary C Mariner, Durgin, Portland.
fr Ar 18th, sch Preecott Hazeltine, Jacksonville.
Sid fm Delaware Breakwater 17th, sch Mary Ε Staples, Godfrey, for Boston.
NEW YORK—Ar 17th, schs Mollie, Atherton, from
Jacksonville 8 days; D Ellis, Torrey, Rocklar.d;
Brazos, Huntlev. Portland; Hattie A Butler, Strick
land, do; Ida Hudson. Greeley, Rockland: Hardscrabblc, Fale?, do for Virginia ; Alabama. Meservey,
Warren, 111; Abbie Ε Willard, Bridgeport.
Cld 18tli, ships Washington, Chase, for Liverpool;
Guardian. Ames, Antwerp; barque Neversink, Boretow, Molendo.
■Passed throuhg Hell Gate 17th, brig Mansanilla.
Benson, New York for Portsmouth: schs Helen J
Holway, Thompson, Port Johnson for Boston ; Com
Kearney. Philbrook, Port Johnson for do; Lucy A
Oicutt, Hart, EHzabethport lor Salem ; Lucy Ames
Flanders, New York for Portland; Nathl Stevens'
Saunders, do for Providence ; Fred C Η olden, Gott,
Port Johnson for Portsmouth; Parallel, McFaddeu.
New York tor do; Kva Η Lewis. Lewis,do for Northport; Idaho, Thorndike, do for Salem ; Idaho, Jameson, do for Harttord; M S Hathaway, Cole, fm Port
Johnson for Boston.

tear.

or

··

Miller, Leland, Cardenas—Phinney &

not

Ac

—

|0F"Send 25 cents for this fully Illasi
Book, just out ! With I9Kups. Or, Ο*κ Dollar FOB FIVtt COPIES, BY MAIL, tO

1

DYSPEPSIA.

—

LOW

nov29tf

IIST BOSTON Î

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 9th, ship Saphire, Seiders,
Kong Konjr.
Cld 11th, ships Seminole, Holmes, Liverpool; LaI doga, Wiley, Cork.
NEW ORLEANS—Cld 12th, barque Robt Morrison,
Seavey, Bremen.
Sid fm SW Pass 12tli, brig H M Rowley.
PENSACOLA—Sid 9th, sch G D King, Eldridge,

of

—

DRAWERS
AT

India Street.

THE GREAT FIRE

ΓFROM OUR correspondent.!
BOOTHBAY, Nov 18—Ar, schs Milton,Trask, Banfor
Hingbam; J S Lane, Kendall, do tor Scituate;
gor
Orono, Simmons; H Crosby, Green, and Mary Mildo for Bostou.
Williams,
ler,

CONSTIPATION

—

Covell

FULL ACCOUNT OF

PORTLAND,

of 1200 tous, if material and labor do

every pair not to rip

CALL AND REE US.

CHANDLER Si CO.'S

Shipbuilding—A ship of 2200 tons is to be built
at Yarmouth next season by Hutching & Stubbs for
Cant R M York and others.
Brings & Cusliing have the irame out and have
stretched the keel for a ship of 1200 tons, in their yard
at Froeport.
Skolfield Bros, of Brunswick, are to be build a ship

VEGETABLE

for
A>'D

—

London

to

on

No. 3

Portland, Nov. 19ih, 1872.

Sch Ε J Clark, (Br) Munroe, St John, NB—John
Portoous.
Sch M Sewall, Lowe, Elizabeth port—Berlin Mills.
Sch Maria Adlaide, Kent, New York
Bunker

with its tormen ting tortures and terrors—The ''living
death", as it is called—both these distressing maladies CAN BE CURED by a newly discovered principle in medicine secured in

the Bourdon Kid Glove !

The papers are so crowded they can't
to enumerate all oar bargain".

87

H. & A. ALLAN, No. 1 Iudia St.

9··

NB,

are

We warrant

Bond,
Henry Burnham,

Robert D.
uuTuuti

ADVOCATES,

40V I'.niKM .tret Portland Mr.
novlS

—

OF

—

Fall and Winter

Millinery

JUST RECEIVED AT

MRS.

CUSHMAN'S,

a

HUMAN HAIR
At lowest Cash Prices.
oud3w

RECEIVED THIS DAY

130 Tubs choice Vermont Butter,
Made in September and October.

D. B. RICHER & CO.,
Wholesale Grocers, 185 Fore Street.
tdecl4

ANNA J.ULMEK.
Teacher of the Cabinet Organ and Piano
3!|0 COKGKEMI STBKKT.

^
[

Proposals·

buildinp the Marginal Way in accordance with
plan and specifications which miv be seen at the
Treasurer's office of the Portland «& Rochester Railroad Co.
Also for building pile bridge between Tukey's
Bridge and Grand Trunk Railway Bridge in accordance with said pian and specifications.
Bidders may
make proposals for work to be done in Cove between
Gould's Wharf an·' Tukey's Bridge, or a part thereof,
or for bridge alone, or for entire work.
The rigbt to reject proposals considered unsatisfactory is reserved to the Company.

aOHN LYNCH,

Portland, Nov. 16,

President P. & R. U. R. Co.
novlHWtd

1872.

Vessels

Wanted

TO LOAD AT

Pictou, Sydney, LiiiKan and Port
Caledonia, C. B..
—

COAL

WITH

—

FOR

CUBA.

Lay days guaranteed in loading and discharging.

BIRD, PERKINS & JOB.·
97 South Street, IV. Y
noYl5dlm

103 (State Street, Bostoa.

Wanted
Saiesmen. between 30 and 40 years of age.
to sell
FIVE
of gtHxt
publications. Only
character and
our xrw

men

fir»i class references as to ability need
apply. Wre wish one or two Physicians to sell our
Prevention and Cure of Diseases, the best book for a
family medical work that haa ever been publithod.
We wish Lawyers, Merchant* and High School
Teachers. A liberal salary will be paid. Address,
stating age, experience and salary wanted, W. J,
HOLLAND «& CO.. Springtield M us» nov!3WFM3w

L.

W.

KEILKR,

FRESCO

PAINTER,

rORTLAyi),

MAI SE.

Ol der Slate at 0. M. & E. P. Brooks, 8.18
Congress Street.
53T"A1! enters promptly attended to.

mylibtf

For Rent.
BRICK HOl'SE, 12

nice assortment of

no9

ivmiaic street.

ιυυιν»,

the

Cor. Consvess nnil Oak Ste.
Also

Private 9th, Mass. Battery.

PROPOSAL?" will be recelvod by the
SEALED
undersigned uutil SATURDAY, Nov. 23d, 1872,
for

MW&F 2w

THE NEW STYLES

late

v. jr. λλ

Sealed

—

"Clothes,"

UN B>E R

thoroughly. Price 25 cents per
Druggists and Fancy Dealers.

For Steerage Passage inward and outward, and loi
Sight Drafts on England for smatl amounts apply tc
JAMES L. FARMER,

eous.

the fountain head of almost every disease aflecting
the human family, and its concomitant and twin brother.

These

From 10 to 20 Per Cent Less

Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool,. Cabin (according to aecommodatione)
97Ο to 98C
Payable in Gold or its equivalent.
For Freight or Cabin Passage, apply to

Steemer Chase, Mulligan. Halifax, NS—John Port-

CONSTIPATION,

1.45.

to

Saturday» November 30th.
Immediately after the arrival of the Train of th«
previous day from Montreal^

CLEARED.

DYSPEPSIA.

''Honesty's the best policy."
Count well the cost iu all you say.
Lest s»me imprudent word should
stray,
Will alienate some valued friend,
You would not consciously offend.
Count well the cost when Boys need
And save your money at Fknno'8,
Where thev can buy a "Suit
complete,"
Corner of tieach and Washington
street,
nov30snlw
Boston.

eodlyr

Cleaner

OloTe

Will leave this port for Liverpool

Barque Daring, (of Portland) McDonald,!Sagua 6th
inst—360 hhds 15 tes molasses to Ε Churchill & Co;
191 hhds 16 tes do to Phinney & Jackson.
Vessel to
J S Winslow & Co.
Sch Mary A Harmon, Parker, Philadelphia—coal to
Jam es & Williams.
Sch Congress, York, EHzabethport—coal to James
& Williams.
Sch Telegraph, Priest, New York—corn to Geo W
True <& Co.
Sch Nellie Chase, Dalling, New York—coal to S
Rounds & Sons.
Sch Alice Oakes, Marden, New York—coal to Randall, McAllister & Co.
Sch Ocean Belle. (Br) Branscomb, New York, to
load for St John, NB.
Sch Annie W, (Br) Branscomb, Providence, to load
for St John, NB.
Sch Ruth Thomas, Dodge, Boston.
Sch Union, Crocker, Boston for Machias, with lose
of inain«ail.
Sch Swallow, Carlow, Salem, to load for Calais.
Sch Oregon, Turner, Newburyport—onions for a
market.
Sch Ada Emma, (Br) Burgess, Grand Menan, NB.
Sch Cora. Patterson, Bath ror Boston.

NOTHING LIKE IT IN MEDICINE !

One Button Kid Glove

We will also make

nOBATIAIf, Capt. John Graham,

news.

inst— passengers and mdee to H & A Allan.
Steamer New Brunswick, Pike, St John,
Eastportfor Boston.

BONDS of Towns and Cities, and MORTGAGES
of improved Real Estate in the west, bearing 10 per
cent, interest, payable in the east, for sale by
CHARLES M. HAWKES,
28 Exchange st., Portland.
sep28sni f

1.70.

of

Return Tickets
granted at It educed Kates.
The Steamship

Bros.
"COUNT THE COST."
Count well the cost in all you do,
Be in your
just and true ;
For in this dealings
one tiling all agree,

use

Passengers booked
derry and Liverpool.

Steamship Moravian, (Br) Graham, Liverpool 7th

ESTATE

Two Button Kid Cloves

ALLAN LINE.

Tuesday, Not. 19.
ARRIVED.

VTia-

Felt Skirts !

SHAWLS.

F. C. WELLS & CO., New York,
Wholesale Agents.
eodlyr
_no20

9.00 PM
2.30 PM

I

MARINE

SECURITIES !

Felt Skirts !

VERY STYLISH WHEN NOT SOILED.

will renovate them
All sold by

Nov 20
Nov 20
New York. .Havana
Nov 21
New York. .Liverpool
Nov 21
: .New York. .Rio Janeiro.. .Nov 23
Nov 23
Quebec
Liverpool
New York. .St Thomas.. .Nov 23
Boston
Nov 25
Liverpool
New York. .Liverpool
Nov 27
Nov 27
New York. .Liverpool
New York. .Havana
Nov 28
Portland
Nov 30
.Liverpool

.6.58 I Moon rises
4.34 High water

Sir.
|Or.

Stripes

Satin

INODOROUS

DATE

November

Mr.
93c

-----

A very nice article in Plaide

UNDER CONTRACT FOR THE CARRYING OF THE

FOR

1.15]

-----

Alpaceas

Hair !

JOUVEN'S

..

Sun rises
Sun sets

s Ν

MUNICIPAL & REAL.

ABE

New York. .Liverpool
New York. .Liverpool

Miniature Almanac

unpleasant odor. Remedies the ill effects of

lvr

«

Columbia

BATCHELOR'S HAIR DYE.
This splendid Hair Dye is the best in the world.
The only True and Perfect Dye. Harmless Reliable
and Instantaneous; nodisappointment; no ridiculous

ils»

Glossy

Price, 25 and 50 Cents per Bottle,

Kid

F1ÏOM

Sarmatian
Erio
Siberia
Cuba
Nevada

ag5-eod tf sn

Corded

LIGHT COLORED KID GLOVES

DEPARTURE OF OCEAN STEAMERS

g° to A M. McKenny,'s 161 Middle Street.
warrents them as good as can be made in Port-

octl

no2©

I

COMPOUND

quality Repellent,

All Tycoon Reps

Canadian and United & ta tea Nails.

possesses the peculiar properties which so exactly
suit the various conditions of the human hair.
For sale by all Druggists.
no29 sn
eodly

or

Soft,
by constant

In the Moravian, from Llverj>ool—Miss Helen Clark
Mrs Glrwood and infant, Mr Collings, W A Β Gordon,
J L Clark. C Hoar. Thoe Drinkwater, Mr and Mrs
i McG Boyd, Capt Hughes, C Poole, Mr Branch. J Η
Crowell, Capt Smallcy, John Pickering, Thoe Kerr,
and 169 others in the steerage.

Promoter ofthe Growth and Beauty af Ibe

A fair

ALL DESIRE IT, ALL MAY HAVE IT

j

Hair in the World.

He
and.

Square.

PASSENGERS.

The Rest and Cheapest llair Dressing

«Oc.

1.35.

eodlyr

Montreal Ocean Steamship Co.

COCO AINE,

or

Beautiful,

CO.,,

bottle.

Universally acknowledged

Photograph

Price, 25 and SO Cents per bottle.

no20

In this city, Nov. 17, Miss Caroline A. Lowell, aged
64 years.
In this city. Nov. 18, Mrs. Helen A. Bowen, wife of
Thoe. A. Bowen, aged 32 years.
[Funeral services this afternoon at 2 o'clook.]
In Lewistou, Nov. 14, Fanny B. Carr, aged 22 years
5 mouths.
In Poland. Nov. 7. Dea. George Waterhouse.
In Millbridge, Nov. 7, Capt. Stephen S. Wallace,
agod 45 years.

To Let.

Washington All Wool Plaids,
Cumberland Keprlluiit,

THURSTON'S
Ivory Pearl Tooth Powder.

now.

DIED.

Store Honse. Also Btorage and wharfage on Custom House Wharf. Apply to
PELEG BARKER,
oc23snWF&Mtf
55 State Street.

For the past we return thank» for a Keneron.·* patronage. ror the future we promise increased efforts
to merit still turther patronage, and for the present
we offer

Will

ALL MAY 1IAVE BY USING DAILY

Stables to prevent

Gorliam.
In Hollis, Oct. 12 by Rev. D. A. Maddox, Frank A.
Bowdoin and Miss Eva L·., daughter of the officiating clergyman.
In Lewiston, Nov. 16, Charles Cates and Miss Henrietta Williams.
In Winthrop, Nov. 16, Frank J. Davis of Farmington and Florena H. Keene of W.

Wisconsin
Russia
Crescent City
City of Bristol
Erie

GOODS

WONDEROUSLV CHEAP.

BY

WHITE, CLEAN, SOUND TEETH!

Market

DRY

PROUT & HARSANT,

In this city, Nov. 19, by Rev. D. H. Hanaburgli,
C. F. Mabery and Miss Frank A. Plaisted, both of

eodsnly

nice

PBEPABED

LIME.

prevalent

no

Druggifttfi, 91

CRAIG,
Itcadfield Depot. Me-

a

They require neither attention or confinement of
any kin i and are certain to prevent the disease attacking any vital part*.

THOMPSON'S POMADE ΟΡΠΜΕ.

JOHN DUNCAN'S SONS, New lfork,
Agents for the United States.

If you want

Blair's Gout and Rhenmatic Fills.

DISTEMPERS

Difteasrs

r>. W.

OTHER

in

ARK 8ELLLNO

of Qout and Rheumatism,
cured in a lew day i-.

two

true, and everybody

COYELL & COMPANY

excruciating pain
relieved in
THE
hour·, and

MARRIED.

GREAT BARGAIN.

NO

use

says muet he

one

•aye'that

by the celebrated Englisn Medicine,

mar'25-dly

W. W. WHIPPLE &
oct25entf

For sale C mntry Store and Honse, situated at
Readileld, on*M. C. R. It., one of the best points
for business in the State.
Sale positive. Terms easy.
For further particulars address at once,

BURNETT'S

for

What every

GOUT and RHEUMATISM !

Sold cheap by

Arch streets. Philadelphia. Penn., and tor sale by
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., 38 Hanover street, Bostou, and John F. Henry, 8 College place, New York,
sale by Druggists generally.
sept3sneodtf

octie

JMÛÎ W AL>VISm\l»J£M.EJNTS.

LONDON, ENGLAND,
and sold by all Drngglsts,
nov20
eodlyr

su

WINTER.

SPOKEN.
Aug 5, lat 42 30 S, Ion 61 4 W, ship S F Herse}
from Liverpool for Caldera, 72 days out.
Sept 11, fat 52 57 S, Ion 65 12 W, ahip Ceylon, from
Boston for Honolulu.

only

8CHBNCK'§ SEAWEED TONIC,

Buyers are cautioned to avoid the numerous Counterfeits and Imitations offered for sale.

Cobb, Alexandria.
Sid Oct 30, brig Lije Houghton, Rose, Pensacola.

discretions or excesses of mature years. This is indeed a book for every man. Thousands have been
taught by this work the true way to health and happiness. It is the cheapest and best medical work
ever published, and the
one on this class of ills
worth reading. 190th edition, revised, much enlarged, illustrated, bound in beautiful French cloth.
Price only $1. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt ct
Address PEA BODY MEDICAL INSTIprice.
TUTE, No. 4 Bultinch Street, Boston, Mass., or Dr.
W. H. PARKER, Assistant Physician. Ν. B. The
author may be consulted on the above as well as all
diseases requiring skill and experience.

SCHfiNCK'S PULMONIC SYRUP,

Caution! Worcestershire Sauce

called to the excel-

is

Λ Book lor Every Ulan.
The "SCIENCE OF LIFE, or SELF-PRESERVATION," a Medical Treatise ou the Cause and Cure οί
Exhausted Vitality, Premature Decline iu Man, Nervous and Physical
Debility,Hypochondria, Impotency,
Spermatorrhoea or Seminal weakness, and all other
diseases arising from the errors of youth or the in-

For Sale by

LEA A PERRINS'

Sagamore, Wood, ldg guano.
Ar at Aspinwall 4th inst, barque Sagadahoc, Geyer
New York; 5th, Midas, Higgins, from do; 6th, Jennie

constantly improving condition of the Dally
Press as an advertising medium. Its circulation
which has long been the largest iu Maine has considerably increased during the past six month*·, and is
steadily and rapidly increasing. It goes to the very
best class of readers in Portland and vicinity, is sold
largely on railway trains and steamboats, and is
found in all public places.
su

BUTTER !

uossnet>d2w*

Advertising Medi-

The attention of advertiser»

Agent,

cure

as an

lent and

lOO Tubs Choice Vermont But-

Are the only medicines that will
consumption.

novl6mcf

16, 1872.

um.

Sept21eodsnti

ter.

Nov.

The Press

S3 Commercial St., Portland.

VERMONT

Golden Rule, Hall, do.
Sid 25th, ship Columbia, Carter, Guanape.
In port Oct 28, ships Nancy Pendleton, Pendleton;
Columbus, Blethen; Gen Éerry, Levensalier; H S
San ford, Dudlev, and Ocean
Express, Horton, chartered; Eldorado, Winding, seeking ; barque Moonand
Field,
beam,
Malleville, Patten, do.
At Guanape Oct 21st, ships Harry Morse, Wyman ;
Jane Fish, Brown; Kendrick Fish, McCloy; Anna
Decatur, Patterson ; Eric the Red, Small ; Resolute,
Nickels; Charter Oak, Nichols; Gen Shepley, Merriraan: barques H A Litchlield, Spaulding: Almena.
Eldridge; Priscilla, Fraser, aud James G Pendleton,
Gilmore,—all ldg guano.
At Macaibi 2Uth ult, ships Jamestown, Call, and

PORTLAND.

Portland,

AND

Burrard Inlet.

Ar at Callao Oct 13, ships Nancy Pendleton, Pendleton, Puget Sound ; 15th, A McCallum, Moody.
Guanapo, (and sailed 17th for England); 23d, barque
Moonbeam, Field, San Francisco.
Sid 12th, shin Harry Morse, Wyman, tor Guanape;
16th, barque Nicholas Thayer, Hanson, do; 22d, ship

163 MIDDLE STREET,

Church,

Ferry Village, at 2 o'clock P. M.
Members of other Lodges are
respectfully invited
to join in the ceremonies.
Per order of the N. G.,
WILLIAM K. NEAL, Secretary.
Portland, Nov. 20, 1872.
nov20snlt

ESQ,

Wheeler & Wilson Sewing Machine Co.,

D. M. YEOMANS,

near

mous

the demand of

JOS. II. POOR Ac BRO.

FOREIGN PORTS.

Holyhead 5th Inst, ship Bombay, Jordan,
for Tybee.
Liverpool
At Valparaiso 12th ult, shlj»s Uncle Tobey, Drinkwater, trom Guauape for Falmouth, in distress; Norway, Woodbury, from do for Hamburg, do; Lathlv
Rich, Mitehell, for Peru and Europe; barque City of
Bangor, Menzie*. une.
Ar at Iquique 14th ult, barque Isaac Ricb, Sheldon,

the Room· of

J. A. IIAYDEIY

This paint has been, and is being used upon the finest villas and buildings both public and private, iu
this country, north, south, east, and west, giving universal satisfaction, and in all cases has proved its
£ ear to be fully twice as long, without chalking or
acklng, as any other paint.

than fourteen hundred

andmty lbs., by

The

Thibty-thkee of Morris & Ireland's safes
have been taken from the fire and there arc

at

sntf

ME.

dyes washes. Produces Immediately a superb
Black or Natural Brown, and leaves the hair
clean, soft and beautiful. The genuine, signed W. A.
Batchelor. Sold bv all Druggists.
CHAS. BATCHELOR, Prop., Λ'. 1'.

A HORSE

excep-

Order* received fer tken Celebrated Safe·

11th—Superior for covering brick.
12th—The best paint for iron buildings.

bad

\ΤΛΠ1Τ/Ίτιη
1 I

one

Ar at

1st—Far more beautiful then any other.
2d—More durable then any other.
3d—Lower in price then pure Lead and. Oil.
4th— To be all ready for use.
5th—To require no thinning or drier.
6th—The best wood preservative ever discovered.
7 th—Rain (before dry) does not wash it.
gth—It will not run or chalk.
9th—It is positively water and Are prooi.
10th—Covers old work as well as new.

tints

Cimni Α Γ
JJiVlXLLi

community.

his behalf.

factory

shoe

to report that with but
tion the contents were

WILL PROVE ITSELF.

The Journal liear3 of

have made towards that blissful
progress
era ot economy and good order which is so

essential to the peace and prosperity of
any
With the Executive and Legislative offices of the State and city iu honest and
competent hands and the Judiciary gradually
changing for the better—the Bamards, Cardozos and McCuuns giving place to the Bar-

PORTLAND,

nov7

FRANKLIN COUNTY.

Stacy's extensive

glad

392 Congress Street and 95 Free Street,

Ex-Gov. Wise does not come to time with his
lecture for the Lewiston people.

Lamb, says the Kennebec Journal, is a drug
in that market. It fails to tell the source of
the supply.

we are

FULLY PBEiEBYEU.

CONSUMPTION CAN BE CURED.

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

Sid 15th. brig John Balch, Hodgdon, Calais; schs
Peiro. C H Macoiuber, David Wasson, Mary A Rice,
and Η Curtis.
NBWBUltYPORT—Ar 18th, sch Margaret Ann,
Hutchins, Eden.
SUl 18th, schs Julia A Rich, Shea, Ellsworth ; A F
Howe, Ellis, Searsport.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 17th, sch Caméléon, Huff,
Wise asset.

ready

oct4-cod3mosn·

we

to

Have removed their Diflce to Rooms over George W.
Whittier's Drag Store, Congress Square.
Dr. Macalaster is now
at his new office to
wait on those requiring his professional services.
Entrance to Dental Rooms,

J.

Monheimer—1.
John Riley. Robert

and

147 Commercial St., Portland.

a man who has been
ramble of eleveu days among the
taking
rauuutains of Franklin county, subsisting on
three day's ratious. He also froze his feet.

—

DENTISTS,

NEWS.

a

Damariscotta.
Ar 10th, brig J W Drisko, Haskell, Philadelphia;
Isadora Rionda, Wallace Matanzas; schs Roanier,
Foss, Baltimore; Saml Nash, Clark, Port Johnson ;
Kate Walker. Rich, Elizabethport,
Cld 10th, brig Renshaw, Sylvester, for New York ;
sch Μ Ρ, (Br) Sullivan, Portland.
DANVERS—Ar 15tb, sch Arkansas, Smith, from
Rockland.
SALEM—Ar 17th, sch Savannah, Whitney, from

Winterport.

NOTICE.

FALL~l873.

1872.

Darien; Martha Weeks, Dutch, Eddy ville; Lucy &
Nancy, Sherman, Bangor; Eliza Ann, Humphrey,

REMOVAL.

be appointed Minister to Russia, as the salary
has been increased while he has been a member
of Congress.

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

against

fire proof pafes,

MACALAStYr BROS.,

signally discomfited."
wife and daughter of Rev,

STATE

OF OUB

MISCFXLAKEOUe.

Strong,

18-sntf

DENTAL

refunded.

nan

Tammany Democrats,
McCafferty, Richard Flanagan, Patrick Ly-

at

—

so

The
Dr. Smith,
who were arraigned for his murder at Raleigh,
N. C., have been acquitted, there being no evidence against them.
It is said that Congressman Bingliam cannot

Îor;

TWENTY

Tbe Averill Chemical Paint

Blanton Duncan has revived his straightout Democratic organ as the Weekly True Dem-

security

J. B. LUCAS.

her purse.

with a

nrnnAQûil

CAPS.

upon Mount Washington are endeavoring
to teach a Newfoundland dog to go down tbe
mountain aud return with their mail and on

the most re-

We have had already opened from the Ruin· of Ih
terrible Are In the CITY OF BOSTON

BUY THEM AT 51 EXCHANGE ST.,

Sept

as

Burglars and Fire.

POWDER,
SHOT,

ter

Some scoundrels threw red pepper in the
eyes of Mrs. Mary Stoddard of Newport, the
other night, and while she was blinded, cut
the pocket from her dress and made off with

liable

GUNS,

pass the win-

•ther errands.
Col. Wm. M. Grosveuor is editing the St.
Louis Evening Dispatch, after being dispatched
himself as a Congressional candidate.

Their claims

290 & 29 J CongreHS Street.

novl Isntf

A valuable coal, closely resembling anthracite, has beeu discovered in Iowa at a depth of
five hundred aud eighty feet below the surface.
Five hundred men are preparing the Union
Pacific track for tb· coming snow.
men

WOttK.

HADE

do; Ned Su m ρ ter. Pinkham, do for do ;
Addio r Sum peon, StinipHon, New
York
S Dyer, toss. Port Johnsou for do; W forEastport:
Duron, Doyle,
Weehawken for Saco; Gentile, Eld
ridge, New York
for Portsmouth; Emma W Day,
Clark, do for BanTelegraph. Priest, do for Portland; F Coffin,
tatsou, Elizabetbport for Newburynort; Mabel F
Staples, Cole, and Benj
Gulnfer, Portland for
New York ; Kate McCUntock, Dunham. Rockland
tor do; Waterfall, Cameron, do for Norfolk ; Peacedale, Curtis, Gardiner for Providence; Allstou, Fitzgerald, Calais for Providence.|
BOSTON—Ar 18th, schs Armida Ilall, Hall, from

SAFES.

OKI\ HAWKES & CO.,

ing.

anil ha 1 thus

mooenfoo

READY

want.

The scientific

BURGLAR and FIRE PROOF

MAKERS WANTED
ON

«'ïwi4-'c*·w4

Fall ltlVEU—Xi web, Hill B***uu«.
W>lnn»y,
Port Jobnaou.
^,yiNKYAHD-HAVEK-Ar
1Mb. Mb· JuTlldn,
Clinton Point tor
Boston; Onlv Son, Meady, Amboy
for do; Willie
Harris, Chaaning, fin Hoboken for do;
Marion. Amboy tor Portland.
i « ν scbs
Ar
Sarah Bern ice. Proctor, Hoboken lor
17th,
Boston; Lyndon, Hilllard, aud Irene, Murphy, from
Hoboken for

MORRIS & IRELAND.

COAT, PANTS AND VEST

land, says the wrote "Beautiful Snow."
The Free Masons of Boston courteously refuse
all offers of assistance, saying they are not in
The Advertiier says that so far, it is known
that fourteen persous have been killed by the
fire, ton of whom are known; fifteen are miss-

SPECIAL NOTICES.

0

10

in the recent election for president.
Sage green is the latest fashionable color in
kid gloves.
Now, Mies Annie Keele/ of Waterford, Ire-

ages from the barkeeper wbo sold him the
wherewithal to get druuk.
The Boston Post, old school Democratic till
July, and Greeley party since then, says of tbe
action of President Grant in regard to the
Philadelphia postofflce: "The President is
commended on all sides to-night, outside of the

fανυ

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Reference, G. Walter GooJdûorder* left at Stockbridge's and Hawes Λ
eod3m
nctir.

Craej""·

Room»,
Oas ami Water. In complete outer and pleasAK1RST-CLASS
tlie line of tli«· horse car», upper end
situated

antly

on

of Congress street, will be let if applie<l lor at once.
Stable on premises. Afplyto
GEO. R. DAMS & CO.
novi8deod2w

Ladies Dresses and Cloak
and Baited, fitting „Tacofitl and easy. Stw
Pattern» constantly received. Samples shown
and good» sent for from any of the leading House» In
Boston and New iork. Suit* and Cloaks mad! to
ortler·
·'■ ® 'MBTIH,
χ,
ο ..
No.
2 Modiste*
Elm street.

CUT

Building.

novtilZm

Portland.

Drug Store and Fixtures

tor Sale.
4 DKUQ STOUE lor sale In the country. Oood
."V location and reason for selling. Apply
Box
No. 13, Norway, Maine.
eovWdlm

Notice.
T\R

Mir

w«ktohi.pXT/u^:1

,b'^tff

"«·

jjKgan n

THE I»!RÏ3SS.
WEbNESDAY MOUSING, NOT

20 '72.

CITY AND VICINITY.
THE ΡΒΚβ§
obtained at the Periodical Depots of FesMay
scnden Cms., Marquis, Robinson, Branell &
γ°·
Andrews, Went worth, Glendenniug, Moees, Henderson, and Chisholui Bros., on all traîne that run oat 01
the city.
At Blddeford, of Pillebury.
At Sac:) of L, Hodgdon·
be

At

Watervllle, of «T. S. Carter.
At Gorliam, of News Ageut.

At

Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
At Lewistou, of W. F. Stanwood,
Adrcrtineuieut» To-Day·

New

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Mu-ic Hall—Something New.
Observe This—India Street Universalist Church.
I. O. O. F.—Ligonia Lodge No. 5.
P. L. I.—Thanksgiving Ball.
SPECIAL NOTICE COLUMN.
A Horse Wanted—Joô. Poor & Bro.
I. O. O.

F.—Ligonia Lodge.

Oount the

Coat—Fenno & Co.

ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.
Taylor's Cards—3.
NEW

Chandler & Co.—The Great Fire.
Gout and Rheumatism—F. C. Welle & Co.
Allan Line—Montreal Ocean Steamship Co.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Pompa-iors, Ste.—W. L. Snell.
Shirts aud Drawers—Leach.
Superior Court.
NOVEMBER TERM, BEFORE JUDGE 8YMONDS.
Tuesday.—Ν. M. Perkins et. al. vs. Lorenzo Taylor.

annexed tor hardware
amounting to 9167.52. Plaintiff says tho articles were
delivered to one R. A. Brown, previous to which the
plaintiffs notified the defendant they already had as
large an account against Browu as they wished and
they did not wish to extend it, but that they would
like to furnish the hardware, charging it to tho house
aud looking to Mr. Taylor for the pay; that Mr. Taylor said very well, when the account reaches $100
get
Biown to approve it and I will pay it. They did so,
and Mr. Taylor paid $300 on orders from Brown, but
when they went for the balance of the aaconnt for
which this suit is brought, he declined to pay it.
Mr. Taylor denies that ever any such coavenation
took place as plaintifis state ; that Brown was doing
tho work for him under a contract whereby he,
Brown, agreed to furnish all of the materials; that
he did pay the three hundred dollars upon orders
from Brown as last as the money was due Brown under the contract, but that he never knew the articles
were charged to liim nor that the firm looked to him
for the pay. Furthermore, that Brown failed and
never completed the houses under his contract.
Jury
out when Court adjourned.
Haskell for plff.
A. A. Strout for deft.
Action

on

an

account

ή»,
City Hall

Imkn
wa*

·"»

jammed

last

eteolBR

on

the

occasion of the lrCture by the Rev, Henry
Long before the hour anWard Beeclier.
nounced for Mr. Beecher's appearance arrived, every scat in the hall was filled, and the

"Good heavens!" replied the
astonished batliing-house keeper, "1 hope you
ain't going another twenty years without washing?" and he didn't. He became completely
He
infatuated with the delights of bathing.
would βο into that establishment, take a bath,
and before lie was fully dressed would say that
felt so good he guessed he'd take another, and
he would spend his time in the bath tub until
the shop closed at night. After a time the in
cessant rubbing with coarse towels began to
tell upon him. He wore large holes in his skin
where it was drawn tightly over the large
and was literally "out at the elbow»."
But still the infatuated man persisted in his
insane course, until the skin and even flesh
a
was worn quite away, and his bones made

joints,

creaking sound as he moved about. He
despair of tailors, for, of course, it
impossible to give him a neat stylish fit.

horrible

bscame the
was

To make matters worse he was seized by an attack of fever and chills, a disease very uncommon in this New England climate of our». The
horrible clattering which his bones made when
chill seized him was perfectly awful. It kept
the lodgers at his boarding house awake all
night. The landlady said she couldn't stand i t.
She was losing all her best boraders; so the
Thereafter he
poor unfortunate had to leave.
parsed all his time at the bathing rooms, until
his bones became so soft and spongy that he
One day, after
had to go about on crutches.
a

taking a bath, he stepped up to the stove to dry
his lrones, as usual, and seated himself in a
chair. While sitting there he heard a cry of
fire, and incautiously jumping to his feet, his
le^s, which were contracted by the heat, broke
the joints, and he fell upon the floor a mass
of crumbled bones "shattered past all surgery."
And now his uneasy ghost haunts those bathing rooms where, when he was in the bones, he
delighted to pass his hours, and when the
ghost is addressed it says, in a low sepulchral

at

voice, "more towels."
As for the bathing-house proprietor he derived immense revenues from the hydromaniae,
which he invested in Portland & Ogdensburg
stock, so he Is now a rich man.
Abhival or the Steamship Moravian.—
The steamship Moravian, Capt. Graham, of
the Allan line, which left Liverpool the 7th
inst., arrived at this port at 3.10 yesterday afternoon, aiter a somewhat stormy passage of
eleven days. She brought 18cabinandl69steer•ge passengers and a full cargo, the major portion of which goes through to Canada, though
there are some consignments to Portland houses.
She leaves on her return the 30th inst. The
Polynesian left the 17th inst., and will be due
here next week. We are under obligations to
the Parser of the Moravian for the latest files

cf London and
Liverpool papers.
Concert.—There

present
at the Haydn concert
lastevening, a gentleman
ΰ" Γ"Λ ret"ruina from a foreign trio to
ïi,«WM1?feachusetts who exprsssed

Lnrl «ηΐίίΐ

W?tb5&,
which they

7 pleased

™

was

with the chorus,

had. heard" ffj.

X^dt

ought to give better support to this
excellent Society, it deserves better JÎ»
zens

than it received last

most

uiglit.—/lcl«crti»er

***

Accident.—Mr. Byran Wiswell of this
city
while shackling cars on a P. 8. & p. train
Monday morniug had his right hand
in-

badly

Dr. Lamb dressed the wound and he ii
jiow doing well.

jured.

1834. From various local causes the growth of
the bank was very slow, and in May, 1862, it
had only accumulated deposits to the amount

Portland Band, Mr. Beecher ascended the platform aud spoke substantially as follows:
I shall speak this evening upon the subject of education. There is no one familiar
with history who has not remarked that great
waves of thought roll, intermittently, over a
country. There have been times when nothing
Thus
but politics absorbed the public mind.
Europe, at one period of her history, discussed
over
it
only State-craft. Philosophers poured
in their closets, poets dreamed of it while at
their verses, statesmen practiced it iu their
Then warfare became the subject
cabinets.
of almost universal thought and interest. Then
had
its day, when men went forth to
theology
fight tor a dogma, and the question whether
Calvinism or Arminianism should prevail divided the civilized world. All these have passed away, and just now it is neither warfare nor
politics nor theology, but education, that is the
absorbing theme. The whole civilized world
is awakening to its importance.
By means of
of it England has accomplished in the last few
a
The
century.
question of
years the work of
primary importance in the iniuds of Englishmen to-day is who shall educate the children.
Shall it be the State? and on what grounds?
Slia.ll it be the Church? and on what grounds?
Time was when to the ecclesiarch belonged the
control of education; but men do not ask today if the instructor be a churchman. I con
fees the ideas of to-day have my sympathy.
Education should not be theological but moral.
It should not be controlled by the priest or
ecclesiastical establishment, but by that which
can make of the boy the wisest and
best, and
most thoroughly fitted man.
It is a right.
Man lias a right to the development of his
undeveloped self, that potential self, that underlying self, which, alas! so few of us know
this side the grave. He has a right,to develope
himself, so that, like the tree, he cau spread
his branches all around, and get his share of
the sun and the rain, aud the favors of the soil.
This idea of education is a modern idea. It is
no longer the exclusive privilege of the governing class, but belongs to the whole people.—
Since the Revolution it has not descended from
the superior hut ha, sprung from the ground.
It is a right given to every individual by God
Almighty when he writes the charter of liis
existence.
Mr. Beecher then adduced Prussia ai an example of what education does for a nation.—
While the tree is growing year by year,we think
but little of its being au oak; but when it is
hewed and wrought into the ribs of some
mighty battle-ship, and withstands the iron
hail poured upon her sides, then we see its
worth. So the system of universal education
inaugurated by Frederick the great attracted
UUb

iituu ULWiniUIl uuui me

iraUipi llg

of 3408,363 27. In 1866 the bank began to feel
the influence of the distribution of money
among all classes by the business activities of
the war, and for several years it's net increase
was over $600,000 per year; or |the deposit increased 8200,000 more in one of these years,
The
than in the ten years from 1852 to 1862.
deposits now amount to the sum of $4,003,588.The first Presideni of the bank was Gov.
89.
Albion K. Parris, who, however, remained in
office but a few months, and was succeeded by
the late Phinehas Barnes,Esq., who resigned as
President in October, 1863, although be continued to fill the important post of legal adviser
of the bank until his death in 1871.
Oliver

Always

W. Eich &
novUW&S3w

I veau Elm wool folded Edge Collar. So nay
all. Be wise and try them.
novllrodSw

we

Save yotir buildings by painting them before winter comes on, with the Averill Chemical Paint.
tf
For sale at 83 Commercial St., Portland,
144 Socth St., Phila., Pa.
Gents:—Desmtk the objections op my
Paintkb, I know the value of the Averill
Chemical Paint, and I declare it to be the very
best Paint I have ever seen. The gloss on it
looks like varnish, and it is of a virgin white

color, perfectly faultless and pure. You
perfect liberty to use my name attesting
value.

BY TELEGRAPH.

proportion of

the whole assets is

invested

in

bonds of first-class cities and counties outside of
Maine.
The first Treasurer of the bank was James
iuerriii, Jiiq., upon wnose death in 185Î), Joseph
C. Noyes, Esq., was chosen his successor. At
this time, April 1,;1S39, the deposits amounted
$161,82.1.63, and the bank had only been kept
open on Wednesdays and Saturdays between
the hours ot 11 and 1 o'clock.
Under Mr.
Noyes the bank was kept open every working
to

day between those hours, and the office hours
were gradually extended to the
regular working hours. At his death in July, 1868, the deposits amounted to $2,273,266.11.

He was sucwho had been

ceeded by his son Frank Noyes,
Assistant Treasurer.
The bank, up the time of the fire,
occupied
one of the small offices in the old Canal bank
building. It was then removed temporarily to
Free street, until the completion of the build-

(luW11 OI

ing known as the Portland Savings Bank Block
ou Exchange
street, in May, 1867.
The rate of interest paid by the bank has never been less than 6 per cent,
compound interest,
and from May, 1866, to November, 1869, it was
7 per cent., since which time it has paid 6 1-2
per cent, for 1870 an.l 1871, and under the new

law pays 6 per cent for 1872. The total amount
paid in dividends since 1852 is $1,330,661.80.
In this connection it is
to note
the rapid accumulation of
money at compound
interest. The first deposit in the
bank, July
3, 1852, of $100, was made by a

interesting

gentleman,since
This deposit has

deceased, for his daughter.

j

never been added to or subtracted from since.
In November, 1862, it amounted to $181.60, and
at this date the original $100 has increased to

$352.82.
Since the foundation of the bank no moneyhas been loaned on persoual security.
No
money is loaned to any officer or manager, and
the total losses from bad debts in the last 20
years has not exceeded $2000.
Tho exhibit of investments, &c., of the bank
we

append:
KXHIBIT :

Deposits (9137 Depositor·)

$4,003,588.89

Keserve Fund
Interest

32,000.00
133,963.82
INVESTMENTS :

»4,169,552.71

IT. S. Government Bonds at par
$ 215,500.00
State, City and Countv Bonds, par value
Jl.tr.l 000.00; cost to the Bank
1,112,735.62
Railroad Bonds, par value 9577,000 cost
;
to the Bank
541,399.00
Bank Stock—City of Portland, at par
62,995.00
Loans to Towns,
".
19,150.00
"
Loans with Collaterals,
1,116,388.71
"
Mortgages,
9SS,522.24
■'
Ileal Estate,
74,735.87
"
Expense account,
3,229.59
"
Cash,
89,896.68
84,166,552.71

Intebnation al Steamship Co. —The steamer
of the International β
eamship Company, intended for the St. John route, is coppered and
will be ready for launching to day. She is very
heavily timbered diagonally, iron strapped, and
will have a hog frame, making her one of the
strongest and most substantial steamers in
these waters.
The engine is being built by the Portland
Machine Works, and the boilers by Messrs.
Quiun & Co.
When the steamer is completed she will be a
first-class vessel in every respect.
Old

Bonxbth.—People

who have heard the
on
"Old

Kev. Mr. Morgan deliver his lecture

bonnets, and they that wear them," pronounce
it highly interesting. It is spoken of as one of
his most humorous efforts. If there be sncli a
rush to hear him as there was Sunday evening
it will be a difficult matter to secure seats. The

better way will be

beforelecture will take place at City
to secure your seats

hand. Morgan's
Hall this evening.
1.
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HATTERS IN MAINE.

Rockland, Nov. 10.—An unknown man fell
overboard from the Boston steamer this mornA
ing, off Ο frl's Head, and was drowned.
passenger who saw him fall says that he was
sick and vomiting at the rail, when he lost his
balance and pitched overboard.
Others who
observed him supposed him to be under the influence of liqnor.
Fire in Hangar.
Bangor, Nov. 19.—A stable attached to a
house on Broadway, owned by Charles Stetson,
and occupied by P. G. York, was burned early
this morning. Loss $600: insured; incendiary.
A Fiend.
Hiram Silver was arrested to-day by the police for inhumanly beating and kicking his
wife, who is in a delicate state of health, so
that lier life is in danger. He was committed
to jail to await the result of her injuries.

ment it should be
tended to make all men
never

iilause.

...

so

ι—ι.

Application

Kxtra Seaaion of Ike Ijtgialalare.
Boston, Nov. 19.—The special session of the

meet the

exigencies of the Boston Ire, met to-day. The
Governor's message is brief. He expresse· the

hope

that

F R Barrett : 6 do do ti>

Agent

Grand

Truuk

way ; 53 do do to C M Bailey.

Troop·.

legislation

will be confined to matters
growing out of the recent calamity, and sugas
for
consideration the proposed
gests
topics
loan of the credit of the city to
parties wishing
to re-build, the re-chartering of insurance companies, the amendment of the betterment act
and the building laws, and the payment of the
soldiers called out to guard the city.
His suggestions are generally in entire liarmouy with
the recommendations of the citizens' committee
and the city government.
Criminal flatter··
Lowell, Nov. IB.—Arlin Huntington, 21
of
years
a<£ >, was arrested here last night and
taken to Nashua, Ν. H., this morning 011 the
charge of a felonious, and dangerous assault
with a pistol ou a woman at that place.
George Hausou had access to the stable and
store-house of Charles Furbush, grocer, and a
large portion of a crate of crockery was missing.
Hanson was arrested and considerable was recovered from an ash heap at his house.
Jlmachanll· Legislature.
The first day's session of the Legislature has
been occupied in receiving petitions for amendments to insurance charters and the
appointment of committees.
The Old South society
applied for leave to sell its church property
The city of Boston applied for leave to issae
bonds: also for a law regarding the erectiou of
buildiags. Leave was asked to introduce a bill
to incorporate Wm.
Gray, Otis Norcross, Wm.
Claflin, George C. Richardson and others as
the Boston Merchants' Kxchange, with leave to
hold $2,000,000 in real estate.
An order was
adopted to consider the expediency of providing
for the better protection of parties
believing

104

Eastern Railroad

103J

the pressure.
Money was stringent at 7 per cent.
Gold and i per ceut. per day, with a largo portion of
business «it l-ΐβ ; mercantile paper 12 to 15 per cent,
The Chicago & North Western Kailroad directors
have abauaoned the idea of issuing $10,000,000 in
convertible bonds, and instead will issue a consolidated mortgage to the amount of $45,000,000 or $18,000,000; existing mortgages on the Chicago & North
Western, its branches and leased lines amount to
about $35,000,000. These will be replaced by a new
mort gage which will be in the sliîtpe of a bond bearing 7 per ceut. Gold interest. Sterling Exchange is
heavy and lower; long at 108 (g! 108J and 109£ (a> 110
for short sight.
Golu heavy, falling from 113$ to
1131, closing at 113§ (a} 113J ; loans at 1-64 to flat for
borrowing, and 3 @ 7 per cent. Gold and 1-16 for cardisrying. Clearances were $16,000,000.
bursements were $135,000.
Governments dull and
lower. State bona» quiet. Stocks wore intensely dull
the
and inclined to heaviness. Outside
of Atlantic Mail aud Erie fluctuations were compassed within
percent., chiefly on a downward
turn. Western Union fell f, North Western §, Pacific Mail J, Atlantic Mail declined 10 @ 12 on confiscation of steamship Columbia, Erie advanced from 52$
to 53J, aud afterwards declined to 52$.

day

The following

....

Eric
Erie

52.

preferred
following

road eccuritias:

.Iledrl Legislator·.

Funeral of a Fireman.
on bonds in $3000 each for their
appearance at
the next term of the IT. S. Court. They leave
The funeral of the late Wm. Farrie, foreman
of Hook and Ladder Co. 4, killed at the
great for Montgomery to-day.
fire, tookplace to-day in the 1st Universalist
church, Highlands. There was a large attend- A Republican
majority in the Alabama
ance, including members of the City GovernLegislature.
ment, delegations of firemen and Oild Fellows
New York, Nov. 19.—The Tribuue's \Ya*Iland friends of the deceased.
lusion special .«ays the administration has
Report of the Relief Committee.
twenty-five majority on a joint ballot in the
The citizens' relief committee have made a
Alabama Legislature, and Spencer, the present
in
which
report
U. 8. Senator, will be renominated over his
they say "^the number of applications for aid have been ibout 1000, of which
| competitor· Nov. 20.
we think three-quarters are heads of families.
I11 our judgment 5000 persons are represented in
these applications. To those who resided in the I
The Vote of Kentucky.
burnt district, ami irtro lost rtirtr Irtrasm, the
LovisviCLE, is of. IU.—Official returns from
j
committee are furnishing such as have taken
all but twelve counties fn this State
give Greeother quarters, with furniture, bedding, stoves,
| ley TO,389, Grant 81,515, O'Connor 2155; Greefuel, clothing and groceries, sufficient for im- ] ley's total majority H717. The
Congressional
mediate wants. To such heads of families as delegation is
entirely Democratic.
were employed in the
district, and who resided '
elsewhere, groceries and fuel have been given,
The Horse Disense.
and in some cases money to pay rent. There 1
are mauy applications from unmarried men and
Cincinnati, Nov. 19.—The horse disease is
still spreading in portions of
women who lost their employment as well as
Kentucky, West
their tools by the fire and were left without any
Virginia, Tennessee and northern Ohio. There
means of support.
are but few fatal cases, ho wever.
The committee have referred all such for employment to the committee appointed for this
purpose, and in some cases where the necessity
.llETEOROLOeiCAL,
appears to be urgent, they have given money
PROBABILITIES FOR THE NEXT TWENTY-FOUR
sufficient lo pay a week's board, aud have givHOURS.
en orders for tools.
The committee find the
number of mechanics and laboring classes who
War Dep't, Office Chief
Signal)>
suffered by the late fire to be much larger th»u
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
they expected, and at present there is an inNov. 19.(8.00 P. V.)J
crease rather than a falling off ill the number
Probabilities—Over the Northwest, the upper
of applications. In the department of labor-it
lakes and thence to the Ohio valley northerly to
seems certain that very large calls will continue
winds, occasional snow and cold. Parwesterly
to be made for assistance, and means
larger tially cloudy and clearing weather in the Gulf
than now appear available will be required to
States. Falling barometer, winds
westerly to
enable the Committee to continue the work as
northerly, collier and cloudy weather and light
it is uow
rain in the south Atlautic States. Southwestbeinj£ done.
Kidder, Peabody & Co. have given $1200 to ly winds veering to-morrow to northwesterly
the poliçe for the benefit of invalid officers and
with partially cloudy weather on the lower
the families of those deceased who are in need.
lakes and thence over the Middle and Eastern

β&ίΐ64@61*ο.

V-/Xi

mand and firm. Pork at 13 00 for new on spot; seller Dec at 12 37J @ 12 50.
Lard in good demand at
@ 7§c. Green and dry salted Meats quiet and unchanged. Whiskey very quiet at 89c.
Freights to Buffalo nominally at 11J @ 12c; to Oewego 16*c for Corn.

Cincinnati, Nov. 19.—Pork quiet and unchanged;

new mess at 13 25 011 spot and 12 75 tor Dec.
Lard
firm ; steam 7fc ; kettle at 7} (g 71c. Bulk Meats are
quiet ; shoulders at 4}c ; clear rib sides at 7c ; clear sides
7Ac: all loose from 15 to 20 days in salt: sales at fcc
higher for packed. Bacon quiet ; old shoulders at 5$c ;
new clear rib sides 10c; clear sides lOJc.
Green
Meats nominally unchanged. Live Hogs steady at
4 00. Whiskey firm at 89c.
Toledo, Nov. 19.—Flour in fair demand. Wheat
active and higher at 161 for No 1 White Wabash ;
1 45} for Amber Michigan-seller Nov, and 1 45 @ 1 46
do Dec ; No 1 Red 1 56 ; No 2 do 1 45 @ 1 46. Corn in
fair demand and lower at 40c for high Mixed ; low do
Oats a shade better; No 2 at 28(g>29c.
Lake Freights—to Buffalo 6 @ 7c ; to Oswego 12 @

37fc.

lielts of snow

Thiera Tbremeui to Kr«igd—The Right
Wafers Between η Republic and a Monarchy.
Paris, Nov. 1U.—President Thiera i§ much
agitated over yesterday's proceedings in the AsHe desembly and passed a sleepless night.
dates that he will resign linless the «solution
of confidence receives a full vote and a large
a

a

delegation

upands 19Jc.

at

tomeeting
to the Pres-

A

412·
London, Nov. 10—5.00 P. M.—Consols closed at 92|

Freight*.
Savannah, Nov. 15.—Freights—We quote as fol
lows, foreign Cotton to Liverpool, via New York
by steam ll-16d tor Upland; on Sea Island 1J; by
sail to Liverpool 7-16d and dull. Havre, by sail, lc
Gold ; Bremen Jd on Uplands. Coastwise—Cotton to
New York per steam, Upland 3c; Sea Island £c<|> lb;
Ric« $2 00
eask. Cotton to Boston, steam via New
York 73c φ 100 lbs; to Providence via New York 62$c

so

Boston 75c ^ 100. Lumber to Philadelphia, steam, $10; nail $10 <$$11; New York and
Sound ports, Lumber $11 @ $13; to Boston $12 @ 13;
Baltimore $9 φ 10.
The rates for Timber are from
81 50 (<£ 2 higher than Lumber rates. To Cuba $12;
Porto Rico $11.
Lumber to River Platte $21 and 5
United Kingdom, Timber S40s to Cork f>r
per cent
orders. Rio Janeiro $23 and 5 i>cr cent.
Baltimore, Nov. 16.—Business is moderately active, and rates generally maintained. To Liverpool»
ship F Β Cutting has been laid on, and is engaging at
rates viz: for Cotton fd; dead weight 30s; Tobacco
39s for Maryland, and 35s for Virginia hhfls; Grain,
in shippers bags 8J @ 9d ; Bark42s0d; and measurement goods 9d. To Bremen—per steamer, Maryland
Tobacco 35s; Virginia 40s; Kentucky 50s; Cotton
9-16d; Lard 0s; Bark 40s; Ap71es 7s V bbl. ΛΥβ
quote, by sail, to Cork for orders, Grain in bulk 7s 9d
qr, and for small vessels to direct ports 7s 6d @ 7s
9d. Recent charters include an American barque442
tons, to Demarara, Coal $5 75; a Baltimore brig of
116 tons, ttiree voyages out and bavk to New York
from Porto Rico at $2300
voyage ; soli McMoslev,
for Curaco, Coal $5 Gold.
Coastwise—Corn to New
York via canal 8c; by sail to Providence, &c. 8c.—
Small vessels to Maine ports we quote at 10 @ 12c.

Unparalleled
RIVERSIDE ECHO.

longer conceal their anxiety.
King Amadeus continues to improve

complete restoration
an

to

and his
health is looked for at

early day.

A passenger train at Deputy, Ind.,
while the engine was takiug water,

Tuesday,
was

run

Success.

OK

—

of the

BEST OF BARGAINS

of

pay. The time to work is during the next three
months. Send for a sample copy and full particulars. to PUBLISHERS RIVERSIDE ECHO, Portland Maine.
oct30-4w\VF&M

HALL.

JVETJSIC

SATURDAY, NOV.

Horse
Ι

—

Traveling Agents, S&S.Ry.
Co., Portland,

money at work for D. L. Edwards &
Κ*ine lend for particulars.
oct30-4wWF&M

CHILDREN.

ικ

—

Fancy Sti-ipes,

ALL MIXES.

FOH .HISSES A.\D

THE FAKIR OB SlIBOPB'i

CHILDKF*.

Our stock of

Grand Entertainment of Varieties,

Fleeced-Linc

COMPRISING

Vlirth, Hinging, .VlHgir, Dancing
to

la

An 18-Carat flue Gold Watch
be given away, and over 100 other Present a.

Doors open at 7.
house 35 cents.

Admission to all parts of the
nov*20d3t

P.

M.

13.

unsurpassed,

AND WE ESPECIALLY
Invite

au

examination <>1

our

FALL & WINTER GOODS,

THE

assuring

PORTLAND MECHANIC RLITES
will

Hose

and Pw·-

eut·.

I

give a

GRAND MILITARY

all

that

shall

we

BEST

con Lin ue

to offer

the

GOODS
ASt>

AT

—

—AND—

CIVIC

Prices satisfactory to All.

BALL!

—

ON

—

TUESDAY, NOV. 26th.
MU8IC

KII) GLOVES!

BY

CHANDLERS' FULL· BAND.
Committee of Abasoeuekts.
CAPT. A. M, BENSON, LIEUT. W. C. YOING.
SEBGT. J. Vf. SWETT, PBIV. G. W. TABBOX,
"
PBIV. C. E. GUBNEY,
O. H. BËCOBD.
Floor Tickets
$f.00

G»Uer,

"

Band Concert at
jyTae military

25

Grand March at C).
to appear In full
nol9dtw

o,clock.

A

specialty

Ί5.

WORSTEDS, WORSTEDS !
in

all the choice sliadee.

τΓ

L.

desirable makes, ami every pair

of all

W A R Κ A \ Τ Ε Ι>·

requested

arc

uniform.

We alio shade

PATTERNS.
selling the same

Thanksgiving
—

AT

Ball

BY

TIIE

—

BY

THE

BRACKETS,
INFANTS' CAPES

Floer Ticket·, admitting Gentleman and
Lady 9t ; Gallery Ticket· JO Cent·.

AND

To be had at the usual pi ces and of members of
the Company.

COMMITTKK

OF

to

appear in uniform.

nov20

are

attractive.

Claiming as

BONNETS,
we

td

FANCY GOODS
IN

FIRE!!

MAINE,

tt is Imp jstdble to enumerate.

But

we

Miring

Notwithstanding

GOODS

whereby millions of yards

FIRE,
were

sellas

destroyed,

call ami see

a

for themselves.

NO.

CLAPP'S

10)

1
BLOCK.

novlU

jw

will

we

BONDS.

LOW AS EVER
as

give us

DAVIS & CO,

THE—

BOSTON

nil de-

say to

BARGAINS

the immense Destruction of
to

DRY

do the

LARGEST STOCK

ARRANGEMENTS ;

Lieut; N. G. Fesseuden, Priv. J. W.
Dodge,
Priv. C. A. Thomes.
tyNo postponement on account of weather.

FIRE!

Our fctock of

OTTOMANS,

—

Portland Light Infantry.

Clothing checked free.
Military are requested

KNOT.

*

—

LANCASTER HALL,
Thursday Evening, Nov. 28, 1872, SLIPPERS,

Portland

Bangor

long as they last,

......

Bath

10,000,000 pound!)
stroyed

of Wool

de-

ADVANCE IN WOOLEN HOODS 15 PER
CENT.

Advance in Cotton Goods

β'β
6'm
<>'s

Dayton Ohio

....

Columbus "
Cook Connl)
....
.....
Cincinnati
L«cds & Faruiington Κ It.
Portland Λ Rochester R. R.
Klaine Central R. R.—old
Central Railroad of Iowa, Gold
Chicago, Danville & Vinceunes

8's
8'e
Vh
7's

β'»
ϊ'β
V»
7V

R. R. f.old

IO Per Cent.

Northern PariOc R. R., (.old 7-30'»
All Onr Dm· Ouib

a·

L*w

u>

Brer.

BARGAINS IN SHAWLS.

FOB »AIF. 11V

H. M.
32

BARGAINS IN EYERY DEPARTMENT.

Brown

110I6

St.,
MW&Ftf

Evening

Classes in

_no9

ittf 1»

SALE,-

FOB
The Thrice

Weekly

Bound Volu|iies from ISJÎ to IttOil
inclusive, hound Volumes and
unbound froiu IN63 to IS 70.
APPLY

Drawing.

D. W.

The undersigned will receive scholars in
Free-Hand
and Industrial Drawing.
He will give special attention to mechanics and artisans who wish to arquir»· ability in "designing'
and in making "working-drawings." For particulars call on or address, at iit. Paul's Church Rectory,

TO

FESSENDEN,

CLERK'S OFFICE,
norMd4w

SE(V CITY KFII.DI.XU

€ HOICK lit" TT Kit.
6» Tubs Vermont
Also

NOTICE

anil

Canari» Butter.

the best brands of
Family Flour for »a)« bjr

William Itlilliki-n
All who desire

Stylisli and

doy13<12w*

a

Perfect Fitting Boot,

Made ίο fit the FOOT, though it be
DIFFICULT
ran

TO

FIT,

obtain the same, and at ehort notice by
coming to

C. F.

-TELLERSON'S.

101 middle

Street,

and leaving tlieir raewurp.
The bf»t work I» «lone
here. Thorn who have work done here ran fKSTIFï
to lu qualities. The Custom
Is
the management of Mr. .J. W. Department
Farrell, one
BEST vorkmeu In New England.
A1a> one «
best stock» of Fir»'. Class Sale Good» for
stantly on hand. All styles, size» and wWtM. ro'
I.ailles and (lents. Call and examine for

Portland Sept. 11th, 187?

Keimebec

Jonnial,

COTELL & CO.,
Cor.

Street,

PORTLAND.

Bargains in Ladies' Underwear.

Congress

PAYSON,

Kxchangc

BABGAIN8 INT

,

Distemper!

AND

Hundreds of Presents given away.

noY7tt

TÏ1WO Thousand three hundred and eleven Horses
JL cured, besides several Knox and Fearnaught
colts valued at from $1000 to $5000, with "Adamsons
Botanic Cough Balsam."
Dose :—1 table.^poonfui placod upon the tongue onco
in six hours, the horse must be kept warm in the
stable and fed upon Vegetables.
Price 35 and 75 cents per bottle. Large size cheap
est. Sold by all Druggists.
no6
eod2w

—

HOSIERY

has arrived from Norfolk with Oysters for

α τ w ο ο d

roit

LADIES, MISSES

Plain and

SOMETHING NEW.

ecu. h. PBK8COTT

43, 47 & 49 CENTRE STREET.
aovl4(12wis
Fat, fresh and delicious.

in

—

1872.

23d,

GOODS
—

Merino Undergarments

lOUN MORGAN. Tenor.
IA.HKM Watts, Bbm·.
i«I89 LEACH, Pianist.
Admission 25 cents, including Refreshments.
Commence at 7£ o'clock.
nov20d.lt

X. W. TAYLOR BOOT.

OYSTERS.

kinds of

WOOLEN

—

FRIDAY EVENING, NOV. 22d.
The following eminent musicians will appear in Quartettes, Duets, Solos, &c., &c.
11R.S. 91EBBILL, Sepran·,
·
*Ire. PRATT, €«ulrall·,

iï™ulôf

Over 10,000 copiea. an in6,000 in six months. A Literary. Religious
and Family Newspaper, published weekly.
The
cheapest and best Family Paper in Maine. A choice
of' Stx Fine Steel Engravings or The First Bible
Lesson—one of Prang's prettiest $2.00 Chromos,
given away, all framed, to uew subscribers.
No
money called for until paper begins to come and picturo is delivered. Every Agent is making handsome
the

crease

far

no

Vestry

e

100 lbs ; via

burned Monday night.

has

Still offer to their patron* the

India Street Universalis Church,

unchanged.

Great excitement still continues in Huntington, L. I., over the failure to discover Charles
Kelsey, who was tarred and feathered November 2d.
The people of
Quiucy, Mass., at a public
meeting Tuesday evening, adopted resolutions
to
complimentary their fellow citizen, Charles
Francis Adams, and welcoming him home.
The car and stago horses in New York are
improving from the dropsy, which is attributed
to overwork and want of nourishment.
Senator Trumbull has'written a letter declining to serve as chairman of the judiciary committee. Senator Edmunds of Vt., will succeed
him.

suspension

DAVIS & CO.

—

Liverpool. Nov. 19—5.00 P. M.—Cotton closcd

The losses by the State street fire, Tlostou,
is put at $100,000.
The female college at Jacksonville, 111., was
destroyed by fire Tuesday night. This is the
third time that the buildings have been burned
iu niue years.
John J. Roe & Co.'s pork packing establishment at St. Louis, with siock valued at $100,-

and

in tl

en

at 41*.

Monday night,

Insubordination

ANNOUNCEMENT.

THIS !

social and fine musical entertainment will be giv-

.ΠΙΛΟΗ TELEGBin».

thinned out the London police that there is
alarm lest the streets be left unprotected.
Five houses were burned at Mount Vornou,
Ind., Monday night. Loss 83,000; insured.
There are no tidings yet of the missing Pacific mail steamship Arizona.
The company

J'J EXCHANftK HTKKhf.

Next below Merchants' Exchange.
JOSEPH S. BAILEY,
«KO. W. PARKER.
References—Messrs. IT. J. Libby & Co., and Hon.
Charles P. KirntMl fof'Und, Me.; Meesrs. Leonard
& Co., and Lee & Shepard, Boston.
a pi It

In all

OBSER VE

for money and account.
American Securities—U. S. 5-20's 1865, old, 90*; do
1867, 922; do 10-4C*, 87J; new 5s, 88J. Erie Railway

ident to dissuade him from his purpose.
The
π-aited ou the President this afternoon. Thiers told theiu he was still inclined
to tender his resignation ; his health had been
alTected and the cause of the Bight rendered it
impossible for him to conduct the government.
The army was faithful and would ensure the
orderly transmission of power to his successor.
The delegating assured the President that the
Left would introduce constitutional projects in
harmony with his views to-morrow or ou Thursday, the passage of which, would be equally
equivalent to a vote of confidence.
Pa bis, Nov. li>—midnight—The members of
the Right also held a caucus ,to-day, at which
280 votes were cast. They resolved to| oppose
any formal proclamation of the Republic and
abstain from combinations for the restoration
of a monarchy, and to adhere firmly to the faction of Hordeaux. At the same time
they declared their wiilingn -ss to grant Thiers a Presidency for life, if he would frankly take conservative ground, constitute a responsible ministry
and give up his right to participate in parliamentary debate.
A Cabinet council was held to-night at Versailles, but nothing was decided upou.
The
Cabinet meets again to-morrow morning.
There are rumors that the Ministers will resign, but a hope is entertained that the crisis
will pass and leave the affairs in statu quo.
The report is received that the Right will
propose a Triumvirate, should the President
ind ministers resign.
The chaplain of the Church of St. Genevieve
of Paris has retired from his office to join the
ranks of the old Catholics.

was

XO.

KVttNIXO, NOV. »J*d,

—AT

European Jlnrheli·
London, Nov. 19—11.30 A. M.—Console opened at
92| £ 92i for money and account.
American securities—U. S. 5-20's 1865, old, 90} ;
do 1867, 93i; 10-408. 87$; new 5s, 88$; Erie
Railway β

deputation

000,

Nov. «1st.

Lecture by Hon. Daniel Dougherty, of Philadelphia. Subject—''Eloquence of Orators." Intioductory Concert by Full Portland Band 7.15 Doors
open at 6}, Lecture 7.45. Evening Tickets 50 centn.
For sale at the Music Stores or at ^the door. Season
or evening Reserved seat* can be secured at Rand &
Thomes', or at t.he box office.
novl9d4t

Detroit, Nov. 19.—Wheat active and higher; extra at 1 75; No 1 White 1 66; Amber Michigan 148J.
Corn quiet and unchanged at 45c. Oats in good demand at 31c.

CRISIS IN THE FRENCH GOVERNMENT.

Left held

EVENING,

—AM)—

AUCTIONEERS

13c,

Charleston, Nov. 19.—Cotton firmer; Middhng
uplands 18§ @ 18Jc.
Savannah, Nov. 19.—Cotton firm; Middling uplands at 18jc.
Mobile, Nov 19.—Cotton firm; Middling uplands
18* @ 18Je.
New Orleans, Nov. 19.—Cotton firm; Middling

*c21.2tf&n9v4tdUl

Commission Merchants,

2t

7j

-UJXV.Ti-l

majority.
The Deputies of the
day and voted to send

8Jc."

Chicago, Nov. 19.—Flour firm and in fair demand ;
sale· nearly all private. Wbeat is active, higher and
unsettled ; No 1 Spring at 118 ; No 2 Spring at 1 09 on
spot ; 1 0!? seller Dec ; No 3 at 97 @ 98c ; rejected 85 @
86c. Corn active and higher; No 2 Mixed at 32} (jg
33c on spot ; 311 @ 3lftc seller Dec ; rejected 30c. Oats
active ami higher: No 2 at 23£@23£c; rejected 20c.
Rye scarce and higher; No 2 at 55c. Barley active
and higher: No 2 Fall at 69c.
Provisions in fair de-

northwesterly winds,

Portland, Oct. 1S72.

SECOND JENTERTAINJUENT

steady

τη Τ /-ι -v-r
J

33 j
76
76

sales2601 bales; Middling uplands at lOJc.—
Flour active and firmer ; sales 14,100 bbls ; Stale 5 80
@7 60; Round hoop Ohio 6 85(g) 9 20; Western 580
Wbeat held 2 @ 3c
@8 65; Southern 7 00 @ 12 00.
higher; sales 58,000 bush; No 1 Spring J 59 @ 1 62;
No 2 Ίο 1 48 @ 1 55 ; Winter Red Western 1 61 @ 1 66 ;
White Michigan 178 @2 00.
Corn lc better ; sales
95,000bush; steamer Mixed Western 63J(3! 63^c: do
Oats active and better; sales 139,000
busli ; new White 52 @ 55c ; old Western Mixed 50 @
52c. Beef dull.
Fork quiet and lower; now mess
16 00. Lard is firm at 8J@ 83c. Butter quiet; State
24 @ 28c. Whiskey unsettled and lower at 95c. Rice
steady at 7£ @
Sugar firm ; Muscovado at 9J @
lOJc ;
9| @ 10c, Coffee firm ; Rio 15 @ 18Jc in
Gold. \ΙοΙ»νκύ£ dull.
Novul Store* —Spirits Turpentine quiet at 60J @ 61c ; Rosin dull at 4 20 @ 4 25 for
strained. Petroleum is quiet: crude 14Jc; refined at
at 9 @ 91c.
27£ (S 27£c. Tallow
Freights to Liverpool steady: Grain per steamer
at 9*d.

j

to

85}

a

mon, late of Portland, in sai
county, deceased, via:
A lot. of land with a two
story dwelling house ineresituated on Anderson
street, In said Portland,
and numbered one on aakl htr^t. The lot e inure*
forty-one feet and nine iuchcs front with a
pth of
forty·one feet. Terms made knowu at time oi sale
J>. H.
Adm'r,
INtiRAHAM,
F. O. BAIliKl àC O
Λiiciio nerr.

—

nov20

firm;

"refining

AT

to

1. §. B4ILKY ΑΓβ»

Members of the Order can obtain their tickets of
the Committee and at the door.
H. C. Jordan, C. H. French, A. P. Cox, I. F. Clark
and J. W. Whitmore, Committee.

Domcfttic JInrliel*.
New York, Nov. 19—Evening—Cotton quiet. and

<

weather and occasional
ami rain.

100

Union Pacific laud grants
Union Pacific income bonds

plea of violation of the enforcement act,
arrived this morning and were carried before U.
S. Commissioner Gillette, who released them
a

F.

Reception Hall, City Building,

the quotations for Pacific ltail-

Central Pacific bonds
Union Pacific do
Union Pacific stock

Mobile, Ala., Nov. lit.—A Conservative delegation from Morengo county, who arrested by
a IT. S. Marshal on their way to
Montgomery,
ou

cloudy

were

O.

—

W. S. Ï>YEK, Agent.

of Ileal îîetate.
license from the Honorable
Judge of Probate within and for the < Ounty of
Cumberland, I shall sell at public auction, on the
premises, on FRIDAY, the 22d day of November
nuxt, at, 3 o'clock P. M., the following described real
estate.
belonging to the estate o( Kpnraiui P. Gam-

i»TH AIVN1VEB8ARY

quotacions of Government

...

The

States, southwesterly

the

United States coupon 6*s, 1881
116ft
United States 5-20's 1862..
112."
Unite ! States 5-20*8 1864
112.
United States 5-20's 1865, old
112:
United States 5-20's 1865. new
114;
United States 5-20's 1807
115$
United States 5-20's l£68
115J
United States 5's. new
109$
United States 10-40*»., coupon.........
.to6|
Currency 6*s
.113$
The following were the closing quotations of
Stocks:
Western Union Telegraph Co
Pacific Mail
S4;
X. Y. Central and Hudson ltiver consolidated.... i>3j

of North Carolina
completed its organization
to-day. Col. .7. T. Morenead of Guilford, w .s
elected S[>eaker of the Senate, and Capt. Jas.
Robinson of Macon, Speaker of the House.
All the officer» of both Homes are Conservatives. The Governor's message will be read
to-morrow. Little interest is taken in the contest for U. 8. Senatorsliip and the coming man
is yet unknown.

themselves insured.

were

ON

celebrate its

will

THURSDAY

did

Positive Sale at Auction.
THURSDAY, Nov. 21, at 10 o'clock A. M., will
bo sold ail the Furniture, Fixture* and Stock in
the store No. 272 Middle street, Portland, Me., consisting of new Florence Sewing Machines and a lot of
other kinds of Sewing Machines, Sowing Machine attachments, 1 g khI S en m Safe. Desk, Counter, Cases,
&c., &c., 2 good Horses, 2 line Wagons ami 1 Sleigh,

on,

LIGONIA LODGE NO. 5

Treasury

securities:

31»t.

novlO

FRIDAY

90J

Λcw York Mtock aud .floury .YInrkrt.
Nevt York, Nov. 10—Morning.—Gold at 113$.—
Money at 7 per cent. Sterling Exchange, 108J for long
ami llOi for short. Stocks steady. State bonds dull.
New York.Nov. 10—Evening.—The monetery situai Ion continues markea by stringency and tbere
seems to be no immediate relief ahead.
The decline
in Exchange has checked the outflow of Gold, but
banks still are shipping currency to the South and
West. The city bauks are poor aud unable to relieve

North Çnrolinn Legislator*.
Raleigh, Not. 19.—The General Assembly

—

NOYEMBER

of

nol4

Army & Navy Course,

Eastern Railroad

through

F. A. lark's store, ooutieting of
Sofas, Easy Chairs, Car Tablée, Mahogany and
1 Chamber Furniture, Feather Be .fl, Hair an«i
pointe
Husk Mattresses, Carpets, Extenslou Table. Chairs.
Crockery and Glass Ware, Magee Cook stove, together with I he entire Kitchen Furniture.
F. O. BAILKY Ac CO., Auctioneer*.
rear

PURSUANT

Refreshments for sale in tho evening.

O.

we

street,

Administrator'* .Sale

—

Thursday Afternoon and Evening,

I.

Furniture at Auction.
Not. îtat, at 10 A. M.,
«ball
ONsellTHURSDAY,
tbe Furniture in House west side of Casswell

novlfoitd

VESTRY

Oîf

—

Rail-

Boston Mtock 1.1st.
[Sales at the Erokev's Board, Nov. 19.1
Maine State Sixes 1889

The Γ. S. Marshal at New Orleans made an
to the President
Saturday for troops
to aid him in arresting certain
persons conspir
ing againsl the election laws, who manifested
an
intention to resist the Federal authorities.
The President promptly refused to
comply with
the request, deeming such action
entirely unnecessary, espeeially when there was uo information showing that the civil auithm-itios w..rp
powerless to execute the laws.
Λ Reinvestigation Ordered
The Collector of the First Georgia District
has been ordered to make a reinvestigation of
the case against the Georgia Railroad »ud Banking Company of Augusta. The case is similar
to those recently settled
agaiust the Central
and other railroads of Georgia.
Universal Amnesty.
There is good reason for believing the Presiin
hie forthcoming message recomdent will,
mend to Congress to complete the work of amnesty by making it universal.
Chics·· and Bmion Vires.
The treasurer of the relief committee of Chicago arrived here Saturday and made application to Governor Cooke tor the remainder of
the amount of the District of. Columbia's contribution for the relief of sufferers by the Chicago fire of last year; stating that the relief
committee intended sending it to Boston. The
balance is $25,000. Gov. Cooke declined payment on the ground that Chicago had
published an annouuceuient that no more pecuniary
aid was needed and that if money was desired
for Boston the Mayor of Chicago should so state
and the amount would immediately lie placed
to his credit for that purpose.

juAssAuntsmis.

to

Forrfau Export·.
CARDENAS. Brig Minnie Miller—6383 box sbooks.
ST. JOHN. NB. Schr Ε J Shariki—1100 bbls flour'
20 tone feed.
HALIFAX, NS. Steamer Chase—2700 bbls flour,
10 tons feed, 1 shingle machine, 278 pkgB nuise.
Vorrisn Imperii·.
SAGUA.—Bark Daring—360 hbd· and IS tes molasses, 3 casks wine to Ε Churchill & Co; 190 blids
anl 16 tes molasse» to Phluney & Jackson.
ORAM» MENAN. Sch Addie Emma-3000 lbs
fresh fish to order.
LIVERPOOL. Steamship Moravian—1
pkg indue
to Marrett, Bailey & Co; Il du do to Canadian Express ; 1 do do to John Porteous ; 16 do do to J Ε
Prindle; 2 do do to Savage, Lyman AC»; 3 do do to

sale

THEIR

IN

saved,

was

application

Capt. Hall,F. J. Simonton and others of Rockland, and is designed for the coasting trade.

called

for

apeon

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL.

Disapproved.

Camden, Nov. 1!).—Launched here to-day, a
three masted schooner of four huudred tons,
old measurement,named the AdaS. Simonton,
from the yard of Tolman & Eells, Kockport.—
She is owned by Tolman & Eells of Kockport,

Legislature

building

The action of the U. S. Marshal of Alabama
in arresting Democratic members of the
Legislature for alleged violation of the election
laws,
to prevent a
quorum of the Legislature, is considered by the administration as
unwise, unnecessary and per hap ν illegal. If the account
of the affair telegraphed North is correct the
Marshal who made the arrests will receive severe reprimand, if not dismissed from office.
S. M. l'hillips, new Solicitor General, will tomorrow assume the duties of his office.

Imnnching.

Massachusetts

of the

iu the redemption of old defaced and mutilated currency in sums of $"i and
upwards, and
legal tender notes iu sums of $50 and upwards,
forwarded by express to the treasury of the
United States will be discontinued December
1st. Thereafter returns for such remittances
will be made in all cases
by express at the expense of the Department "iu new
legal tender
uotes or fractional
currency in such denominations as owners
may request. W lieu uo request
is made returns will be made in
currency ot the
same kind as that received.

Drowned.

MR. MORGAN AT CITY HALL.

APROX SALE.

Samuel lieed and Levi B. Tuttlo, charged
with burning the the town of^Ayer, Mass., after a trial, were acquitted Tuesday in the Superior Court in Lowell.
The Spanish government announces that the
jury trial system will be carried into effect hefore Dec. 1st.
Eubel & Lincoln's bedstead factory, and
Kelley's sash and blind factory in Philadelphia
were burned yesterday.
Loss $45,000.
The loss by the burning of the Illinois Female College at Jacksonville, Monday night,
wdl not exceed $40,000.
Une wing of the

Committee ou Appropriations held a meeting
at the capitol
to-day and remained iu session
two hours.
The business was principally confined to questions
preliminary to entering upon
the duties before them.
Redemption of iJIntilated Currency.
Bv direction of the Secretary of the Treasuthe
ry
practice of transmitting transfer checks

was

The managers of the institution have been
chosen with scarcely an exception, from the
most active and public spirited men in the
community, and the funds of the bank have
been invested in such a way as to secure the
greatest safety and at the same time assist in
developing the various business interests of the
At least one-half of the assets of the
city.
bank is loaned on mortgages and collateral securities to citizens of the city, while but a sinal^

majority

ENTERTAINMENTS.

iio.se

Appropriation Committer.
Nov. ly.—The

AUCTION SALES.

Rev. Ilenry Morgan, of Boston, will deliver Lis
day.
second lecture Wednesday
evening, Nov. 20tU, at
The National Baptist Triennial Sabbath
!
City Hull. Subject—"Old Bonnet·, and they that
School Convention meets to-day at Cincinnati.
wear them." Doors
ojxjn at 6.30. Lecture at 7:30.
A fire at Lebanon, Ind., Tuesday, destroyed
Admission only 20 cents. Go
four or live of the largest business hons«9 in
early and avoid the
as
rush, this Is one of his best lectures.
the place. Loss §40,000.
no vW
The Now Yolk Senate meets to-day to dis3t
of the eases of two more unjust judges,
'ricdleand Curtis.
The West
Virginia Legislature met Tuesday
at Wheeling and organized.
The Youiig Ladies of Plymouth Church
There is no quorum yet in the Alabama Legislature, the House lacking one and the Senate
WILL HOLD AN
two.

A. Watson Atwoop.

Washington,

*

into by » freight train following,telewopiaf two
passenger car» and almost demolishing the
train. Several persons were Injured but none
killed.
About an Inch of snow fell at Chicago Tues-

WASHINGTON.

its

Agency 83 Commercial^'

chosen temporary President
Gerrieli, Esq.,
to succeed Mr. Barnes, and in May, 1864, the
Hon. J. B. Brown was elected President,which
office he still holds.

τ~·

at

are

to

Γι·1

in F ranee. J: was §t*t>
ea that thou widow· and orphans were suffertnj terribly at Parle and Belleville from hunger
au J cold.
Dr. Geo. C. Cochran, health officer of Brooklyn, who has been suffering with pneumonia
for the past ten days, died this
afternoon, aged
40 years.
Λ report was iu circulation this afternoon
that a vessel with the cholera on hoard had arrived in the lower hay.
No particular# have
beeu received and the rumor is not confirmed.
This week 4,814 immigrants arrived. Total
for the past year
272,'iO!·, against 2(W,627 the
previous year.
The concert saloon proprietors arrested last
night were released t o-day on $500 bail.
Judge Brady granted an order to-dav giving
Tweed access to the voucher upon which the
indictments against him were found.
The Mayor has been informed from
Wilmington, N. 0.. that the inside bark ol swauip elder, boiled as a drink, will euro horse dropsy.

buy Clothing o£ George

Co.'β 173 and 175 Faro street.

1

i.i

f«UJln th· Jate itrômrte

All that hate imd Elmwood fold Edge Collet will luce no other. Try them. novlleod2w

ber, lias been received and is for sale at
any more than he inthe bookstores of Messrs. Bailey & Noyes, and
the game hight or girt.
Hall Ii. Davis, on Exchange street; and at
The men who do the poorest stand at the
bottom of the round; those who do the
Loring, Short & Harmon and Augustus
best stand at the top. The world appreciates
Robinson's, under the Falmouth Hotel;
intelligence. The way to go up is to get intel- also at the schoolbook, music and periodical
ligence. The man who stands at the door of the store of E. 0.
The Mayoralty.
Andrews, Ho. 30 Centre street,
grog shop fails to receive the respect of the
William Gray and other prominent cirizens
and
at
the
book
while
and
community,
they give it to the industriperiodical depot of Messrs. recommend Otis Norcross for Mayor of
Boston,
ous aspiring young
man.
Production contains
Feesenden Brothers, Lancaster Hall.
as the best mau to meet
the requirements of
the gist of success. That country is the best
the city at this time. The Journal and Tranwhere there are the most producers.
Hymenial.—Saturday afternoon Mr. A. N. script endorse Mr. Norcross.
There are beyond these things special reasons
Goodhue of Boston, a very popular, and deserWe need universal
why we need education.
suffrage. I believe all women will yet have vedly so, conductor on the Eastern railroad,was
NEW YORK.
suffrage. God's Providence has brought it up- married to Miss Ella M. Perry of this city, by
on us as he brings the seasons.
It is from this
the
Rev.
Mr.
Luoe.
The
was
wedding
private,
time a settled fact fur our children. The school
house lies behind the ballot.
We must oblige
only the families and relatives being present.
Another Raid on Concert Saloon*.
the father to educate liie children or we loose
After the ceremonies the happy couple departNew York, Not. 19.—Despite the previous
all we have gained.
I believe education ii the
arrests the liroaiiway concert saloons were
ed for the West.
force by which we shall come to a glorious triagain in full blast last night, though the waiter
umph. What the State canuot do, the nation
had exchanged their bullet girl costumes
girls
Hand Jammed.—Aleck Johnson, a teamster
must accomplish.
When we killed slavery we
for garments of a more modest pattern.
In
did not accomplish all, we must see to it that
employed by Richardson & Cross, had his hand accordance
with the orders from Supt. Kelso to
every black child south goes through the comseverely jammed yesterday morning, while as- again seize the saloons if they again opened, a
mon schools. (Applause.)
Emigration canuot sisting in loading a vessel at Richardson's wharf.
fresh raid was made by the police and a numharm us if we have common schools enough.
ber of proprietors arrested and locked up.
The middle finger of the hand was badly inWe welcome it I like to see comingover, the
Jewish Immigrant*.
Swede—let them come—the sturdy Briton, hot jured,-but not sufficiently to require amputablooded Irish, thrifty Scot, educated German;
Arrangements will be made this evening by
tion.
let France, Italy and far-off Hungary send over
co-religionists for the reception of 2000 Jews
about to immigrate to this country from Kotheir children, they will mingle with our native
UIHCBI.LANEOCH
NOTICES.
mania.
stock aud produce for the future the noblest
rich
as
the
bottom
land·
of
the
West
itock, just
Counterfeit Railroad Rond*.
The
Messrs.
EIT"
Fairbanks, of scale-buildare the produce of granite, hornblende, quartz
Discovery has been made that counterfeit
ing fame, furnish a most striking example of coupons
and felspar. The future will bring out the true
on Union Pacific Railroad bonds are in
But we must
value of tliia present mingling.
good fortune in connection with the Boston fire. circulation and mi investigation is making to
educate to accomplish this. The Irish already
Their warehouse at 118 Milk street, corner of
ascertain if the bonde have been counterfeited.
are impressed with the neoessity of education.
A Broad street firm,deceived by the artistic exBattery-march, was left untouched, though cellence
Good for the Irish! I am glad the Chinese are
of the counterfeit coupons paid them
comingover, they bring a workshop in every the fire burned clear up to them in that direc- without hesitalion.
hand. A» fortheir religion, if their Jah proves
tion, and a new store that they had leased on
Smuggling.
sui>enor to our Jehovah, why let our religion
Miik street, directly in the rear of the Old
Lace shawls, valued at $10,000, belonging to
I am not atraid to pit
go down. (Applause.)
λν.
South
and
and found in aDuane street
of
which
are
to
take
Henry
Decker,
our religion against the whole world.
Chureli,
they
(Apauction house, were seized yesterday by the
) Let me give you a few points: Firft,
possession January 1, is also left unscathed,
îvery nation should make due preparation for the flames in'that direction being checked next government on the ground that they were smuggled goods.
Deckcr has been connected preeducation. Hecond, We ueed morals as well as I
common teaching.
smuggling a registered letter conThird, Education should door. Of course the fire will make a great de- viously with
be compulsory. You may say why uiscuss what
taining cut stones to the value of $31,000,which
mand for scales, and the lease of the new store
was seized
lias been long ago exhausted.
yesterday at the post office.
My reply is, we
will be greatly increased in value from the fact
need to discuss anew this question every fifteen
After the Gift Enterprise Rogne*.
that the Post Office is goi'jg into the Old South
yearn. A new generation springe up in that time.
The police last night made a second descent
Mildew destroys more houses than whittling or
—and, in fact, the Fairbank's seem to be de- upon the concert ticket store, No. 656
Broadway
gimblet—so the rotten, ignorant classes of so- cidedly lucky all lound. But we can hardly when in full blast,
arresting the proprietor and
ciety do the harm. We should not teach theol- think of anybody that deserves good luck more. fifteen clerks and locking them up.
ogy in the common schools.
They should be
Slolte·' Trial.
unsectarian. It would be better were less the—Springfield Union.
The second day of December was
ology taught in the churches, and more of the
to-day set
for the trial of Stokes for the assassination of
simple truths of the gospel. The speaker here
Small Boys Shirts and Drawers only sixtyFisk.
went into an eloquent retrospect of what disuine cents, worth pi.00. It does not cost any
cords theology has produced in the past.
The Trial of the "Ro*a.'>
The
religion of Christ is love, not philosophy, but a thin£ to look at them at
Judge Brady to day refused the motion of
Mr.
Beecher
described
force.
in
living
glowing
Tweed's counsel that the District Attorney furLeach's, 81 Middle St.
language his idea of a world of love. Schools
nish lists of witnesses upon whose testimony
should be kept more than three mouths in a
PoatPADORSt, Chignons, new style just in at, before the Grand Jury, the indictments were
year. Wake up in the community an enthusifound.
W. L. Snell's.
asm for education.
Agaiu, tench the children
Mr. Sullivan moved that Tweed be called
all that belong to othics; frugality enterprise,
Elmwood folded Edge Collar. Try them.— upon to plead to an indictment found against
truth patriotism.
Hall and Connolly, Oct. 23.
himself,
You will always wear them.
novlleod2w
The speaker went at some length into the
Mr. Graham objected on the ground that his
subject of honesty. White lies were described
client had not timi toexaniine it. He said that
A bankrupt stock of fine velvet Hats for 75
in his inimitable manner. The common decepj
if the case was pushed to trial he should feel
tions of business life—men adulterate everycents each, at \V. L. Snell's, 337 Congress St.
obliged to abandon it.
thing, but you endeavor to lower their prices
The case was then adjourned to
Tuesday next.
and thus force them to give you poor goods to
Try the Elmwood fold Edge Collar, the best
Havana Steamer Cona*lrated.
incet your price. Lawyers, and even ministers,
collar ever used. They will make you happy.
The
steamship Columbia of the Havana line,
practicc petty deceits." And yet everybody
has been confiscated by the United States
novlleod2w.
declare themselves orthodox.
Men are in the
District
Court on tho charge of smuggling
same boat in regard to this
tiling. The devil
Always send your friends to Geo. W. Rich
cigars.
gets possession of them. (Laughter.) When
The Brooklyn Fire.
& Co.'s for Clothing. Store 173 and 175 Fore
men cease trying to get more
for a dollar than
The losses by the Brooklyn lire will not exa dollar will buy, there will lie less
nov9W&S3w
dishonesty. street
ceed
If churches questioned candidates less concern$50,000. There was not as much wheat in
Grossoratn Trimming ribbon at 25c, at "W. i the stores as was thought yesterday.
The
ing theology and more ibout common honesty,
ι greater portion was oats and corn.
there would be a terrible sifting, but better
There was,
L. Snell's.
however, a small quantitv of rye and barley,
churches. The lecturer read a Connecticut law
The loss ou grain will not be over $350,000.
of 1(150 on this subject aud wished it might be
Old papers for sale at this office.
Two firemen were injured and Terrance Corriin force everywhere. He gave some of his own
early experience and declared that to teach
Elmwood folded Edge Collar, oniy 35 cents gan, a laborer, is missing.
children common sense and a trade is a part of
Convention of Carriage Rniider*.
a box, for sale
by all tfie first-class furnishing
education. You are bound to give the poorest
At the Convention of carriage builders held
houses
in
the
thein.
novlleod2w
Try
child an equal chance with the wealthy.
city.
The
to-day, representatives from nearly every State
in the Union were present. Hon. Charles 1'.
speaker closed with a reference to compulsory
Τπε best place to buy Clothing is at George
education. Let the State stand between brutKimball of Portland was elected President.
ish, ignorant and avaricious parents, and take I W. Rich & Co.'s, 173 and 175 Fore street.
Mr. Kimball, in his address, stated that $100,Have little children no
the child's part.
000,000 were embarked in the trade, and about
nov9W&83w
be
no humanity
there
in
Shall
th
rights?
76,000 operatives employed.
Mayor Lewis of
Th lecDr. C. C. Bknnktt, Falmouth Hotel.
State to take care of little children'.'
New Haven also made an address.
After a
ture ocoupied nearly two lioiua.
permanent organization was effected, a resoluThe cheapest and best Paiut in the wo Id, is
tion was adopted that the Executive Committee
the Averill Chemical.
take into consideration the best means of adC. B. Crisholm & Co., at their rooms in th<
justing the interests common to the employers
For sale at 83, Commercial St., Portland, tf
Grand Trunk depot and opposite the Maine
and employes.
Et Cetera.
Central depot, have received ell tho periodicslt
Dress and Cloak
done in the best
making
About 100 French Communists held a meetfor December and all the choice literature ol
style, at W. L. Snell's Millinery and Dresslast
ing
night at which funds were subscribed
the day.
making Room<, 337 Congress St. novl3-eodlw for the widows and orphans of commuists who
κ—

twenty years."

it of any bank in the State.
Although not organized till 1832 it is the third oldest institution
of the kind in the State, the Saco and Biddeford
Savings Institution having been organized in
1827 and the Gardiner Savings Institution in

aisles aud corridors were crowded with those
At the conunable to attain a sitting-place.
clusion of the usual excellent concert by the

Prussia by the irou heel of Napoleon. Theu
Prussia turned to education for her revenge.—
It was the »chool-house that enabled her to
overthrow Austria, and agaia it was the schoolhouse that overthrew France
The lesson that
uKuuiTipni « vu ri.
Prussia teaches is that the educated army wins.
JUDGE Ï101IB1S TBEMDINO.
We saw this in our own late war. The South
Tuesday.—Martin Curran, Thomas Clark, Michael
was brave, and skilled in the tactics of
war, but
Power», Morjis Murphy and Frank O'Donnell, intox- the educated North wore her
out, aud we had a
ication. Fined $5 each with costs. Paid.
man to lead us that had a
of
faculty
wearing
Charles Λ. Sawyer, larceny. Sentenced to Reform
people out; but who couldn't wear out himself!
It was the school-house that again overthrew
School.
the army.
Edward Wallace, malicious mischief. Fined $9
After Sadowa, Austria accepted defeat, and
with costs. Paid.
with it she wisely accepted the North German
Hugh Helley, search and seizure. Fined $50. Ap- school-system. Now
she is on her feet again.—
pealed.
Switzerland has free schools. Italy has made
Four cases libelled liquors forfeited; no claimants.
education compulsory. France is in the darkness still.
No matter what you do with the top
Brief Islllifi.
of her, she will never rise again until she has
The attention of the members of Ligocia
learned to rectify her foundations.
The present is the day and hour of organized
Lodge No. 5, X. O. O. F., is called to the notice intellect.
The nations are learning the lesson
in the special notice column.
that educational strength is the strongest powA gentleman of this city, who understands
er that a government can invoke.
An educated people are the easiest to govern, for in a
the subject whereof he treats, has in contemmeasure they govern themselves.
God has
plation a lecture on the "Ris· and Fall of Humade the educated mind a pcrfect commonman Hair."
wealth in itself. It is as natural for an educated mind to govern itself as for a tree to round
Mr. B. Barnes, Jr., plucked a dandelion in
out in the sunlight. There is no saddle so easy
bloom yesterday in front of his residence on
for the loins of a King as the educational sadQuincy street. 'Tie tlie last dandelion of au— dle. It has been a question how to persuade a
but hold! that doesn't run smoothly, must I»
people to endure taxation. Educate it V) see
the necessity. It is hard for a farmer to make
some trouble with the metre.
money out of a mullein crop. If you bring up
The Grand Truuk railway on Commercial
a nation as mullein, what caa
you expect? If
you bring it up as wheat, your garners will be
street, is undergoing repairs.
full.
A velocipede,straddled by a boy who is afflictMr. Beecher enlarged upon the necessity of
ed with a veneration for the antique, was to be
an educated
working-class.
Education inseen on Commercial street yesterday afternoon. I creaees the wealth ana the
power of the State
because it increases its productive industries.—
"Let's here another driuk before we leave
Have you ever thought how few producers there
the vessel; we can't get anything in this cursed
are in the great multitude of men?
It would
city," said one unsophisticated passenger to be hardly courteous to ask the women how
another yesterday afternoon, as they were premuch more they consumed in a year than they
produce. But of men how many really add to
paring to disembark from the Moravian. Ap- the
stock of wealth in the country? One-half, or
parently iguorance was not bliss in that in- one-third, or one-fourth even?
Sit down and
stance.
figure up your own neighborhood, and tell me
how many men do nothing but stand in the
It is reported that an attempt was made to
way of their busy neighbors. I may judge only
re-kindle the fire on Green street yesterday
from my own commuuity.
Perhaps all men
morning, by means of soaking shavings in ker- work in Portland and Bangor. But in ray section there is a multitude of drones. Unfortuosene, and igniting them.
nately we cannot dispose of them as the bees
The Fakir of Europe is to be at Music Hall
dispose of a drone when they have no further
the 23d inst., and will distribute gold watches
use for it.
Ob, what a blessing this killing
and other valuable presents.
would be if it could only be wisely used!
Mr.
Beecher then strongly condemned the
The meeting of the St, Andrews Society for
general aversion our young men have to manthe purpose of taking action in regard to a ual labor. The streets
of New York are filled
with thousands of young men crying, "GiTe us
proper observance of St. Andrew's Day, comes
a
us a place under the Govoff to-night
Give
clerkship. It is
ernment.
anything else than manual laCo). Edward Moore of this city has been
bor they desire. If a mau lias a taste for clerkawarded the contract for removing the obstrucwell
and
ing, why,
good. But that avenue is
tions in Cocheco River—$10,000 is the price.
already crowded. The man who can't get a
clerkship ought to be abl > to turn his hand to
Mrs. M. D. Welcome, of Yarmouth, is to
something else. This inability to do more than
at
the Newbury street church next Sunpreach
one thing is not truly American nor Yankeelike.
day.
Men are able by education to put better goods,
The Grand Army dance season opens with a
or works into the market, far more so than if
sociable at their hall next Thursday evening.
they lacked education. There is a class of men
A series of private theatrical entertainments
who represent the lowest strata of society; they
for the benefit of St. Luke's Cathedral is in conbring th»ir wares to market aud get the lowest
prices. Why! because they^ack the necessary
templation.
knowledge of how to produce better, or they
CoL J. M. Haynes of Augusta has been vislack the stimuli which education gives to stir
iting the Public Library in this city, for the that ambition. They are like men gathering
when they might grow wheat. When I
mud,
purpose of obtaining some hints regarding its
buy, I pay for additional brain and a finer qualmanagement which shall be of service in the
ity of skill. The speaker went into the question of developing the more delicate taste and
contemplated library at Augusta.
nobler qualities. Fine thought and much of
The Light Infantry are to give a grand
it gets the most.
Genius ranges still higher
Thanksgiving ball on Thursday evening the than
all others. Men throw pennies to the or23th inst.
gan griuder, but put out gold to hear RufclnAn Infatuation.—About three years ago a
man entered one of our batliing-room establishment·, then just opened, and took a bath.
After emerging from the tub, performing his
toilet, &c., he approached the proprietor and
said, "That makes a man feel good! I've been
looking for something of the sort for the last

Parti*·* tari*·· Ink.
Thl» lnatltutioa pay· Us iOth MmWsnnual
dividend today, baring closed Its 20th year of
suoceesful operation. It lias the largest depos-

Bepli-eodU

Λ Co.,

384 t'OJICKI!W< ST^KKT.

Chinese

nud Japanese Hoods.

We bare Jtiot receH"«l orerlaud a coiuignmeot or
iAJtoiL noon
IVORY 4»D
•ml Other Goods, Rome very rare ami beautiful.
«>·▼« Boxe», €be·» .Hen, Fen».
There
Fnsslf"* Ac., to which we invite attention.

a£

HAY ES

cV

DOITGLA8Î9.

novl4

Ire

Steam Eiiffiue For $i»lc·
portable Steam Engcne, six borne power
of the Ames Co. manufacture.
May be seen at

ANEW

48 Union street.
nov2ood3w«îtw4w

FRIIVTIJIC*
Office.

JOB

ΝORRIS HULL & CO.
neatlv executed «it

tbl·

POETRY.
The Old Garden.
I Btood in an ancient garden,
With high red wails around,

Over theui gray and green lichen
In shadowy arabesque wound.

Tlie topmost climbing blossoms
On fluids kine-hauuted looked out,
But. within were shelter and shadow,
The daintiest odors about.

There were alleys and lurking arbors—
Deep glooms into which to dive;
law us were as

The
Of daisies I

soli

counted

fleeces—
but live.
as

were

all

01

the oldest

That ever in garden sprung;
Red, and blood red, and «lark purpla,
The rose-lamps flaming hung.

Along tlie borders fringed
With broad thick edges of box,
St'XMi foxgloves ami gorgeous poppies,

great-eyed hollyhocks.

And

There were juniper* trimmed into castles.
And ash-trees bowed into tents;
For the g trden, tno' ancient and pensive,
Still wore quaint ornaments.

all so stately fantastic,
Its old wind hardly would stir,
Young spring, when she merrily entered,
Musf feel ii no place for her.
—George Macdonald in "Good Jf ords.
It

INSURANCE.

was

Some English Lawyers of Mark.
There are uiany lawyers of mark among
the mil or celebrities ot the House of ComThe name of Mr. Vernon Hareourt
mons.
is well known in America. Mr. Hareourt—
the "Historicus" of ll«e London Times—is a
man of forty-five, tall, loud voiced, self-as-

serting, brassy in manner; a master of vigorous commonplaces, fearless in the complacent production of the oldest jests and the
most hackneyed quotations ; a personage
who gets credit tor great ability, partly by
means of an imposing manner and an unbounded confidence. A very rising man is
Mr. Henry Jaiues, a man whose intellect has
a peculiarly fine edge to it, whose speeches
arc as delicate iu style as they are keen, reminding one somehow of a Damascus blade.
Mr. James made probably the most telling
speech delivered in the House of Commons
last session. I doubt, however, whether he

has the breadth and robustness to make a political leader. So he will probably become a
law officer one of these days, ami then vanish out of politics and ascend the judicial
bench. I ougbt to say a word about the
Irish Attorney-General, Mr. Dowse, the most
successful bulib member of the Huuse of
Commons at present, whose broad humor
has left Bernai Osborne nowhere, and who
can »t-ake even Disraeli laugh.
He will be a
judge, perhaps, before this appears iu print,
a'id will probably soheria*. his humor on the
bench, for lie is at bottom a mau of sense
and ability. Nor should I pass over wholly
unnoticed big, burly, lost Isaac Butt, the leader of the Irish Home Rule movement, a mau
sent into life with better intelleciual endowments than nine out of every ten of the
meu who have left him long behind.
Butt
promised at one time to be a great orator,
and might have been a great leader and patriot, and perhaps even statesman. He is
now only a failure and a wreck—a man
grown
grey and old striving wiih futile energy to
galvanize into life the corpse of a once bright
and promising career. The Parliamentary
shore is strewn with such wrecks, for in the
House of Commons, when the
favoring moment is once allowed to pass, there is little
chance left of a successful voyag< .—"Some
Great Elvjlish Lawyers," Justin McCarthy
in December Galaxy.

LAWS
OF THE

[General Nature—No. 89.]
ACT for the relief of certain officers of the navy
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Reprtnentatives of the United States of America tn Conaress assembled, That in conformity with and to carrv into effect tire recommendation and conclusions
f the board of officers organized in pursuance of the
♦•Resolution for the relief of certain officers of the
navv," approved July tiret, eighteen hundred and

(ORGANIZED

UNITED STATES

se vent ν

Hie

President of the United States

be,

and

Total nmount of Marino

Total

[General Nature—No. 8δ.]
AN ACT to provide for holding the United States
district court in the city of Toledo.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House
of Repretentatives of the United States of
America, in Congress assembled, That there shall be two terms of the
United States district court for the northern district
of Ohio held in the city of Toledo,
Ohio, in each
from and after the passage of this act, the time year
and
the length of tbe terms to be ilxed
by the judge of
said court.
Approved, May 23,1872.

[General Nature—No. SC.]
regulate criminal practice in the federal

[General Nature—No. 87.]
AN ACT to authorize the construction of a
bridge»
and to establish the same as a post-road.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House
qf
the
sentatives of
United States of America, iaiRepreCongress assembled, That it shall be lawful Jor
any person or persons, company or
corporation, having authoritv from the States of Iowa and
JHtnois,to build a
bridge across the Mississippi river at Fort Madison.,
Iowa, and to lay on or over said bridge
railway-tracks,
tor the more perfect connection of
any railroads ihir t
are or shall be constructed to the said
river at wr
op
ponita gold i>«>int, under the limitations and conditions hereinafter provided ; that said bridge ah»"ii
not
with
the free navigation of said ifvev
interfere
beyond
what is necessary in order to
carry Utfo eti'ect the
rights and privileges hereby granted
janj jn case of

»·-

April

By order of the Board,
D. JONES, President.
W. Η. II. MOORE, 2nd Vice-Pres't.

JOHN W.
IV'b.

Uic

-YOUR

AN ACT to provide for the
abatement
of taxes on distilled
spirits in bond,

casualty.

—

IX THE

OF

!

9

Î1ml
^ Secretary of
y'

without"any SSi"1·1,,flre
s-s » 0°ί
not been
paid

and
custody or anv ofHccr of Internal
tlllerj warehouse or bonded

«»ua!t",

whilethe«5η« Λΐ..!1'1,'1 8 Ίϊ1
revrnûîî ϋ
îi
waiehouij of thc

U^'ited

by
Paris,

TO THE PUBLIC

—

All

—

THAT

—

Companies

our

Ν. Y.

FRANKLIN IN.

Assets,

Assets

$650,000.

-

impure by-deleterious secretions, producing scrofulous or skin diseases, Blotches, Felons, Pustules,
Canker, Pimples, «Sc., &c.
Take .Jurubeba to cleanse, purify and restore
the vitiated blood to healthy action.
JCIave yon a Dywpepstic Stomach ? unless
digestion is promptly aided the system is debilitated
with loss of vital force, i>overly of the Blood, Dropsical Tendency, General Weakness or Lassitude.
Take it to assist Digestion without reaction, it will
impart youthful vigor to the weary sufferer.
Hare yon weakness of the Inteetiuefi ?
You are in danger of Chronic Diarrhoea or the dreadful Inflammation of the Bowels.
Take it to allay irritation and ward off
tendency to
iuflam nations.

CO.,

Ilav, you weakness of the Uterine or
Urinary Organs ? You must procure ins'ant relief or you are liable to suffering worse than death.
Take it to strengthen organic weakness or life be-

Not

a

$2,800,000

burden.
Finally it should be frequently taken to keep the
system in perfect health or you are otherwise in great
danger of malarial, miasmatic or contagious diseases.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18 Piatt St., New York,
Sole Agent for the United States.
Price One Dollar per Bottle. Send forCircular
nov!5
4wt
comes a

ROYAL INS. CO.

Stock Yalue $400-Par $100.

Assets

Dollar loss in Boston.

Boston losses, $12,000,000

orer

THE GREAT

Not in Massachusetts.

PENNSYLVANIA

Insures only Farm Bisks,

Dwellings
in

Contents

and

Insurance

Towns and Cities.

Assets

TEA

Company.

Boston lessee,

over

Atlantic & Pacific

$900,000

TRADERS'
Insurance Company.

Rates lower than any other

Assets over Boston losses,

!

organization of capitalists for the purpose of Importing TEAS direct from place of growth,
and distributing them throughout tho United States

$500,000

Insurance Co.

AND—

Assets over Boston

PROTECTION.

losses,

People having

30

Ε 1ST Τ

Exchange

reinsure

to

not be to careful in

Β. BARNES, Jr.,
-A. Gr

$150,000

GREAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC TEA CO.,
FULTON and 2 and 4 CHURCH Streets
P. O. Box 5500
oct30t4w
NEW YORK.
191

can-

placing it.

DON'T!

,

Be

sure

Street.

novl2

Be «leceïved, but for coughs, colds, sore throat,
hoarseness and bronchial difficulties, use only

and get the Best in

WELLS' CARBOLIC

the Market.

"INSURANCE.

Rates

110

higher in the best then

in the poorest.

GIVE US A CALL.

HOME

ROLLINS & ADAMS, TO

INSURANCE

Rankers,

—OR—

UP

GENERAL AGENTS,
sep9—(l&w3m
23 Nassau St.. New-York

ORGANS

$800,000,

SALES-

ROOM,

144 1-a

I

EXCHANGE

&T.

Received the HIGHEST
PREMIUMS in the New
England and State Fairs in
181Ï0.

All Instrument*
rail ted.

War-

Price lists Bent by mail.

Will sell to be paid lor in Install-

McPhail

s

The leading insti iment manulactured in the United

dc20

Exchange

St·
eodly

last year tor Chicago losses over
Two Million Dollars, without a

Gross Present Assets

siugle litigation

or

OF

Surplus

on

At the present time, when

the

NORTHAMPTON,

HI ASS.

"NABRAGANBISTT ALL BIGHT."

North Missonri Insurance Co.
anxiously seeking
$843,228.00
INDEMNITY, their Assets

are

>

particularly called to
this Leadiug American Company.

At risk in

Capital
Lom

St.

a&

W. I). Little & Co.'s

leoaonuenl.
Sarcn damby water

age

Will work when Steam and Hand
Engines freeze.
Send for eircular to

PLUMMER &

EATON,

BATH, ME.,
Mete Agent. Tor the State of Maine.
novlO

IlllTTS

THE

MUTUAL BENEFIT ACCOUNT BOOK,
BY M. Y- B. STIMSON.
Is a pass book designed for the use of all
classes of
lealers in every department of trade, and is an invaluable medium for encouraging cash
payments for

goods,

As an economical measure it has 110
equal in tl;e
Interest of bot li buyer and seller. Its adoption will
;ave 20 per cent in the cost of
living.
Price $1.20 per dozen. Sent post-paid in
>f any number, to any part of the United packages
States or
British Provinces on receipt of order with
price in-

which

SOUND AND RELIABLE.
Phcenix Company, Hartford, $1,400,000
National Company, Hartford,
650,000

Sewing Machines |
AND BUTTEWCKS

Patterns of Garments
L;
J y lt»

PLUMM
173

REMOVAL!
OIKS no* A' NOUI>F. Wholesale dealers
andCreuirnl Ι'οιη·ηΐηη»οιι
<>
removed to Willi»' Rlork,
ϊο. lot Commercial
direct, On« door
a«tof T. II. Weston A^ Vo9».

in Produce
H
I reliant* have

juyl6dti

j

right.

all

J. W. MIIKGEK, Agent.
novlS

2w

INSURANCE^

SAFE

Merchants, Traders and Householder λ and others
having risks to place may be accommodated by us
with tue above
named reliable

31,<ί?5,OOO.

Boston losses less than 1.OOO,OOO.

America,

of

PHILADELPHIA.

Assets,

AMERICAN
Companies
in

on as

Portland.

S3,212,OOO.

Boston losses less than half their

favoiable terms as with any Agency

Surplus.
Manhattan Insurance

All persons holding Policies with the

OF NEW YORK,

EXCHANGE COMPANY, OF BOSTON,

Assets,

$439,000.

(which has boon compelled to suspend) are requested ι Boston losses about
to call at our offlee without
delay and surrender
their policies, their risk*
Insurance
having been protected by
us in other soun 1 companies.

Bangor

Cash Capital,

W. ]). Little &
Office No.
novl2

I"i

Co.,

no

Agents wanted to

trust
Mary E. Peaco on my account a
hills or c-#bts of her contracting afior

30,000.

Co., Bangor.
$300,000.

Telegraph "All Right."
Other Cos. not officially Reported.

Λμ
^
Oct.
Otlstield,
27, 1872.

MEKBILL PEACO.

dot!M3w·

TfBfhcw, l^ad.'e* or IHin■Mterft ! Agent* wanted in everv county, for
JBiblo." 550 illustraStandard
Tlir
People'*
I
ions. Extra terms. Prospectus free. Ziegler & Mc"
Curdy. L'74 Main St., Springfield, Mass.
oct30-4wf

YOUNG

IT·

Rcadlield, Winthrop, Skowhegan, Bangor,
wamkeag at 1:00 p. in.
Portland for Lewiston, Bath and Augnsta
m.

Matta-

5:23 p.

Portland for Lewiston via Danville at 8:20 p.
Train* Due at l*ortlaii«l.

a

Living

canvass

for

Agents take from twenty-five to
No buisness pave like this. Send
for term»; and secure territory for this great enterprise at once. MACLEAN, STODDART & CO.
Publishers, 3 School Street, Boston.
oet30-4wt

day.

names a

Hookiii the market ia

telling
THE
The Mtragyles of
beat

Nasby,

It Is illustrât od by THOMAS Ν AST, the greatest of American Artists, and contains an introduction
by Hon. Charles Sumner. Agents wanted for this
aiid others popular books. Address I. N. Richardsen
& Co., Boston Mass ., and St. Louis, Mo.
ηονίβ
t4w

bDSYCHOMAlVC l or §OUL CHARMJL IIVCw." How either sex may fascinate and
the love & affection of any person they choose
utantly. This simple mental acquirement all can
possess, free, by mail, lor 25c., together with a marriage guide, Egyptian Oracle, Dreams, Hints to
Ladles,, Ac. A queer book. Address
T. WILLIAM & CO. Publisher Phila.
ηονίβ

S UMMER

ARRANGEMENT.

Commencing Mondny, Juue 24th, 1873.

"■

RARE

A

CHANCE

We will pay all Agents $40 per week in cash, who
will engage witn us at once. Everything furnished
and expenses paid. Address
Â. COULTER & CO".Charlotte, Mich.
nol6t4w

Free Homes !

lino of the UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD

On the

12,000,000

acres

of the best

Lands in America.
Acres
for sale.

3,000.000
now

Valley,
for

in

Farming

Nebraska,

in

and mineral

the

Platte

Mild Climate, Fertile Soil,
Grain growing and Stock liaising unsurpassed by
United

States.
any in the
Cheaper in Price, more favorable terms given,
and more convenient to market thau can be found
elsewhere.
Free Homesteads for Actual Settlers.
The best location for Colonics—soldiers entitled to
a Homestead of 100 Acres.
Send for the new Descriptive Pamphlet, with new
maps, published in English, German, Swedish and
Danish, mailed free everywhere.
Address.
O. F. DAVIS.
Land Com'r U. P. H. R. Co.,
Omaha, Neb,
nolO
f4w

$75 to $250 per month everywhere, male
φ and female, to introduce the GENUINE IM
PROVEDCOMMON SENSE FAMILY SEWING
£5 MACHINE. This machine will stitch, hem, fell,
tuck, quilt, cord, bind, braid, and embroider in a
moat superior manner. Price only $15. Fullv
and warranted for live years. We will
jj£ licensed
g pay S 1.000 for any machine that will srw a strongI er, more beautiful, or more elastic seam than
rp, ours. It makes the "Elastic Lock Stitah." Every
^ second stitch can be cut, and «till the cloth cangj not be pulled apart without tearing it. We pay
^ agent s from i?75 to $250 pei month and expenses,
t^or a commission lrom which twice thai amount can
®~bemade. Address Skcomη Λ Co., Boston, Mass.;
Pittsburg, Γα. Chicago, III., or St. Louis, Mo.
nol9
t4w
+-<

ο h,

W

^3

among all classes. Old people, the mlddloV aged, those who are .just entering life, and
'J youth of both sexes buy and read with the

J^jp'oatest profit.
»
jjy jolly FRIEND'S SECRET
PIG LK^Iiif last and best book.
J»
"S

It is meeting witii Hie greatest success;
IN I*.
Send for our circulars.etc., which are sent
g free. G no. MAcLean, Boston. nol9t4w

Sand there's IftONEY
*

LINE

accommodations for
passengers, making this the most
convenient and comfortable
route for travelers between New York and Maine.
Passage in State Room $5. Meals extra.
Goods forwarded to and from
Montreal, Quebec
Halifax, St. John, and all parte of Maine. Shippe
are requested to send their
to the Steamers as
freight
early as 4 P. Μ.,οη the days they leave Portland.
For Freight or Passage apply to

For

—

$ 6.00 P. M.
My
Le:ivo Boston for

Portmouth and Portland at t7.30
A. M.. t8.30 A. M, 112.30P. M., 13.15P. M., $6.00 P.

M. *8.00 P. M.
Leave Portsmouth for Portland at t9.55 A. M, $10.40
A. M., t2.48 P. M.. t5.55 P.M., $ 8.00 Ρ M,*10.05 P. M
Louve Biddeford for Portland at 8.00 A. M., returning: at 5.20 P. M.
*Pulluian sleeping car express train. Ν. B.
This
train runs Sunday Morning, doc3 not run Monday

morning.

+Accommodation train.

§

Mail train.

$Fast Express.
^y^The Pullman Sleeping Car Express Train arrives at and departs from the Dej>ot of the Maine
Central Railroad, iu Portland.
Ν. B. The 6.15, <U0 A. M., and 3.30, P.M.
trai ls from Portland, make close connections to New
York by one or other of the routes from Boston.
Passengers ticketed through by either route.
F. CHASE,
jfi21tf
Supt. P. S. & P. Division.

Halifax,

RAISING OF BLOOD,

Limington, daily.

At Buxton Centre for West Buxton, Bonny
Eagle
and Limington.daily.
At. Centre Waterboro* for Limerick,
Newfleld, Parsonsiield and Ossipee, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays, returning alternate days.
At Centre Waterboro' for
Limerick, Parsousfleld,

WILLIAM H. TURNER, Superintendent.
Portland, May 20, 1872.
decl6-tc

Summer Arrangement, Jul y

let,

1879.

Trains leave P. S. & P. R. R. Station. Portland, for Bostos, *6.15, *9.10
A. M., 3.3Ut, 4.15*, 6.00$ (express) P.M.
Returning *7.30, f8.30 A. M., *12.30,
*3.15, 6.00$ (express) P. M
For Rochester, Alton Bay, *6.15, A. M.
Manchester and Concord, Ν. H., via C. & P. R. R.
Junction, 6.15* A. M., 3.30* P. M.
Manchester and Concord, via Lawrence, 9.10* A. M.
Lowell,6.15* 9.10* A. M., 3.30t, 4.15* P. M.
Milton aud Union, 9.10* A. M. 3.30t, 4.15* P. M.
NOTE.—Th° 6.15* A. M. train arrive* ii Boston in
time to connect with Shore Line at 11.10 for New
York, the South and the West. 9.10* A. M. train connects wiili the 3.00 P. M. Springfield Route aud Sound
Steamers for New York aud the South. 3.30t P. M.
train with the 9.00 P. M. train for New York via Shore
or

Springfield lino.

FOREST

PAYSON TUCKER, Agent,
Street, Portland.

353 Commercial

& LINCOLN RAILROAD.
Direct rail route to Wiscasset. New
Jastle, Damariscotta,
Waluoboro,
3Warren and Rockland.
No change of cars between Portland

Having commodious Cabin
commodation β, will

Waldoboro', Washington,

and Liberty daily.
At New Castle lor Bristol and Pemaquid, daily.
Freight Trains daily and freight taken at low rates.

jv2lHitf

COOMBS, Sup't.

C. A.

PROCURE TICKETS

OLD

Passenger Ticket Agency
Travelers for

!

CALIFORNIA

Snnth
]???fff§rSIH|iand the Went,
obtain

and IVortw
thronsh Tickets
most reliable
route from Portland or Boston, or New York, to
any point desired, at the lowest rate*, at the ol
and reliable Union Ticket Agency of

"went, may
"by the

bent find

W. I>. LITTLE & C O.
Office, 49 1-4 Exchange Street
g^-Reliable information cheerfully furnished
all times.
wl5
is4t
ap6d&w

GO
You

can save

EaKtMrt, Calai*

on

State Room

FALL

ac-

alternately, leaving

Portland,

and

St.

John, Dishy,

A.RHAJN GEMENT.

TWO TRIPS PER WEEK!
THE GREAT KEMEDY FOU

On and after
MONDAY, Sept.
30th, the Steamer New Yeok,
Capt. Ε. B. Winchester, and the
►Steamer New Brunswick, Capt

CONSUMPTION

rS. H. Pike, will leave Railroad
wharf, foot of State street, every MONDAY and
6
at
P. M. for Eastport and St. John,
URSDAY,
cturning will leave St. John and Eastport on the

which can bo cured by a
timely resort to this standard preparation, as has been
proved by the hundreds of
testimonials received by the
proprietors. It is acknowledged by many prominent
physicians to be the most
reliable preparation ever in-

day.
Connections made at Eastport for St.
Andrews,
Robbinston, Calais, Woodstock and Houlton.
Connections made at St. John for Digby, Annapolis, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S., Frederickton,
She:liac, Amherst, Charlottetown, P. Ε. I., and Summcrside.

same

P. Ε. I.
(53r*Freight received
o'clock P. M.
sep23-t30 thsn old

days

on

of

sailing until

4

A. R. STUBBS, Agent.

INSIDE

LINE!

—το—

11

A.

1ST

THREE

G-

Ο

R

i reduced for the relief and

TRIPS PER WEEK.

—

-■

Portland,

March 17th, 1872.

Lung complaints,
to the public,
t auctioned
by the experience
of over forty years. "When
resorted to. in season it seldom fails to effect a speedy
cure
in the most severe
c ases of
Coughs, Bronchitis,

Croup, Whooping Cough,

Influenza, Asthma, Colds,
Throat, Pains or Sore-

npl7

Sore

BOSTON

ness in the Chest and Side,
Liver Complaint, Bleeding
at the Lungs, &c. AVistar's
Balsam docs not dry up a
Cough, and leave the cause
behind, as is the case with
most preparations, but it
loosens and cleauses the
lungs, and allays irritation,
thus removing the cause of
the complaint.

—A5D—

PHIL· A DELPHI A
Steamship
Leave each port every

Υo

Line.

WedVy

&

Sat'd'y.

Wharfage.
From Long Wharf, Boston, 3
p.m.
From Pine Street Wharf. Phila-

delphia, at

10

a. m.
one half

vessels.

the rate of

Freight for the West by the Pens. R. R., and South
by connecting lines forwarded free of Commission.
PASSAGE, TEN DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage, apply to
WHITNEY & NAMPMON, Agent·,
70 Long Wharf, Ronton.
jn23-ly
νυχ·Ν

-Γ*. ITV 1J
.11 All/

PREPARED BY

£Γ.ΤΗ W. FOWLE & SONS, Boston, Mms.,
And «old by DruggUU and Dealers generally.
1;ol3

at

Paralysis

ΙΤΕΛηΐΗΙΡΙ

Queenetown, Cork Har.

Steamers appointed to fail

DIRECT FROM BOSTON
OLYMPUS,Sat, Nor. 16.·SAMARIA, SAT. Dec. 14.
SIBERIA, Sat. Nov. 23. OLYMPUS, Sat. Dec. 21.
gATAVIA, Sat. Nov. 30. SIBERIA. Sat. Doc. 28.
HKCTA.

Sat.

CSgF^Passengers

Boston.

Dec.

7.|PALMYRA,

embark at the Cunard

Sat. Jan, 4.
Wharf, East

Cabin, $80 & $100 Gold, According?
Accommodation. Steerage, $30
Currency

•

"4V-I
'--Λ
'.Λ
iff J·
η
τι

to

West, Northwest

and Southwest I

GUAND TRUNK is In splendid running con(liiliin, is fully supplied witli flret-class rolling stock,
THE

including

the

CELEBRATED PULLMAN PALACE CAR,

and is making the best connections and quickest
time of any route from
B:»ggage checked from Bangor to Chicago, and not

Bangor,

Custom House examinât on.'
For full particulars enquire at
Railway Station
or any of the Companies
agents in New Engl nd.
D. H. BLANCHARD, oppo. Preble
House,
No. 282 Congress St., Portland Me.
WM. FLOWERS. Eastern Agent,
aug28-tf
Bangor, Me.

subject

to

WOOD !

WOOD

and SOFT WOOD for sale at Ne. U Lia"
Also Dry Edgings.
,WM. HUSH.

ooln street.
HARD

yEGETABlEI)ULMONARrnALSAM
I OOUBTUSS|

1

COUCH
il IN THE
™E BC3T
BEST f
MEDtCl Ν £ ||woRi.O|
I1 THE
WORLD'
J^MEDtClNE
CUTLER BROS.* CO
ALtrltcf
PROf>Ri£TOf*S. BOSTO»..

d&wl2*

Steamers appointed to sail
FROM NEW YORK.
RUSSIA. Wed. Not. 20. ALGERIA, Wed Dec. 4.
ABYSSINIA.Sat, Nov.23.| JAVA, Wed. Dec. II.
CUBA, Wed. Not. 27.|CALOBRIA, Wed. Dec.18
Passage Money, Including tare trom Boston to Ν York,
Cabin, 580,3100, $ 130 gold—according to accommodation. Steerage, Î30
Currency. Tick et η to Paris, $1.1
Gold, additional. Return Tickets on favorable terms
Î
Passengers enbark at Cunard Wharf, Jersey

Ayer's

Hair

TO

ITS NATURAL VITALITY ASD COLOU
ADVANCING years,
sic knees, care.
care, %»
point ment, and tared
tary predisposition, all
tnrn the hair gray;
either of them disposes
it to fall oil prematurely, and either effect is

disaj»-

City.

PREPAID STEERAGE PASSAGE.
From Liverpool, London, Bristol, Glasgow, Queenstown or Derrv to Boston or New York,
CUBBKNCY. Passengers booked to all
parts of the United States. Drafts issued on Great
Britain and Ireland for £1 and upwards. For
Freight aud Cabin passage apply at the Company's
Office, 80 State Streot. For Btcerage passage, at 99
State Street, Boston.
jn2dlv

I). C,

[unsightly aud
skill has

produced

an

formities which has won
gratitude for him from
multitudes of women
Hie HAIR
and men.

VIGOR sometimes reproduces lost hair; and
restores to faded and grav hair its natural color, with
the gloss and freshness of youth. The comparatively
few bald and gray heads, that we now see, are those
who have not yet discovered the virtues of AVER'S
HAIR VIGOR for renewing the hair. The fresh »>nd
youthful hair we see on older heads Is often the product of his art. If you are disfigured, or made old,
austere and ugly, by gray hair, restore its youthful
color, and wltfi It your features to their original softness and agreeable expression.
As an
for beautifying the Hair, it

always

Washington,

Steamships

of this Line sail from
Central Wharf, Boston.
Semi-Weekly, 2.30 1». m. for NOR
►FOLK ami BALTIMORE.
of

William Incurrence" Capt. W. A. Jlallett.
William Crane," Capt. Solomon Howes.
"George. Appold," Capt. Winslow Loretand.
44BlacKstone" Cant. Geo.II. Hallett.
"
William Kennedy," Capt. Henry D. Foster.
"McClellan"Capt. F. M. Howe*.
Freight forwarded trom Norfolk to Washington
Steamer Lady of the Lake.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg a
Richmond, by river or rail: and l»y the
Γα. <0 Ten
Air Line to all points in
Î'irginia,
Tennessee, Al
bama ajid Georgia ; and over
the Seaboard and Ilo
nohe Jl. R. tQ al) points in North and South Carolina
by the Èalt. ά Ohio Λ. Λ, to Wwh&ZtoB an(*
places West.
Through rates given to South and West.
Fine Passenger aecommoealions.
Fare including Berth and Meals to Norfolk $15.00
ime 48 hours; to Baltimore $15, time 65 hours.
For further information apply to

plea s-

antidote for these de-

Steamship Line.
end

η η

I>r.
I
to behold.
.AVER'S consummate

AI.EÏ.HDER, Agrnl.

Norfolk and Baltimore and

Vigor,

FOR RESTORING GRAY HAIR

Steamships·.—

To Cnnn<la, Detroit, Chicago»!Saginaw,
Wl, Paul, .«alt Lake Citr* penver,
San Francisco, and $11 points

JiwI.t'Urlv

and Deformities Cured.

The Orient Springs Health Institute in located near
the town of Amherst. Mass., for the treatment and
care of Paralysis in all Its forms, SpiuiM Diseases,
C\ ntracted Cords and Limbs, Crooked Feet and
and Hands, Enlarged Joints, Wry Neck. Curvatures
of the Spine. Hip Diseases, Rickets, St. Vhus'·
Bance. and all deformities, Neuralgia, Rheumatism,
and all Lameness, Nervous Diseases, Gout, Convulsi ns, Diseases of the Brain. Heart and Luiigs, Cancers, Hvsteria, etc.
Apply to GEORGE Vf. RHODES, M. D., Amherst,
or to F. E. FAXON, ESQ., A g nt for
the Institute,
Ν·». 1 Pemberton square, Boston.
0Ctl5-d<&wl2w w42

IjIIN ±ϋ

SAILING FOB LIVERPOOL.

'Calling

of all

lire

and is offered

The Steamer CITY OF RICHMOND, Cant. C. Kilby, will lea ν
Railroad Wharf, foot of State st..
every Monday, Wednesday and

Friday Evenings, at 10 orclockt
commencing Monday, .2nd inst., for Bangor, (or aa
far as the ice will permit,)
touching at Rockland,
Candcn, Lincoln ville. Belfast, Searsport,
Point, Bucksport, Wiuterport and H am {Mien. Sandy
Returning, will leave Bangor everv Monday,
Wednesday and Friday Mornings at 6 o'clock, touch
ing at the above named landings, arriving ut Port
lan«iat 5 o'clock P. M.
Formrther particulars inquire of Ross Λ Sturd
vant, 171) Commercial St., or Cyrus Sturdivant, General Agent.

each Ticket

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.

Portland. Me.

Windsor and Halifax.

.ΙΛηΚΜ
at

WEST !
$4

and

Aweow fim

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

M.

Stages connect at Rockland, for Camden, Lincoinville, Nortliport, South Thomaston and St. George,
daily. At Rockland for Union, Appleton and Washington, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.
At Thomaston for St. George daily.
At Warren for Union, daily.
At Warren for Jefierson and Whltefield,
Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays.

J. W. PETiKIXS Λ CO., Agent.

DAILY, (SUNDAYS EXCEPTED)
ΑΤΓ 7 O'CLOCK "P. INt.
Returning leave INDIA WHARF, Boston, same
davn at 5 P. M. Fare $1.50· Freight taken
low rates.
W. I*. BILLINGS. Agent
J. B. COTLE JR., General Agent.mch30tf

Rockland for all points on the Penobscot river, Macliias, Mount Desert Vinal Haven,
Hurricane and Dix Islands.
Leave Maine Central Depot, at 7.00 A. M., and 1.00

At Wa.doboro* for North

run

ATLANTIC WHARF,

ami Rockland.
Steamers leave

p.

_

posterity

STEAMERS
and
MONTREAL,

CITY

'sailing

and Friday·.
W. MERÛITT, Superintendent y
Boston.

TO

BOSTON.

Insurance

1 Fast Express.
$ Mondays, Wednesdays

J.EAIMNU

YIkj efTects lo he looked for by taking tho
StîH'p pRCTOit.iL arc, a ^.othiiiganl controlling
inîîuenco over any crnigh. promoting sleep,
all tying tho dry tickling s· nsaiiou in the throat,
creating a health; eecrel ion or expectoration,
increasing the intervais between th„* paroxysme
of couching, imrifjoratin;; the whole system,
tiling to
curing the cough, au:l
hie*κι ml lungs;
one of its greatest
thereby insuring immunity from Consumption.

-τ—STHE superior sea-goikg

_

Clteittl

CONSUMPTION.

ear- RETURNING leaves Halifax on TUESat 4 P. M.
Fare, Including State room,
$7 00
For freight and further information
apply to J
B. CoYLË, Jr., Atlantic
Wharf, or
oc2*tf
JOHN PORTEOUS. Agent.

ι-υκ

ALL

PACT,

Iff.,

DAYS,

b:iggage checked.
t ^ireight trains between Portland and Boston
daily.
Passenger station in Boston, Hay market Square.
Freight station. Causeway street.

KNOX

at 4 P.

FOB HALIFAX DIRECT.

—.—

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD.

ASTHMA,

Making close connections with the Nova Scotia
Railway, for Windsor, Trurc, New Glasgow and
Pictou, i»nd steamers foi Prince Edward's Island : also at. New
Glasgow, N. S., with Lindeey & Co.'s
Stages for Cape JBreion.

On

—

tYHOOPINU-COUGH, C Β Ο Γ Γ,
i:(

Every Saturday,

Spring Arrangement.
ami after Monday, May 20th.
trains leave Portland
Rochester and intermediate stations
"—at 7.15 A. M., and 1.30 P. M., making
direct connect ion at Rochester with trains for Boston,
over Boston & Maiue and Eastern Railroads.
Also
connect at Rochester with Dover and Winnipiseogee
Railroad for Alton Bay, and with Portsmouth, Great
Falls and Conway Railroad for Conway.
Leave Rochester for Portland and way stations at
7.30 A. M., and 12 M.
The 7.30 train connecting with down train» on Dover and Winnipiseogee, and Portsmouth. Great Falls
and Conway Railroads, and the 12 o'clock train making direct connection at Rochester with trains from
Boston, leaving Boston at 7.30 A. M., via Boston &
Maine, and at 8.30 A. A. via Eastern Railroads.
Leave Portland for Saco River at 6.20 P. M.
Leave Saco River for Portland at 5.30 A. M.
Stages connect as follows:
At Gorliam for West Gorham, Standlsh, and No.

j

CATARRH, BRONCHITIS,
ΙΚΓ2?Γ.π33ΐνΖίΑ,

The favorite steamship CARLOTTA, Capt. Ε. I>. Mulligan,
leaves Portland

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER RAILROAD.

{?!»!1 ^72, passenger

Coiifiis, Colis, Hoarseness,I

Κ ova Scotia.

DIRECT!
WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Passenger trains leave Portland dalfor Portsmouth and Boston, (Sun-

^-j'lays excepted) at *1.30 A. M. t6.15 A.
**-"M.,§9.lO A. M., $3.30 P. M., f4.!5 P.

ttw

AGENTS!

Co

May 9-«ltf

FoiMt Kineo, Moosehead Lake, tako 12.15 a.m.
train for Dexter, arriving at Dexter at 0 :50 a. m. At
8 o'clock stage leaves for Greenville, foot of Lake,
where you lake steamer for Mt. Kineo,
arriving at
5:30 i·. in. Passengers can by stopping over night at
Dexter leave Portland at 1.00 p. ni.and take
stage
next morning.
For Dover and Foxcroft take 1:00 p. m. train. Passengers ticketed through. Fare $5.00.
Through Tickets are sold in Portland at Station
and at He'-pe Railroad Oflice for Houlton, Calais and
St. John, fare $8.00; and to Halifax $12.00.
J. M. LUNT, General Superintendent.
Augusta, Jrny 20, 1872.
augl2tf

paralleled cliromo,

thirty

ti"

Steamers Dirigo and Franconia
will, until further notice, run a*
follows :
Leave Gait's Wharf, Portland.
MONDAY ai.d THURSdiBSBfi^^^every
DAY, at 5 P. M., and leave Pier
E. R.t New York,
every MONDAY and TIIURSDA Y, at 3 P. M.
The Dirigo and Franconia are litted
up with fine

a. m.

the great combinatio

JUST SO HIGH,

oc9

Steamship

*Accommodation.

to every subscriber.

JR

HENRY FOX. Gait's Wharf, Portland
J. F. AMES, Pier 38, E.
R., New York.

m.

From Augusta,. Bath and Lewiston at 8:35 a. τη.
From Ohltown, Mattawamkeag, Bangor, Skowhegan, Waterville, Augusta, Wiutlirop, Readneld, Bath
and Lewiston at 2:55 p. m.
From Augusta aud Lewiston at 6:45 p. m.
From St. John, Houlton, Calais, Bangor, &c., 1:25

EjK WIS and a corps of most popular authors
write exclusively for it. We give a copy of the un-

Exchange Street. DOW, COFFIN & LIBBY, T-jF\
£■■4
Exchange St.
Agents, 42
frnovl2tf
ψ^λ
Caution.
or

a. m.

Portland for Lewiston, Bath, Rockland, Augusta,

For full description and terms, address immediately HUBBARD BROS., Publishers, Phila. or Boston.
oct30-4wt

91

D0 tbifl ilny forbid all persons
harboring

1:in
shall
pay

Company,

Maine

and

STANLEY

|

Cheap Farms !

Insurance Co. of No.

7:00

Tke above trains leave P. S. & P. R. R. Station
foot of State street, where tickets can be purchased

LIVINGSTONE,

ftcl8-d&wevery3uwly

General Agent.

Portland. Oct. 7. 1872.

SEMI-WEEKLY

RAILROAD.

Portland for Bangor, Houlton, Calais, St. John,
Halifax, &c.. at 12:15 a. m. (sleeping ears and day
this train.)
Portland for Lewistou, Rockland and Augusta at

Sin

NO. 166 FORE STREET.

Assets,

WILl'iEB

Midrifa Si.. Up Starrs.

Company

Company, Hartford,
650,000 Aetna Insurance
Company, of
International Co., New York, 1,000,000
HARTFORD., CONHT.
Continental Co., New York,
2,000,000
Hoffman Company, New York, 300,000 Assets,
§6,400,000.
750,000.
Atlantic Company, Providenee* 350,000 Boston Losses,
Alp», of Erie, Pa.,
Home Insurance Company, of
350,000
Alemanuia, of Cleveland,
425,000
NEW YORK.

; ο pies

ELIAS HOWfc

small.

Orient

closed.

Full particulars on application.
Sample
bv mail post-paid for 10 cents.
il. A. ncKf \NEY A CO..
Publiftlter»,
129 Middle St.. Portland, Me.
sep23-d&wtf

of

$230,362.82

■

OFFICE,

Insurance Agency,
reprorenting the following companies, all
are out of the Boston
Fire,

his

RESURRECTION from
Death, by

and

Petroleum Y.

Prouipt.
YS(Orient.

& Marine Ins. Co.

After the disastrous Are occurred in Boston, I am
happy to present to the public the above named Companies NOSjVKNT. able and willing to meet all
their liabilities. The Policies issued
by these Companies are all good. Thanking the public for their
patron ago for the last 23 years, I respectfully request
a continuance of the same.

NONE BETTER!

Simple,

CHEAT EXPLORER,

PREPARED BY
C. AYEH & CO.. LOWELL. MASS.,
Practical and Analytical Chemists,
And sold by druggists all round the world.
DR. J.

NEW ARRANGEMENT.

care on

TO-DAY

the burnt district, Boston, 933 OOO.

Newport Fire

A.GENTS,

IT. 8. Nary Department.

our

THE GREAT ILLUSTRATED PEOPLE'S WEEK
LY, tbe best and cheapest paper published. 1)10

Meriden Fire Insurance Co.
Assets
....
$240,000

spectfully solicited by

Exchange
novl3tf

AN ELEGANTLY BOUNI) CANVASSING BOOK
for the best and cheapest Family Bible ever
published
will be sent free of charge to any book agent. It contains nearly 500 fine Scripture illustrations, and
are
with
agents
meeting
unprecedented success, Aildress, stating experience, e'c., andwe will show you
what our agents are doing. NATIONAL PUBLISAING CO. Phila., Pa.
oct30 4wt

Telegriplied
"No Lasse· in Boston."

Good risks at current rates re-

]Vo. 42

oc*30-4trt

5000 AGENTS WANTED AT ONCE for
NEW BOOK, the LIFE OF THE

$762,421.59

regards Policy

as

attention is

New England Fire Extinguisher Co.,

j

PROVIDENCE.

Holders
492,484.92
Losses reported Boston Fire,
250,000
Secretary telegraphs Nov. 12, 1872,

the calling in ot

Dollar of its large loans
Bond and Mortgage.
one

Made and sold by the

the

AGENCY.

Fire Engine ! DOW, COFFIN & LIBBY,

Self-Acting

Music and Music Merchandise.

FREE TO BOOK AGENTS.

Narragaiisett Fire & Marine In. Co.

States.

Remember 114 1-2

Munger's

ble reputation it stands ρr("-eminently in the front rank. It paid

RELIABLE

Pianos,

.

use.

>

Y.',

dispose of HO©
ORGAN'S, of six first-class makers, including Waters', at very low price for cash, or part cash an d
balance in small monthly instalments. New-7octav firstciass PIANOS, modern
improvement, for
W/bcash. Now read g a CONCERTO PAIiLO H
ORGAN, the most beautiful style and perfect tone
erer made. Illustrated
Catalogues mailed. #h<»et

timely

C'VRUii 8TURDIVANT,

one

481 Broadway Ν,
PIANOS, ME L OI)E ONS. and

will

in financial strength and honora-

community

CELEBRATED

John W.

AND

The Cash Assets of this sterling:
Institution arc over FOUR AND A
HALF M1L1SOK DOLLARS, and

ments.
also have the Agency for this State for the

ADJUSTED

PAID.

MELODEONS

A Great Offer !

and every claim will be

PROMPTLY

—AND—

passenger tor every $500 additional value.
0. J. BRYDGES, Managing Director.
H. BAILEY, Local
Superintendent.
Portland, June 20 1872.
jun21tf

CAPT. DEERING,
Will leave (until farther notice) Railroad
Wharf,
Portland, every FRIDAY EVENING, commencing
the
11th
Friday,
innt.,at IΟ o'clock,
Or on arrival of Express Train from
Boston, for
Rockland, Castiue, l)eer Isle, Sedgwick, S. W. Harbor, (Mt. Desert) Millbridge, Jonesport and Machiatport.
Retuuing will leave Mnschiasport every Tuesday
morning, at 5 o'clock, touching at the above named
landings.
For iurtlier particulars inquire of Ross &
Sturdlvant, 179 Commercial St.,

daily.

tf

TFsTran c ε

The losses of this Company by
the recent fire CANSOT EXCEED

HASTINGS,

&

STAIRS.

dov13

OENTLEI?IEN, Agents wanted

LADIES

to sell Protean Button HoleCuter, 25cts. ; Button
Hole Worker, 50cts. ; Needle Threading Thimble.
25els. ; Morocco Needle Book, 50cts., (6 large and 5
papers small Needles. S15 per day sure: «ample free
to anv one at above price. C. THORNTON &
Co., 509
Broadway, Ν. Y.
oct30-4wt

No. 1 Exchange Street,

OF NEW YORK.

W. & SHATTICK A Co., Banker?

start with sent free by mail. Audi ess with 6 ceut
return stamp M. YOUNG & CO., 10 Cortland St..
New York.
oct30-4wt

AGENTS,

COMPANY

Payson, Esq,

TABLETS.

Worthless imitations are on the market, but
the only scientific preparation of Carbolic Acid for
Lung diseases is when chemically combined with
othei weU known remedies, as in these tablets, and
all parties are cautioned against using any other.
lit all cases of irritation of the mucous membrane these tablets should be freely used, there
cleansing and hea ing properties are astonishing.
Be warncil, never neglect a cold, it is easily
cured in its incipient state, when it becomes chronic
the enre is excedingly difficult, use ΛΥβΙΙβ* Carbolic
Tablets as a specific.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18 Piatt St,· New York,
Sole Agent for United States.
Price 25 cents a box
Send for circular.
oct30-4wt
τακ
WORKING CLASS, male or
female $60 a week guaranteed. Respectable em
ployment. at home, day or evening ; no capital required ; full instructions and valuable package ot goods to

tf

I'OBTIiAND.

Adopted by

PROFIT ONLY.
This Company has resident agents and business
connections with all the principal porte and Tea growing districts of China and Japan. The Teas are
bought expressly for their trade alone, in the bost
TEA districts, and are sold for ONE PROFIT.
Send ftr Price List to the
ONE

Unsurpassed Security FIRST NATIONAL
—

Montreal.

an

for

GOLD,

MANUFACTORY

Λν ι β τ ο :n"

JÇx press trains run through to Montreal without
change of cars at Island Pond.
The Company are not responsible for
baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid for at the rate of

MAINE CENTRAL

narvellons cures, which have won for it a confidence
η its virtues, never
equalled by any other medicine.
It still makes the most effectual curee of Coughs.
Cofds, Consumption, that can be made by médirai
skill. Indeed, the Ciikury PkiTobal has really
robbed these dangerous diseases of iheir terrors, to a
p-eat extent, and given a feeling of immunity from
[heir fatal effects, which in well founded. If the remedy be taken in seamm. Every family should have it
In their closet for the ready and prompt relief of Ms
members. Sickness, sutierini», and even life is saved
by this timely protection, The prudent should not
leglect it, ami the vrise will not. Keep it by you for
the protection it attarde in sudden attacks, and by ts

Macliias.

Τίιβ favorite Steamer

j

It

has been known to the public about forty years, by a
long contiuned series ot

ONE TRIP PER WEEK

an;l after Monday, Nov. 4th
will run as follows :
train for South Paris at
■™
■■
"i.30 A. M.; for Island Pond,
Quebec.
Montreal, and the west at 1.3· P. M. Stopping at all
stations.
Mail train (stopping at all
stations) for Island
Pond, connecting with night mail
train for Quebec,
Montreal and the West.
Accommodation for South Paris and intermediate
stations at 5.00 P. M.
From Montreal, Quebec, Island
Pond, Gorham
and South Paris at 2.5ϋ P. M.
From So. Paris at 8. 20 A.
M,
Pullman Palace Drawing Room and
Sleeping Cars
are attached to the M ail Trains
between Portland and

Pectoral.

Cofbrv

Winter Arraugfmen— Commencing Friday, October lllb.

ARRANGEMENT.

Cauaaimptian.

THE FEW Composition*
which have won the confidence of mankind
and
become household word·
among not only one but
many nations, must have
extraordinary virtues. Perhajw no one ever seen red so
wide a reputation or maintained it so longhh Λ ykr'h

Fall and

On

,,

This is

and

W. P.

ÎOfk·

Desert and

Aithma and

TO

M»E

Mt.

EASTERN ΛΝΙ) PORTLAND, SACO, &
PORTSMOUTH R. R.

Street,

CAPITAL HALF A MILLION DOLLARS.

Coal

October. Present price 90 and accrued interest *Yom October ist in
cnrrency.
The Ijjst week of our sales of Illinois
Bivision
Bonds amounted to $500,009. Early orders arc
therefore suggested, in order to secure
any portion of
this extremely desirable loan.
For further particulars, statement of
earnings,
maps of the line, &o., apply to

COMPANY,

191 Fulton
Cor. Ch/urcli St.,

NOT IN THE INSUBANCE BING.

Company

Extract of Jurubeba

retains all the mediciual virtues peculiar to the plant
and must be taken as a permanent curative agent.
Is there want of action in your Liver A
Spleen? Unless relieved at once, the blood becomes

pared to give as good a Policy of
Insurance as can be found.

—

Watertown,

Dr. Wells

Have passed through tlic Boston
fire unhurt, and arc as Sound and
Solvent as before. We are pre-

FIRE INS CO.,

THE INDIANA DIVISION
is about eighty miles in length,
traversing extensive
Bituminous Coal fields, and making a direct (and ttie
shortest possible) line between Chicago and the Block

repayment
destroyed by

House of
States of America inRepreCoilthe Treasury
tion ο
;
autt°rt*e.l, upon the producsatisfactory
proof to him of the
ac ualdeOT
wltnout any
and
fraud, collusion, or
negligence of the

Jf'entUf

WE ARE PLEASED TO STATE

AGRICULTURAL

It ip seldom that Mortgages upon
Railroads
are considered sufficiently safe for the investment oî
Trust Funds. It is only when a Railroad is earning,
net. an excess of i: s interes.' obligations, with a certainty of a steady growth, that its Bouds can be said
to be perfectly safe.
The CnicAoo, Danville & Vincennes Railroad is doing this, and has this
certainty. That
part of it known as the Illinois Division (from
to
Chicago Danville, 132 Miles.) was finished last year,
and its gross earnings have increased from
$3!,464 07
in December, 1871, to §57,587 95 in
August, 1872.
The net earnings for August were $30,412
46, or at
the rate of $361,949 52 per annum. The total interest 1 ability upon the total issue of Bonds
upon bot
the Illinois and Indiana divisions is
§280,000 gold.
The Illinois division is,
therefore, earning, net, more
than enough to pay interest upon the entire bonded
ebt upon the whole road.

Henry

Connect daily with 3.15 P. M.,
For Cornish, Kezar Falls, Porter, Freedom, Denmark, bridgton, Lovell, and North Lovell.
The 8.30 a. m. from No. Conway connects with
afternoon trains for Boston, via Eastern or Boston &
Maine K. It's., and the 1.00 p. m. train arrives in
Portland in season t· connect with Steamers for Bos-

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA.
AfiTKKATlOX OF TRAINS.

It is not a physic which may give temporary reliei
to the sufferer for the first few do es, but
which, from
continued use brings Piles and kindred diseases to
aid iu weakening the invalid, nor is it a doctored liquor
which, under the popular name of''Bitter»" is so
extensively palmed oft on the public as sovereign remedies but it is a niOMt powerful Tonic ami
alterative, pronounced so
the leading medical
authorities of London and
and has been long
used by the regular physicians of other countries with
wonderful remedial results.

Office, 166 Fore St., Portland, Me.

—

Λ
new

M.

will be Freight

HAMILTON, Superintendent.
Portland, Oct. 2,1872..
nov4ti

CHAP!?IAN, Secretary.

MUNGER, Correspondent,

or

Be it enacted
by the Senate and
sentatives qf the United

II.

CHARLES DENNIS, Vice-President,
HAWLETT, 3rd Vice-Pres't.

DWELLINGS

Company.

Messrs. Swan & Rarrett,

attached.
STAGE**

WINTER

J. D.

INSURE

To Careful Investors.

payable April

cars

J.

274,315 01

After Deducting Boston Jounce,

[General Nature—No. 88.]
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J,
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7, 1872.

—

vilegee the passage of the same and
of the machinery anil iixtures thereof and
approaches thereto, under and upon such

and condit ions as shall bo prescribed by the
Secretary of War, upon hearing the allegations and
proofe of the parties in case they shall not agree.
Sec. 5. That the structure herein authorized shall
be built and located under and subject to such
regulations for the security of navagation of said river
as
the Secretary of war shall prescribe; and to
secure
that object the said person or i^rsons,
company or
submit
shall
to
the
corporation,
Secretary of War,
for his examination ami approval, a design ami drawings of the bridge and piers, and a map of the location giving, for the space of at least one mile above
and one mile below the proposod locati-m, the
topography of the banks of the river, the shore-lines at
high and low water, the direction and strength ot the
currents at all stages, and the soundings
accurately
showing the bed of the stream, the location of any
other bridge or bridges, and shall furnish such
other
information as
may be required for a full and satisfactory understanding
of the
and until the
said plan aud location of the subject;
bridge are approved by
the Secretary of War, the
shall not be built;
and if any change be madebridge
in the plan of construction of said bridge during the
of the work
thereon, or before the completionprogress
of said
such
change shall be subject to the approval ofbridge,
the Secreand
of
the
War;
said
tary
structure shall be at all
times so kept and manage! as to
offer reasonable and
proper means lor the passage of ves els
through or
under said structure; and the said
structure
be
changed at the cost, and «xpense of the ownersshall
thereof, from time to time, as Congress may
to preserve the free and c· nveuient direct, so as
nnvigation of
said river. And the authority to erect and
aid bridge shall be subject ta revocation or continue
mndiUcaion by law whenever the public good
shall, in the
udrment of Congress, «-o reouire, without
any cxen se or charge to the United States.
Sec. 6. That tbe right to alter or amend this
act, so
as to prevent or remove all material obsi
ructions to
the navigation of said river
by the construction of
bridges, without expense to the United States, is
hereby expressly reserved.
Approved, May 25, 1872.

3,379,050 00
217,500 00
386,739 41
2,405,937 95

Tbe
passenger

with

Ironchiti»,

® x 1' it κ.:
Η rt,
CAPTAIN A. S.
OLIVER,
Will leave the enfl of Custom Honse Wharf
for
Jones' Landing, on and nflorOct 10, 1872, at daily
8.45 A
M., and 3.15 P. M.
Returning leave Jones' Landing at 9.15 and 3.45 p.
M.
Fare down and baek 25 cents, children half price.
Special arrangements can be made by applying to
the Capt.
oclodtf

Ticket Office in Portland at Depot of M. C. R. R.

next.

J.

THIS LUAN

Kst-route,

.f

$8,143,240 00

P. M.
A. M.
7.15
3.15
N. Conway, 8.30
1.C0
7.15 a. in. anil 1 00 p. m. 1 rains

Longs,

and

far Diseiim of the Throat

ΜΤΚΑΠΚΒ

:

3·*-

Portland,

Leave
Leave

iyer'sClierry Pectoral

lalaud Steamboat
Company.

Peak'·

ton.

The certificates to be produced at the time of payment, and cancelled. Upon certificates which
(in red scrip) for gold premiums; such payment of interest and redemption will be in gold.
A dividend of l^orly I*er C'eut, is declared on the uet earned premiums of the
Company, for the
year ending 31st December, 1871, for which certificates will be issued on and after Tuesday the Seeond of

Danville & Yincennes

Provided,

»>«»

Charles M. Davis,
Benjamin Webster,
Charles B. Merrill,
Richard O. Conant,
Harrison J. Libby,
Charles H. Chase,
Enos C. Soule.
CHAS. M. DAVIS, President.
GEO. A. WRIGHT, Secretary.
nuv!9dlm

cease.
were issued

CHICAGO

briTge

that ftfty feet above high-water
mark, as understood
at the p4l)t of
location, to the bottom chord of the
bridge, nor shall the spans of said bridge be less than
two hundred and fifty foet feet in
length > and the
piers of said bridge shall be parallel with
the current
of the river,
the main span shall be over tbe
main channel of the river, and not
less than three
feet
in
hundred
length : And provided atso, That if
any bridge built under this act shaii be
constructed
as a pivot draw-bridge, the saineshall
be constructed
with a draw over the main channel of
the river at an
accessible and navigable point, ami with
spans of *K»t
less than one hundred and
sixty feet in lengi h in the
clear on each side of the centra· or
pivot pier oï the
draw, and the next adjoining spa::s to the draw
shall
not be less than two hundred and flit
y feet, if the
proper location of the draw over the cluwsmel will
adm il Bpana of this width between it
and the
said spans shall uot be less that thirty feet shore,and
above lowwater mark and not less than ten
above extreme
high-water mark, measuring to» the bottom chord
of
the
and the piers of !*iijd bridge shall be
bridge;
parftiiel with the current of the river where said
bridge
mav be erected : And provided
jr·
j/nat said draw
w*w, That
«hall hn
OTiAnwl TiTvwmtlv
he opened
shall
mvtnptly» upon reasonable signal,
for the pa^sago of boats, and in no case
shall unnecessary delay oc^ar ft»
owning the said draw during or
after the passage of trains.
Sec. % Vhat any bridge constructed under
this act.
and *ooordiiig toits limitations, shall be a
lawful
structure, and shall be known and
recognized
as a
upon which, a)so. no higher
charge shall
made for the transmission over
the same of the*
the
mails,
troops, and the munitions of war of
t'ue
United State than the rate
per mile paid for 1,'neir
transportation over the railroads t*~
public highways
leading t:> th said brMge: and tlie
Unltw? States
Shall have the rtght uf w»··
lor 1K)8tal-telcgcai,h i.urposes across «avi bridge *
Sec. 4. That all
the aaid bridçe * J""ajWay companies desiring to use
jau bave and be entitled to
equal
rights ana pr*
in

DIRECTORS :

$5,375,793 24

$14,806,812 37

—OF THE—

any lliigation arisuig from any obstruction or
alleged
obstruction to the free mvigitipa of
said river, the
cause may be tried before (fee
district court
of the
United States of any State» fu whic*i
any portion of
sal 1 obstruction or brUtoe touches.
S tic.
That any
built 'under the
provisions
of this act muv,
the option of the
companv building the same, W> built eighty: as a pivot
draw-bridge,
with
pivot oij other fcnn of draw, or with
unbroken
or continuous spans:
That if the said
UrVl*o shad be uvad© with unbroken and
continuous
spans, it shall η >t be of less elevation in
any case
-.

09

as

will

Be it

.ins

$7,446,452

—AND—

enacted bu the Senate and House of
sentatives of the United States of America inRepreCongress assembled. That in every case where a demurrer is interposed to an indictment, or to
any count or
counts thereof, or to any information in
any court of
the United States, and such demurrer shall be
overruled by the court, the judgment
shall be
responaeat-ouster ; and thereuponthereupon
a trial may be ordered at th same terra, or a continuance
may be ordered as justice may require.
Approved, May 23, 1872.

$14,000.00,

any one risk, and at rates of premium as low
itlier sound Iusurance Companies.
NO FIRE RISKS TAKEN.

>n

and after Monday, Nov. 4th, an<l
notice, trains will run

Wfl^fifgijTrains

BLAINE,
House of Representatives.
SCHUYLER COLFAX,
Vice-President of the United States and President
of the Senate,
U. S. GRANT.

7 PER CENT.

exceeding

5-S2

MEDICAL,

For Peaks' Island.

ΡτίβΡ—Passenger

J. G.
the

Railroad

jnouut not

R.

R.

time.

"further
w*?»3OTq6|i^ulÎtFl
^'r^ï^sSas
follows

—π

Speaker of

I il Hi LAM U*

Co.,

(Established in 1833,)
rit-h a paid up Capital of $140,000.00, continall classes of Marine
îes to issue
risks, to an

$5,412,777 51
2,033,075 18

Amount of Assets,

resignation.

Approved, May 28,1872.

On

STEAMERS.

OGDEN'SBURU

&

changbTof

Exchange Street,

Hie Occan Insurance

Charter of the Company, submit the following Statement of its affairs

Premiums,

PORTLAND

PORTLAND, ME,

Comer of William, New York.

Policies have been issued upon Life Risks; nor upon Fire Risks unconnected with
Marine Risks.
Premiums marked Oft* trom 1st January, 1871, to 31st December, 1871,
Losses paid during the same period
$2,Γ35,980 63
Ret urns of Premiums and Expenses,
$973,211 84
The Company has the following Assets, viz :
United States and State of New York Stock, City, Bank and o*Ler Stocks,
Loans secured by Stocks, and otherwise,
Real Estate and Bonds and Mortgages,
Interest, and sundry notes and claims due the Company, estimated at
Premium Notes aud Bills Receivable
Cash in Bank.

1

RAILROADS.

Insurance !

Office No. 17

No

there «y, to restore Lozarus L. Reamey to the navy
of lie United States as m .dshipman at the foot of the
class of eighteen hundred and seventy, of which he
member at the time of his

Marine

1849.)

IN

Premiums received on Marine Risks, from 1st January, 1871. to 31st December, 1871,
Premiums on Policies not marked off 1st January, 1871,

[General Nature—No. 90.1
AN ACT to re-tore Lazarus L.
Reamey to the navy
of the United States as
midshipman.
Be it enacted by the Senate and Houso of Representatives of the United States of America in Congress assembled, That ihe President of the United
States be, and be is hereby, authorized, if in his
opinion the good of the service will be promoted

was a

STREET,

The Trustees, in Conformity to the
the 31st day of December, 1871.

on

lureby, autho;i/.ed, by aud with the advice and
cons· ni of the Senate, to restore Commodore Joseph
F.Green t.» bis oiiginal position on the navv list,
next l»e!o\v R λ -Au mirai Bog?s; to promote Commodore John l)e Camp to his original relative position as a rear-admiral on the retired list; to promote
Commodore Charles W. Pickering to the grade of
commodore on the retired list, with the retired pay of
his advanced lank; ίο advance
Captain Egbert
Thorn: s>n in rank next below Captain ThomasG.
Corbin ; to promote Commander Samuel K. Franklin
to take rank next alter Commander James S.
Thornton; to restore Commander Edward Y. McCauley to
his origiual rank, next after Commander W.
D.
Whiting; to restore Commanders John H. Russell,
A. W. Johnson, P. C. Johnson, John
A. E.
Waiters,
K. Benliam, Austin
Pendergrast, and W. P. McCann, respectively, to their original places on the
navy list.
Approved May 28, 1872.
he is

WALL

51

district at Brazil.
The Iron aud ottier materials for the Indiana Divi
sion have all been bought and paid for in
[PASSED AT THE
cash, a
part of it is now in operation, and the entire Division
SECONDISESSION OF THE FORTY-SECOND
is to be finished this season and
CONGRESS.
opened to a profita- I
ble business.
The company is not in debt, and owns a
[General Nature—No. 84.]
large and
very valuable real estate iu Chicago, beside
AN ACT to create an additional land district in the
having
an equipment of
State of Kansas,
twenty-three first-class locomotives
ami about 700 cars.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House
qf RepreA first mortgage upon such a
sentatives of the United States qf America in Conroad, at the rate of
gress assembled, That all that i>ortion of the Repub$18,500 per mile is a safe investment, and we know of
lican land district io tbe State of Kansas,
and
Iving
being situated west of the first guide-meridian west | no other railroad bond, at the price asked for this,
of the sixth principal meridian be, and
hereby is, that can demonstrate a similar value as a security for
constituted a new land district, to be called the
savings banks and others.
Northwestern land district.
We have sold nearly two millions of these bonds to
Sec. 2. That the President, by and with the adrice and consent of the Senate, is hereby authorized
savings banks, trust companies and the most careful
to api»oint a register and a receiver tor said
district, investors, and have but 3850,000 bonds remaining.
who shall discharge like and similar
duties, and reThey are for §1000 each, and have forty years to
ceive the same amount of compensation allowed to
other officers discharging like duties in the other
run.
Inttr. st
land-offices of said St a e.
Approved, May 23, 1872.

AN ACT to
courts.

INSURANCE.

ATLANTIC
MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY.

AN

The sun-dial was so aged
It had gathered a thoughtful grace ;
Anil the round about of the shadow
Seemed to have furrowed its face.

The flowers

states, to abate the amount of Internal-revenue taxes
iccruiug thereon, and to cancel any warehouse bond,
satisfaction thereon, in whole or iu part, as
may be ; aud if such taxes have been collected since the destruction of said spirits, then the Secretary of the Treasury shall refund the same to the
owners thereof out of any money in the treasury not
otherwise appropriated.
Sko. 2. That this act shall take cftect in all cases
of loss or destruction of distilled spirits as aforesaid
which have occurred since the first day of
January,
eighteen hundred aud sixty eight: Provided, however, Tliat. when the owners of such distilled spirits, so
as
aforesaid,
destroyed
may be indemnified against
said tax by a vadd claim of insurance, said tax shall
not be remitted to the extent of such insurance.
Approved, May 27,1872.
>r inter
[be cast.·

elegant dressing

has no superior.

PREPARED BT
DR. J. C. AVER & CO., LOWE LI MASS.,
Practical and Analytical Chen 'ate,
Aud sold all "umd the worli.
dec" deodAeowd-weow-ly

1

ROVVX'SIiROXHIALl
FOR COUtiHS, COLOS, &c.
ONLY

1

Sent

WO

CK.NTS.

t-rtm".
Dr.

Π. J.

«

W

JOritDAIN,

PROPRIETOR

OF

T1IK

Parisian Gallery of
Anatomy, Boston,
*3îl Central Wharf, Boston.
jnqçgtf
just published a new edition of his lcctmee,
containing most, valuable inforpiatio^ en ijw
raueee.coDsequrupes and treatment of diseases « the
reproductive *y*tMm, with rmuirka on marriaq «4
Clothins; Cleansed.
(he various causes of
the loss of manhood, with
instructions for its complete restoration; also a c'i/vu
J
on venereal in
^er
fection,
and lhe mtont of «κη?, l>c :
I
short
notice,
Cleansed and Hopulred at
IQS the most comprehensive toorb on the su Meet ever
J and all kinds of goojs dyad in a thorough man
yet published, comprising 15U puge*. Mailed free to
ner.
Also Second-hand Clothing for sale.
my address for 25 cents. Address,
All orders will receive prompt aud faithful atten
"°n
Dr. Jourduin's CousultiiiK Office,
E.

SAMPSON, Agent.

HAS

(1LOTHES

WILLIAM BROWN
Federal st..
Near the Park

61 Hancock Strretj Walton, Man·

junHdlyr

